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OVERVIEW 
Early to mid 19th century Australia’ welfare policy involved placing orphans and 
neglected (usually fatherless and/or impoverished) children into institutions – known 
as the barrack style system – not dissimilar to the English poor houses.  Impoverished 
parents often placed their children there until they were financially able to reclaim 
them. 
 
Late 19th century there was a world-wide move to place children in foster care or as it 
was originally known the ‘boarding-out system’.  This was considered cheaper and 
better able to produce industrious citizens undamaged by the institutionalisation of the 
barrack system. In 1902 Sir (Dr) Charles Mackellar declared the Boarding-Out system 
to be national policy. This was formalised at an interstate conference of welfare 
workers, in South Australia, in 1908. The mandate of the various child welfare 
departments was to promote adoption but this was hampered by the lack of protective 
legislative for foster parents: “No matter how dissolute or degraded unworthy parents 
may be, the law at present permits them to reclaim children…”1 The purpose of 
boarding-out and then later adoption was “to give unfortunate children … “natural 
training” in a private home.2 
 
In the late 19th early 20th century there was huge concern both for the falling birth rate 
and the quality of the citizens the country was producing. Ex nuptial or ‘illegitimate’ 
children were considered racially inferior and there was a eugenic agenda to reduce 
their numbers.3 Eugenicists saw illegitimacy as a threat to the family, morals and 
society itself.  At the same time there was a pronatalist push to populate Australia. 
The combination of a eugenic and pronatalist agenda resulted in a social engineering 
experiment where thousands of newborns were transferred from their single mothers 
to state approved, childless married couples. 
 
In 1912 Mackellar went to Britain to research the topic of feeblemindedness and when 
he returned wrote a Report (1913) in which he discussed at great length the problem 
of the feebleminded and how they should be controlled.  He was influenced by the 

                                                 
1 Department of Child Welfare and Social Welfare, (1958). Child Welfare in NSW Training Manual,  p. 
13 
2 Ibid p. 12 
3 Leonard Darwin (1918) cited in Reekie, G.  (1998), Measuring Immorality: Social Inquiry & The 
Problem of Illegitimacy, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press,  pp. 79-80, stated: 
“Illegitimate children are inferior in civic worth. Reducing their number could only improve the race” 
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eugenics movement that began with Francis Galton,4 cousin of Charles Darwin. 
Darwin’s theory of evolution was applied to population, with notions of the survival 
of the fittest and that evolution was linear and if we did not keep the race ‘pure’ it 
would lead to ‘racial suicide’.5 Importantly Mackellar believed that environment 
could bring out the best in genes and could stop the transmission of the acquired 
characteristics of ‘vicious’ parents.6 He allegorised the child to being a “clean white 
sheet of paper” 7 in which the new parents could mould to become industrious 
citizens. 8 
 
The eugenics movement was concerned with ‘right breeding’: only the fit should 
reproduce.9  Eugenicists believed the ‘science’ of eugenics, with its emphasis on 
controlled breeding, could be applied to solve social problems such as crime, 
immorality, delinquency and was a way of strengthening the racial ‘germ’.10 It was 
feared that suicide of the race would occur if the Commonwealth did not introduce 
policies to regulate reproduction,11 health reform12 and, most relevant to this 
discussion, to socially engineer families by transferring/removing children from 
‘unfit’ to ‘fit’ parents.13 Hence unmarried motherhood was used to produce families 
                                                 
4 Galton coined the word ‘eugenics’, (the Greek words for well and born) in 1883 in Inquiries into 
Human Faculty and Development that heralded the movement. Galton (1904, p.1) defined Eugenics as 
“the science which deals with all influences that improve the inborn qualities of a race; also with those 
that develop them to the utmost advantage” and  “as the science which deals with those social agencies 
that influence, mentally or physically, the racial qualities of future generations” (1905, p. 11). See: 
Galton, F.  (1904).  Eugenics: Its Definition, Scope, And Aims  The American Journal Of Sociology 
Vol X, 1,  July 1904,  pp. 1-6 (Accessed 30/6/2004): 
http://www.mugu.com/galton/essays/1900-1911/galton-1904-am-journ-soc-eugenics-scope-aims.htm  
Galton, F. (1905).  Restrictions in Marriage  American Journal of  Sociology, Vol 11, 1, July 1905, 
pp11-25  (Accessed 30/6/2004) 
http://www.mugu.com/galton/essays/1900-1911/galton-1905-am-journ-soc-studies-eugenics.htm 
5 Gillespie, P. 1991, The Price Of Health: Australian Governments and Medical Politics 1910-1966, 
Studies in Australia History Series Editors: Alan Gilbert and Peter Spearitt,  Cambridge: Press 
Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, p. 33, 35; Edith Waterworth, Unmarried Mothers The 
Women’s View Letter to the Editor The Mercury Hobart April 10, 1931, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-
article29904099 - Mrs. Waterworth (a eugenicist) was the President of the Tasmanian Council of 
Maternal and Child Welfare see: Problem of the Young Unmarried Mothers A Conference, The 
Mercury, Hobart,  September 10, 1938, p. 15, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article25552104 
6 Mackellar, C. (1904). Annual Report Child Relief Department at p. 24; Mackellar, C. & Welsh. 
(1917).  Mental Deficiency: A Medico-Sociological Study of Feeble-Mindedness Sydney: W. A. 
Gullick, Government Printer, p. 31 (book donated to UWS library by NSW Dept of Community 
Services). 
7 Mackellar, C. (1904). Annual Report Child Relief Department at p. 24 
8 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great Britain, 
Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in New 
South Wales Report No 4, 11 September at 34 
9 Chapple, W.  (1903).  The Fertility of the Unfit, Melbourne: Whitcome & Tombs Limited 
10 Popenoe, P. & Hill, L. R. (1918). Applied Eugenics, USA: Macmillian; Kline, W. (2001). Building a 
Better Race: Gender, Sexuality, and Eugenics from the Turn of the Century to the Baby Boom, 
Berkeley: University of California Press, p. 20;  
11 Gillespie, P. 1991, The Price Of Health  : Australian Governments and Medical Politics 1910-1966, 
Studies in Australia History Series Editors: Alan Gilbert and Peter Spearitt,  Cambridge: Press 
Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, at 33, 35   
12 Ibid at 31-32 
13 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September ; Mackellar, C. (1904). Annual Report Child Relief 
Department at p. 24.  
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for infertile married couples where previously, according to those advocating the 
removals, none had existed [the unmarried mother and her child].14  As previously 
alluded to this was a social engineering experiment under a broader Federal 
population policy of ‘seeding’ Australia with ‘good white stock’.15  Unwed mothers: 
white or Indigenous with white ancestry, were considered to be feebleminded and part 
of a sub-group ‘racially inferior whites’16 unable to rear their infants to become 
‘industrious useful citizens’. Those considered to be racially inferior were thought to 
be in need of elimination,17 and the way Australia solved the problem was to remove 
their children/infants and assimilate18 them in class above their own.19 The USA 
wanted to sterilize and segregate women whilst putting pauper children on orphan 
trains, whilst Britain wanted to emigrate them to its colonies  -  both had the motive of 
saving the State money.  Australia though, because of its tiny population and its elite 
pronatalist agenda wanted to bolster its population and expand the working and 
middle classes.  Therefore the pronatalist push combined with eugenic fear of ‘racial 
suicide’ lead to the population policy of assimilation being adopted in Australia.  
Assimilating ‘illegitimate infants/children’ into the working class had been a strategy 
already employed in the mother country for centuries:  

 
We wish to assimilate the children, to the condition of the people of the 
country, with whom they board20  
 
Boarding-out gave the best chance of escaping pauper associations and 
becoming assimilated into the respectable working population21 
 

With British colonisation the ideology  was brought to Australia: 
 

                                                 
14 JH Reid, ‘Principles, values and assumptions underlying adoption practice’, Social Work, vol. 2, no. 
1, 1957  
15 Reekie, G. Measuring Immortality: Social Inquiry and the Problems of Illegitimacy UK: Cambridge 
Press at 79; Gillespie, P. 1991, The Price Of Health  : Australian Governments and Medical Politics 
1910-1966, Studies in Australia History Series Editors: Alan Gilbert and Peter Spearitt,  Cambridge: 
Press Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, p. 33 
16 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September ; Mackellar, C. (1904). Annual Report Child Relief 
Department at p. 91 
17 Reekie, G. Measuring Immortality: Social Inquiry and the Problems of Illegitimacy UK: Cambridge 
Press,  pp 67-70 ;  Kline, W. (2001). Building a Better Race: Gender, Sexuality, and Eugenics from the 
Turn of the Century to the Baby Boom, Berkeley: University of California Press, pp. 121-122; Odem, 
M. E. (1995). Delinquent Daughters: Protecting and policing adolescent female sexuality in the United 
States, 1885-1910, North Carolina: University North Carolina Press 
18 Walter Bethel New South Wales Child Welfare Dept. Annual Report for part of the Year 1921, and 
for the four following Years 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925, NSW: Govt Printers, p. 5 
19 Annual Report Child Welfare Department for the Years 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929, pp. 8- 9); 
Rowe J. (1966). Parents Children and Adoption: A Handbook for Adoption Workers, London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul at 203 
20 Reports of Poor Law Inspectors to Poor Law Board on boarding-out of Pauper Children in Scotland 
and certain Unions in England: 1870, p. 44 (hereafter referred to as the Henley Report). 
21 Mundella (1896). Department Committee to inquiry into Systems for Maintenance and Educatin of 
Children under Charge of Managers of District Schools and Boards of Gauardians in Metropolis: 
Report Volume II (Publication Retrieved April 2007 from House of Commons Parliamentary Papers 
Online [C.8032] at 88-89 
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The goal being to disconnect them from their ‘unsavoury’ antecedents as 
part of a social cleansing policy and to train them to be efficient and 
productive citizens22   
 
It is felt that adoptions will not only prove to be a lasting and permanent 
way for the child to be absorbed [assimilated] into the community23 
 
The birth of illegitimate children are responsible for quite a large number 
of cases annually [placed for adoption] (p. 8) …  Duty of every healthy 
intelligent community as parens patriae is to protect to the utmost its 
children from all those influences which tend to their undoing … and to 
endeavour to remove or moderate all the forces that destroy the physical 
and moral health of its people … they must be removed to healthier 
surroundings if they are to survive and become healthy members of the 
community instead of hindrances and burdens24 

 
This solved both problems, single mothers and their illegitimate infants, both 
Indigenous (only those who had white antecedents) and non-Indigenous  were to be 
separated, the women used as cheap labour, who would later get married and “go to 
have children of their own one day” and  the infants who would “melt” into or be 
“assimilated” amongst the working classes where they would be trained to be 
domestics or agriculture workers. Quality children were required by the Australian 
State and a quality child was white and legitimate25 
 
Dr. Rosemary Kerr succinctly summarises the population policy26 

1. To promote efficiency based on a vigorous white population to create a secure 
and competitive nation within the region for imperial proposes 

2. To ensure babies were given the opportunity to grow into good and useful 
citizens 

3. The State wanted to improve its infant mortality record because of the loss of 
life in the war – adoption was considered vital to this 

4. Economic – the Department was always engaged in cost cutting measures, 
such as limiting money paid to dependants such as single mothers   

Eugenics and Racial Inferiority: 
Reekie elaborates27: 

Many of the stolen children categorised in the racist terminology of the 
time as ‘half-caste’, quadroon’, ‘octoroon’, ‘mixed blood’ or ‘lighter 
caste’, were born to parents who were not married (often an Aboriginal 
mother and white father), and were therefore constructed according to 

                                                 
22 Garton, S. (2008). Health and Welfare Retrieved 6th September, 2010 from 
http://www.dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/health_and_welfare 
23 Walther Bethel, Secretary of the NSW Child Welfare Dept, in the 1925 Child Welfare Annual Report 
at 5 
24 Annual Report Child Welfare Department for the Years 1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929, at 8- 9 
25 Mackirmon, A.  (2000).  Bringing the Unclothed Immigrant into the World: Population Policies and 
Gender in Twentieth-Century Australia Journal of Population Research 17(2) at 116 
26 Kerr, R. (2005).  The State and Child Welfare in Western Australia: 1907-1949, Unpublished thesis, 
Curtin University of Technology at 120 
27 Reekie, G. Measuring Immortality: Social Inquiry and the Problems of Illegitimacy UK: Cambridge 
Press,   
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white cultural norms as ‘illegitimate’ (p. 69) … any discrimination the 
stolen generations might have experienced as a consequence of the social 
stigma attached to ex-nuptial birth has attracted much less public attention 
than the physical and sexual abuse, emotional pain, loss of family ties and 
personal identity, and ongoing psychological trauma caused by racist 
attitudes and colonialist practices.  Although the illegitimacy of the stolen 
children is sometimes mentioned as a salient fact in the removal policy, the 
problem has been constructed overwhelmingly as one of the government’s 
mistreatment of Aboriginal children on the basis of perceived racial status 
and its attempted genocide of the Aboriginal race (p. 69). 

 
Charles Mackellar did not consider Aboriginals with white ancestry to be Aboriginal 
but ‘racially inferior whites’.28  He placed single white mothers and part-Aboriginal 
mothers into the same class: feebleminded or moral imbeciles.29  He believed that the 
only way to protect their infants was to remove them and place them with white 
married couples. In this way they would be cut off from the influence of their mothers 
and families.  Since Charles Mackellar was intimately involved in setting up the NSW 
child welfare Department which other States modelled this removal and assimilation 
policy was entrenched in the Australian Welfare system.   
 

the youthful mind is like a “a fair sheet of white paper, on which anything 
may be written”; and in acknowledging the truth of that statement I am 
forced to the conclusion that where parents are … vicious (feebleminded 
and/or poor), or otherwise criminal, and the fair white sheet of the child’s 
mind is likely to be soiled thereby, that the State should not scruple to take 
the young children under control.  It may be urged that such a course 
would be extremely harsh and cruel to the parent but I have no sympathy 
with them … I would be prepared even to advocate the perpetual 
segregation of those … shown that they are the enemies of their own 
offspring as of the State itself; I would earnestly advocate State 
interference on behalf of their children30 … The welfare of the 
community-The most practical way of lessening the burdens of taxation 
and the loss of property through the ravages of the crime class, is by the 
prevention of pauperism and crime.  Experience proves that the easiest and 
most effective way of this is by taking hold of the children, while they are 
young; the younger the better. 31 

 
It is universally admitted that the best way of treating State children is to 
board them out-to place them in homes morally as well as physically 
clean, where they will lead a healthy social family life.  The annals of the 
Department show that these children when withdrawn from the vicious 
atmosphere in which their infancy has been passed and placed midst 
people leading a wholesome moral life, they may be converted into well-

                                                 
28 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September at p. 91 
29 Ibid at pp. 86, 91  
30 Mackellar, C. (1904). New South Wales State Children Relief Board Report, Year Ending 5 April, 
1904, Sydney: William Applegate Gullick Government Printer at p. 24 
31 Ibid p. 18 
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behaved citizens in no way distinguishable from their more fortunate 
fellows … I believe that environment and example have a much more 
potent influence than heredity32 

 
Mackellar also used religious organisations to carry out the State’s agenda. “The 
reformation of the viciously inclined is entrusted by the Government entirely to the 
religious bodies; and Homes have been established by the Salvation Army in houses 
rented for the purpose in suburbs … far enough to minimise materially the temptation 
of the girls to abscond and return to the city… the management of the Homes is 
vested in their officers, the Government contributing a per capita charge, ranging from 
5s to 10s per week, according to character for each girl sent to them…”.33 
 
And being a pro-natalist his agenda was to stem the rise of infant mortality: “The Bill 
aims at placing the State Children’s Relief board in loco parentis to any mother who 
bears an illegitimate child” who is poor and without support.  “I was impelled to take 
this measure from the enormous mortality amongst illegitimate children in the State 
… I have no hesitation in saying this enormously disproportionate mortality is the 
result of neglect”.34 
 
Aboriginals not considered under the assimilation policy 
Full blooded Aboriginals were expected to ‘die out’ and therefore were not targeted 
for assimilation policies (Manne: 1999, cited in SMH: 1999, 4s, Spectrum, Feb 27,  p. 
27).  Manne also states from the time the Commonwealth took over management of 
the Northern Territory from South Australia, the rounding up of the ‘half-castes’ 
began.  Manne states: “The policy appears to have been the brain child of the first 
Commonwealth Chief Protector of Aborigines, Dr. Herbert Basedow”.  A 
Commonwealth policy carried out and enforced by State authorities.  He also states 
that at the heart of so called ‘child rescuing’ was “an astonishing indifference to two 
fundamental human needs – the bond of the child to its mother and the rootedness of 
individual identity in a culture”.  Murdoch35  stated that is exactly what the British 
reformers failed to acknowledge: the suffering they inflicted on poor parents and 
single mothers when they took their children away, many thousands sent overseas, 
losing not only their families, but cultural identity.36  The same could be said about 
those who failed to acknowledge the acute suffering and trauma they inflicted on 
single mothers in taking their newborns away at birth or soon after, in 20th century 

                                                 
32 Ibid p. 23 
33 Ibid p. 7 
34 Ibid p. 24 
35 Murdoch, L. (1970). Imagined Orphans: Poor Families, Child Welfare, and Contested Citizenship 
in London. New Brunswick, New Jersey and London: Rutgers University Press. 
36 Eekelaar, J. (1994). ‘The Chief Glory’: The Export of Children from the United Kingdom, Journal of 
Law and Society, 21(4), Dec, pp. 487-504 
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Australia37 (Cunningham: 1996, p. 21; Mather: 1978, p.109; Harper38: 1978, p. 112; 
Rickarby: 1998, pp. 68-69; Roberts39: 1973, p. 97).  
 
The Aboriginal Board did not have the power to remove Aboriginal children from 
their families (Trevorow v State of South Australia: 2007).  All ‘part- Aboriginal’ 
mothers or white mothers’ with Aboriginal children were treated in the same manner 
within hospitals and mother and baby Homes.  Ms Wendy Hermeston states:  “The 
ways of removal graduated over time.  They went from covert to overt … pressure 
was placed on women … the pillow held up  … the mother not being able to see the 
child to cut off those emotional bonds … it graduated over time, the actual forced 
removal where superintendents police or the mission manger went into the missions 
and removed children … [adoptions] came into play over the 1950s and 1960s … 
welfare workers, doctors, anybody within the system, basically is the same. 
Aboriginal women were dealing with the same workers that non-Aboriginal women 
were dealing with … we’re talking about adoption … so the same people non-
Aboriginal people dealt with in the system… I definitely consider it unethical …Yes, 
I do think it was illegal (Report 22: 2000, pp. 228-229).   
 
The newborns were removed ostensibly under either Child Welfare or Adoption Acts, 
and Indigenous mothers like their white counterparts were forced to sign consents.  
Fortunately their plight has been recognized and they have been apologised to, they 
make up 17% of the Aboriginal stolen generation (Cheater: 2009, p. 178)40.   
 
According to Cameron Raynes, when researching archival material for his PhD, in 
South Australia, he came across correspondence of William Penhall, the last Chief 
Protector of Aborigines in South Australia (1939-1953).  According to Raynes (2005) 
Penhall colluded with authorities at Umeewarra, Koonibba and Gerard missions, and 
with the Colebrook Home, to systematically deny Aboriginal parents the right to raise 
their own children.  In 1951, Penhall wrote: “The Aborigines Protection Board has 
NO power or authority to remove children from their mothers, and in fact has never 
done so.  Whenever children of aboriginal descent in South Australia are neglected or 
ill-treated, action is always taken by the Children’s Welfare Department in the same 
way as that department deals with neglected white children.  A number of children are 
placed in special institutions by the Board for training, but this is only done with the 
consent of the parents”.   
 
Raynes stated: “Under the Aborigines Act 1939, the Aborigine Protection Board 
(APB) of which Penhall was secretary, was the legal guardian of all Aboriginal 

                                                 
37 Cunningham, A. (1996). Background Paper for the Minister of Community and Health Service On 
Issues relating to Historical Adoption Practices in Tasmania, 4 December 
38 Mather, V. (1978). ‘The Rights of Relinquishing Parents’ in Proceedings of the Second Australian 
Conference on Adoption, Cliff Picton (Ed.), Melbourne: The Committee of the Second Australian 
Conference on Adoption; Harper (1978) in Proceedings of the Second Australian Conference on 
Adoption, Cliff Picton (Ed.), Melbourne: The Committee of the Second Australian Conference on 
Adoption 
39 Roberts, P. (1973). ‘The Gaps and How We Might Fill Them’   Clive Picton (ed.)  in Proceedings of Second 
Australian Conference on Adoption: Current Concerns and Alternatives for Child Placement and Parenting, 
Melbourne; The Committee of the Second Australian Conference on Adoption. 
40 Cheater, C. (2009). ‘My brown skin baby they take him away, In Ceridwen Spark & Denise Cuthbert 
(Ed.), Other People’s Children, Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing. 
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children under 21.  Specific provisions of the Act related to the custody of Aboriginal 
children under which the board could arrange for the direct transfer of control for a 
child from its guardianship to the Children’s Welfare and Public Relief Board 
(CWPRB).  Alternatively, the APB could refer a case to the CWPRB, to use its 
general procedure – as used for the white population – to commit a child to an 
institution against the wishes of its parents … Penhall asked for advice from the 
Crown Solicitor (1949) as to whether he could use parts of the Act, other than that 
allowing a transfer of control from his Board to the CWPRB to remove Aboriginal 
children form their parents.  Hannan, the Crown Solicitor, suggested that certain 
sections in the Act could be used in tandem to confine any Aboriginal child or 
otherwise to a reserve or Aboriginal institution.  But he added: ‘I do not think the 
Board has any powers in the matter’”. 
 
In fact removing children constituted a violation of his Board’s role.   Under section 
7(g) of the Act, the Board had a duty ‘to exercise a general supervision and care over 
all matters affecting the welfare of the aborigines, and to protect them against 
injustice, imposition and fraud’.   “It is clear that the Koonibba Mission and UAM 
(United Aborigines Mission) benefited financially from their illegal holding of 
Aboriginal children”.  The Homes received a departmental subsidy and child 
endowment for each child in their home. Additionally the UAM kept 80% of the 
wages of their inmates when they were sent out to work. The justification used for 
illegally taking Aboriginal children from their mothers, Penhall, a Methodist preacher 
explained, “this method of dealing with the aboriginal race offers the best prospect of 
success. So long as the children continue to grow up in the old environment there 
won’t be any radical change in the character of the people.”  Penhall like his 
colleagues in the CWPRB never admitted their part in stealing children, either black 
or white. This according to Raynes: “effectively quarantined the SA public from this 
aspect of the public service” (Raynes: 2006, The Adelaide Review, March 18, pp. 8-9).  
 
The Social Construction of Feeblemindedness 
Feeblemindedness was a broad and subjective term that encompassed anyone who did 
not fit the social norm.  The anxieties caused by the industrial revolution, growing 
numbers of people out of work and the move of women into the workforce created  
concern amongst the elite that the population, specifically of the ‘lower classes’, had 
to be controlled.41  One way to do that was to regulate how families were formed.  
Marriage and the formation of the nuclear family were considered to be the ideal.42   
Single motherhood and its result: illegitimacy did not fit into this norm and hence the 
cause of the problem was simplistically attributed to being the product of 
feebleminded women.43   
 

                                                 
41 41 Reekie, G. Measuring Immortality: Social Inquiry and the Problems of Illegitimacy UK: 
Cambridge Press;  Kline, W. (2001). Building a Better Race: Gender, Sexuality, and Eugenics from the 
Turn of the Century to the Baby Boom, Berkeley: University of California Press 
42 Slingerland, W. H. (919). Child-Placing Families: A Manual for Students and Social Worker,  New 
York: Russell Sage Foundation, p.25: The first and elemental social organism is the family.  To be 
complete it must contain both parents and children. Upon it depend the reproduction and the 
preservation of the race, 
43 Kammerer, P. G. (1918).  The Unmarried Mother: A Study of Five Hundred Cases  New Jersey: 
Little, Brown and Company, pp. 263-264; Unmarried Mothers Letter to the Editor The Mercury, 
Hobart, April 9, 1931, p. 6,  http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article29903917 
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Feeblemindedness was confounded with crime, vice, delinquency, immorality and 
producing more feebleminded persons. Imperial Britain influenced population policy 
here because it wanted a white nation of fit and healthy individuals that it could call 
on in times of war.44 Reproduction by feebleminded single mothers needed to be 
controlled, whether the mother was Indigenous or white. The control of unwed 
motherhood therefore was subsumed under a broader Australian population policy 
implemented and regulated by the Federal government its agenda being “preservation 
of racial vitality and the strengthening of the nation.”45  Reekie states: “Race literally 
saturates, indeed forms the substance of western understandings of illegitimacy.  The 
discursive embrace of racial inferiority and illegitimate reproduction is tight and 
enduring”.46 
 
Britain, over several centuries, had the policy of taking children from unfit, usually 
termed ‘pauper’ parents and placing them with others slightly above their social status 
so they could be trained to be industrious and the ‘taint of pauperism’ would not be 
transmitted to the next generation.  This same thinking was the foundation of 
removing children from unwed mothers.  If they stayed with their mothers, the 
mother’s vice would be transmitted to her children who would grow up to produce 
more illegitimate, immoral, delinquent children. 
 
Boarding-out without subsidy, or adoption as it came to be known, by the early 1920s 
was seen to be superior to boarding-out because it was cheaper, the foster parents 
unpaid, whilst the infant could grow up in a family situation away from the fear of 
‘vicious’ parents/mothers reclaiming them. The burgeoning citizen could thus be 
trained to take its place in the community, free of the ‘taint’ of its history.  
 
The concern which was encapsulated in the term populate or perish and had began 
with the falling birth rate late 19th and  early  20th century escalated with the loss of 
life during World War I.47  As discussed the Commonwealth wanted not just quantity 
but quality citizens.  It was because of these concerns that in 1921 John Lidgett 
Cumpston, a eugenicist, became the first Director-General of the newly formed 
Federal Health Department (1921). Cumpston retained that position until he retired in 
1945. The Department’s agenda was to influence state policy and legislation 

                                                 
44 Reekie, G. Measuring Immortality: Social Inquiry and the Problems of Illegitimacy UK: Cambridge 
Press, p, 79 
45 Gillespie, P. 1991, The Price Of Health  : Australian Governments and Medical Politics 1910-1966, 
Studies in Australia History Series Editors: Alan Gilbert and Peter Spearitt,  Cambridge: Press 
Syndicate f the University of Cambridge, p. 33 
46 Reekie, G. Measuring Immortality: Social Inquiry and the Problems of Illegitimacy UK: Cambridge 
Press, p. 84 
47 Populate or Perish:  Mr. Joseph Cook, Leader of the Opposition, Brisbane Courier, 15 February, 
1913; Lord Northcliffe, newspaper magnate, promoter of British migration into Western Australia, 
propagandist for the British government and promoter of the white Australia policy generally, used the 
phrase repeatedly when touring Australia, in relation to Australia’ small population and Europe’s 
“hungry populations”, Brisbane Courier, August 24, 1926, p. 6; The term though became associated 
with William Hughes, also titled the Minister of Motherhood, as he linked motherhood with defence 
whilst Minister for Health. He set up a Commonwealth Project:  a Citizens Committee to co-ordinate 
the national jubilee fund for maternal and infant welfare, Canberra Times, April 13, 1935, p. 1; 
Hughes, W. Australia being bled White: Mr Hughes warning Populate or Perish, The Courier-Mail 
Brisbane, July 25, 1935, p. 14: “It was not mere numbers that were wanted, but an increase of strong, 
vigorous men, women, and children, and the foundation of that was healthy mothers” 
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concerned with population and social control.48  Cumpston stated that ‘preventative’ 
medicine could be applied not just to disease but to social problems that led to disease 
and crime.  He and his colleagues opined that medical practitioners and those with 
whom they collaborated, such as social and welfare workers, were the first line of 
defence in implementing Federal population policy. 
 
It is interesting to note that many decades later, in 1967, Mary McLelland, the 
Supervisor of Professional Training of Social Work, University of Sydney stated 
publicly: 

The method used to attract applicants into adopting children is to inform 
strategic groups such as doctors in medical practice and ministers of 
religion and so on.49 

 
Cumpston stated he did not want the unfit to reproduce and therefore set out to 
implement policy to reduce their numbers while at the same time increase the 
numbers of middle-class white citizens.  Inherent in eugenics is that educated elite, 
often consisting of medical doctors, social scientists and other ‘experts’ regulate the 
masses ‘in their best interests’. The masses were not to be informed of this 
Commonwealth social engineering project.  Hence dual policies existed 
simultaneously, the public one, framed as being: ‘in the best interest’ of the child, 
mother and/or family, and the internal/hidden one: population will be controlled so 
that only ‘good white stock’ is reproduced. The Immigration Act of 1901 better known 
as the White Australia Policy is the most well known aspect of this overall policy, a 
policy broad enough to include the forced removal of not just Indigenous but non-
Indigenous babies. The transference of children in such a manner was described by 
Pamela Roberts50 as a ‘tidy solution’ to the problems of illegitimacy and infertility.51 
The tidy solution was an un-researched experiment that failed miserably. 
 
In 1924 Cumpston re-organised the Commonwealth Serum Laboratories (CSL). In 
1927 the power and control of the Health Department was extended by setting up the 
Federal Council of Health. In 1937 the Federal Health Council evolved into the 
National Health and Medical Research Council (the Council), which consisted of 
Cumpston as chairman and various heads of state departments.  The Council 
supervised research and was a co-coordinator of national policies. Maternal and 
infant welfare was a prime concern of the council. The Council’s first meeting was 
held in 1937 at a conference consisting of Federal and State Ministers at the NSW 
House of Assembly.  The Federal Health Minister, William Hughes, gave the opening 
address wherein he warned that if Australia did not populate it would perish. Hughes 
was introduced by John Cumpston, who chaired the conference. Minister Hughes 
stated the Council had been formed to promote the health of the country and that: 
                                                 
48 Gillespie, P. 1991, The Price Of Health  : Australian Governments and Medical Politics 1910-1966, 
Studies in Australia History Series Editors: Alan Gilbert and Peter Spearitt,  Cambridge: Press 
Syndicate f the University of Cambridge; Roe, M.  (1984). Nine Australian Progressives: Vitalism in 
Bourgeois Social Thought 1890-1960  Queensland: University of Queensland Press 
49 Playing God with a Child’s Life  Insight Report on Adoption Daily Mirror, 17 October, 1967 
50 Head Social Worker (1964-1976) of The Women’s Hospital Crown Street, who equated single  
motherhood with ‘unwanted’ children and continued the Health Department’s internal policy of 
separating mothers from their infants at birth.  In 1968 the hospital took 64% of all ex-nuptial babies 
for adoption 
51 Kennett, J. (1970) The losers in the babyboom: For some mothers an agony of mind and heart lies 
ahead  Sunday Telegraph, 12 December 
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The importance of those functions, national in the broadest sense of the 
term, could hardly be exaggerated, and the Council is clothed by the 
Commonwealth and States with all the authority necessary for their 
exercise.52 

 
An example of the influence (collusion) of the Federal Health Department and its 
Health and Research Councils on state health and welfare institutions is evident in the 
trialling of the CSL produced vaccines on babies and infants in five unwed mother 
and baby homes in Victoria.  No proper consent for conducting experiments on these 
babies was ever given. Collusion is also evident between the federal government and 
state institutions in the way mothers’ files were coded by social workers, at the time 
of their first meeting with the pregnant woman, and these codes later informed 
medical staff in the way the mothers would be treated in the maternity ward months 
later.  The coding system reflected an internal policy of the health department. The 
coding system occurred all over Australia.  Many mothers were wrongly informed 
their babies had died, this too would have involved collaboration between medical 
and social work staff.  
 
Child Welfare Departments around Australia vigorously promoted adoption because 
they saw it as a service to the state.53  It saved money and stopped the spread of 
illegitimacy by removing the child and placing it into a ‘wholesome’ environment.  
There was no concern for the feelings of the mother and no research on the long term 
effect on the infants removed.54   
 
The public was led to believe that babies taken for adoption were unwanted55 and 
were given away after all means of assistance to keep the child and the full 
psychological impact of surrender was explained to the mother. It was always 
publicly stated that it was the mothers who decided.56  The Child Welfare 
Departments and social controllers/social workers used the media to promote 
adoption, stigmatise single motherhood and continue to remind the public that the 
infants were ‘unwanted’ when they knew that to be blatantly untrue.57 The adoption 
industry was duplicitous. Social work literature that guided social work practice stated 
that mothers were not autonomous and the mother was too ‘immature to make her 

                                                 
52 The Mercury, Hobart, 2 February, 1937, p. 8, Accessed Oct 9, 2010 http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-
article30136874 
53 Kerr, R.  (2005). The State and Child Welfare in Western Australia 1907-1949  Unpublished Thesis 
Curtin University  . 
54 Proceedings of seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, Melb: Victorian Council of Social Service 
55 Perkins, K Power of the law protects the fatherless Daily Telegraph 27/1/1967; Dupre, A. Unwanted 
Babies and their New Parents  The Sun 28/11/1973; Gilbert, C.  (1968).  ‘These children need parents 
(But adoption’s a slow business)’ 500 unwanted babies  in Background Sunday Telegraph Feb 18, 
1968, p. 41 
56 Perkins, K Power of the law protects the fatherless Daily Telegraph 31/1/1967; Kennett, J. (1970) 
The losers in the babyboom: For some mothers an agony of mind and heart lies ahead  Sunday 
Telegraph, 12 December; Staff Reporter  The unmarried mother’s problem should she Surrender her 
Baby?  The Australian Women’s Weekly September 8, 1954, p. 28 
57 Kerr, R.  (2005). The State and Child Welfare in Western Australia 1907-1949  Unpublished Thesis 
Curtin University  ,  
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own decision’.58  The literature informed social workers that it was they who would 
be the deciders.59  
 
The promotion of adoption led to infertile couples believing they had an inherent right 
to be provided with infants.60  During the 1930s infants could be bottle fed, there was 
no longer a need for the mother for the survival of the infant, and gradually the policy 
of children being routinely removed at birth was introduced. During the Second 
World War the military welfare officers advised mother and baby Homes that women 
could not be spared for the 3 or so months they usually spent weaning their infants, as 
they were needed back in service. This was a further impetus to change the system of 
weaning infants before being taken61 As the demand for children far outstripped 
supply more draconian legislation was introduced to diminish the rights of natural 
parents further in an effort to make more children available.  There was still a concern 
in the adoption industry about the intelligence of mothers and social workers who 
took over control of the “problem of the unwed mother”62 defined it in more Freudian 
terminology, which underpinned their profession’s epistemology.  Unwed 
motherhood was now considered to be a result of unconscious conflicts that caused 
the neurotic woman to defy social norms and become pregnant without being first 
married.  It was social workers’, armed with their case work theory, intention to 
reform/rehabilitate63 unwed mothers whilst at the same time ‘curing’ the infertility of 
married couples.64  
 
The adoption legislation introduced around Australia was implemented to protect the 
rights of adoptive parents and to facilitate the adoption process.  This resulted in an 
ever increasing number of applicants applying to state governments for infants.65 For 
most of 20th century the supply of infants did not meet demand, and by the 1960s the 
wait was approximately four years for a girl and three and a half for boy.66  Hence 
enormous pressure was exerted on State governments to find more children. A review 
                                                 
58 M McLelland, Proceedings of a seminar: adoption services in New South Wales’, Department of 
Child Welfare and Social Welfare, 3rd February, 1967, p. 42. Since it was the mother, who was the 
legal guardian of her child, and only the mother that was to make any decision with respect to 
relinquishment, what Mary McLelland is advocating:  (that social workers either make the decision or 
help a mother to a decision), is clearly unethical and unlawful; JH Reid, ‘Principles, values and 
assumptions underlying adoption practice’, Social Work, vol. 2, no. 1, 1957 
59 Cole, C. (2008). Releasing the Past: Mothers’ stories of their stolen babies Sydney: Sasko Veljanov 
60 NSW Adoption Legislation Review Committee (McLelland Report). (1976),  Sydney: NSW Dept of 
Youth, Ethnic and Community Affairs, Chairman: Mary S. McLelland 
61 McCabe, B. (1997) ‘Ivy McGregor-Women with Attitude’ Jan Kashin (Ed.) In  Separation Reunion 
Reconciliation: Proceedings of The Sixth Australian Conference on Adoption, Brisbane: Janice Benson 
62 Staff Correspondent (1950). The Problem of the Unwed Mother,  The Sunday Herald June 28, 1953, 
p.12, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18504211 
63 Parker, I. (1927). Fit and Proper A Study of Legal Adoption in Massachusetts Boston Mass.: The 
Church Home Society for the Care of Children of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
Parker, p. 54 
64 Marshall, A. (1984). Review of Adoption Policy and Practice NSW Report, December NSW Dept. of 
Youth and Community Services 
65 Import Babies The Argus Melbourne March 29, 1947, p. 18; Babies for Adoption in Demand The 
The Mercury Hobart, January 26, 1949, p. 21,  http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article26495765 ; More 
babies wanted for adoption Advertiser and Register South Australia, July 25, 1931, p. 18, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article35674843 ; Should Unwed Mother Give Up Her Child  Sydney 
Morning Herald July 15, 1953, p. 9 http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18388329 
66 Playing God with a Child’s Life  Insight Report on Adoption Daily Mirror, 17 October, 1967; 
Berryman, N.  So you want to adopt a baby  Sunday Herald 8/4/1979 
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of Hansard in Western Australia, Victoria and New South Wales indicates that 
adoption legislation was never formulated to protect the rights of the child or the 
natural parents but to keep the numbers of adoptable children up and to save the state 
money.  During the 20th century any loop holes by which natural parents could 
reclaim their children were met with even tougher legislation to close that loop hole.67   
 
Secrecy was never introduced to protect single mothers or their infants but to protect 
the identity of the adoptive parents. Before the legislation introduced in the 1960s 
adoptive parents had the name, address and occupation of the adopted child’s mother.  
After the introduction of the new legislation they still had her name on the top of the 
Adoption Order.  
 
By 1948 reciprocal legislation had been introduced into all States and Territories and 
it became routine to traffic mothers across boarders and place them in unmarried 
mothers Homes. This allowed adopters from one State to adopt a baby from another.  
Hence babies were moved across borders. 68  Additionally pregnant women were 
moved across borders to give birth, have their newborns taken from them and then 
transported back to their home State.   This effectively isolated, and cut women off, 
from any support they might have had from their partner, friends or supportive 
relatives.  The young women had their identities hidden which made it near 
impossible for them to be found and assisted. None of this was done at the insistence 
of mothers, who were powerless and as far as policy makers went: invisible. 69 
 
In the 1950s the state Child Welfare Departments began a second wave of promoting 
adoption and stigmatising single mothers,70 as did social workers.71 Sterility clinics 
were operating in hospitals and there was a belief that if a woman adopted a child she 
would be more likely to go on and have children of her own. Adoption therefore had 
the added bonus of being a fertility device and in this way it was used in a way that 
has been termed positive eugenics: increasing the production of children by the 
section of the population assumed fit.72 
 

                                                 
67 Adoption of Children: Matter before Cabinet, Sydney Morning Herald, Oct 2, 1953, p. 3, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18391156 ; Appeal by mother in baby case almost certain Sydney 
Morning Herald September, September 24,1953, p. 6,  http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18379333 ; 
Fate of adopted child: Need for uniform laws The Courier Mail, Brisbane, April 20, 1934, p. 14, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article1191370; Girls fight for baby goes on  The Argus, Melbourne, 
February 6, 1954, p. 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article26589409 
68 Christine Cole, The Broken Bond: Stolen Babies Stolen Motherhood Viewed Through a Trauma 
Perspective  Submission 223, at pp. 4-5,  Retrieved 7 December, 2011 from 
<http://www.aph.gov.au/senate/committee/clac_ctte/comm_contrib_former_forced_adoption/submissio
ns.htm> 
69 Hon R. J. Hamer Adoption Children Bill, (1964) Vic Hansard, vol 274, p. 3648 ; Staff Correspondent 
(1950). The Problem of the Unwed Mother,  The Sunday Herald June 28, 1953, p.12, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18504211 
70 Government to consider Report on unwed mother, The Sydney Morning Herald, August 13, 1954, 
p.4 http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18439860 ; NSW Unwed Mothers Report Soon: A Report on the 
Problem of the Unwed Mother (Committee made up of adoption social, medical & welfare workers  
Sydney Morning Herald August 7, 1954, p. 13, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18429216 
71 Should Unwed Mother Give Up Her Child  Sydney Morning Herald July 15, 1953, p. 9 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18388329 
72 McHutchison, J. (1984). Adoption in NSW an Historical Perspective p. 14 citing Progress (a 
quarterly publication of) the NSW Public Service Board (1964). 3(2), p. 17  
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Disregard for the rights of natural mothers and their infants was evident in a practice 
labelled ‘breast-feeding adoptions” or “rapid adoptions”. A married mother who gave 
birth to a stillborn was given the healthy newborn of an unmarried mother to nurse. It 
would be unthinkable that the unmarried mother would ever be given the opportunity 
to revoke her consent after the occurrence of this practice.  It also makes a lie of any 
notion of a proper consent being given by the unmarried mother, assuming as it must 
that consent was given prior or straight after the birth. It was during this time period 
that many mothers were deceived by being told their babies had died at or soon after 
their birth.73   
 
Cathleen Sherry74 stated (1992) that during her time working with the Law Reform 
Commission a common thread was pregnant women never made informed or even 
legal consents. She states:  
 

There was enormous pressure, from families … from social workers … A 
common tactic was to tell the young woman that if she really loved her 
child she would give it up. … if you keep it then that is proof that you do 
not sincerely have his or her best interest at heart … the choice many 
women had was no choice at all.  The social and health workers who 
should have been guiding them and providing them with options, gave 
them one option only – adoption … Their children were in effect taken 
from them … stolen … The NSW Law Reform Commission received 
evidence of  .. coercion and illegal practice … Consent to adoption cannot 
be given before the passage of a set statutory waiting period designed to 
allow the woman to recover from labour … it was common for women to 
be given consent forms to sign .. when they were in no fit state to make 
any … voluntary decisions … The Commission received evidence of 
women who were drugged, taken to another institution in the middle of the 
night, made to sign consent forms and then taken back to hospital.  
Documents were misrepresented to women so that they did not know they 
were signing relinquishment papers … some women never gave consent… 
they may have been told their baby died when it had not or a court may 
have dispensed with their consent.  There can be no question that in all 
these cases the consent was not voluntary and in most it illegal under 
domestic legislation75  

 
Rising Demand for Infants 
There was an outbreak of Chlamydia after World War II and with the introduction of 
a high dose pill in 1961 there was a higher than usual infertility rate.76   As discussed 
during the 1950s and 60s the pressure from those who wished to adopt escalated and 
the Federal and State Attorney General’s in 1961, began discussions to formulate a 

                                                 
73 See Submission 223: Adoptions Crown Style and a  Case Study, Christine Cole 
http://www.aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/clac_ctte/comm_contrib_former_forced_adoption/submissio
ns.htm 
74 Sherry is currently a Senior Lecturer  with the University of New South Wales 
75 Sherry, C. (1982) Violation of women’s human rights: birth mothers and adoption, Unpublished 
manuscript, The paper was stimulated by research Sherry undertook on the Adoption Information Act 
1990, whilst working at the Law Reform Commission under Justice Richard Chisholm 
76 Rickarby, G. (1998) Rickarby, G.  Interim Report on Inquiry into Adoption Practices: Transcripts of 
Evidence Report No. 17 November 1998  
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Uniform Model Adoption bill to further protect the interests of adoptive parents whilst 
reducing the rights of natural parents.77   
 
Dr John Bowlby in 1950 was commissioned by the World Health Organisation 
(WHO) to do a study on a mother’s relationship with her children and its effect on 
their mental health.  The WHO’s concern with the mental health of children stemmed 
from its belief in a linkage between a child’s emotional well-being and their later 
ability to become industrious citizens.  In Bowlby’s subsequent Report (1951)78 he 
confounded single motherhood with earlier ideas of mental deficiency and the more 
modern 1950 social work/Freudian psychoanalytical theory that Tavistock Clinic 
adhered too. Bowlby’s Report was politically expedient for several reasons. It was 
used by western governments to push women, who had been working, as part of the 
war effort back into their homes. Childless women though would need extra 
encouragement.   Bowlby’s ‘scientific’ findings were therefore useful to support a 
population policy that was already in operation in Australia. Removing children from 
undesirable parents and eliminating their influence via coercive social control 
methods, such as ‘closed secret adoption’ and placing them in the homes of the 
childless to encourage those women back into their homes.   
 
The Australian government expanded and extended further its population policy 
which culminated in 1964 with the Commonwealth in conjunction with the states 
drafting a Uniform Model Adoption Bill which all states and territories followed.  The 
draconian legislation combined with the implementation of a punitive internal policy 
of dealing with single motherhood meant that by the late 1960s more babies were 
available for adoption than at any other time in history. 
 
Adhering to the aforementioned population policy and bowing to the pressure of 
potential adopters illegal and unethical practices were the norm with no-one being 
held accountable.  It was known that mothers whose infants were removed were 
traumatised and children damaged but this was an inconvenient truth that was 
ignored. Theories such as all single mothers would neglect and reject their children,79 
or ridiculous assumptions that single mothers did not have the same feelings towards 
their children as married women,80 that they would forget they ever had a child were 
postulated.81  Justification for escalating removals by barbaric practices was provided 
by Bowlby and case work theory. 
 
There was and still is much confusion about what mothers’ rights were, not only by 
mothers’ themselves but those working in the industry. The internal policy was not to 
allow mothers to see there infants, to drug and to force them to sign consents the 
public policy promoted via the media was that mothers were the ones who made the 

                                                 
77 Langshaw, W. C. (1978). National Standards, Policy and Law, in Proceedings of Second Australian 
Conference on Adoption, Melbourne, May, p. 47. 
78 Bowlby, J. (1951) Maternal Care and Mental Health. Word Health Organisation Monograph, Series 
No 2, World Health Organisation, Geneva New York 
79 Bowlby, J. (1951) Maternal Care and Mental Health. Word Health Organisation Monograph, Series 
No 2, World Health Organisation, Geneva New York: Columbia University Press; Hon A.D. Bridges, 
NSW Legislative Assembly, 1965, p. 3065;  
80 Hon. A. D. Bridges, NSW Legislative Assembly, 1965, p. 3065 
81 Lancaster, K. (1972). The Child Placed for Adoption, in The Child of the Single Mother: 
Proceedings of seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, Melb: Victorian Council of Social Service, p. 63 
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decision.82  There is only one mention that I am aware of in the public domain, a 
newspaper article, that stated mothers did not see their babies at birth,83 most of the 
publicity focused on ‘unwanted’ babies and desperate couples who were willing to 
open their hearts and homes to the desperate plight of these unfortunate babies. 84 
 
Since it was illegal not to allow mothers’ access to their infants it was justified by 
asserting that mothers would be less distressed if they did not see their infants.  There 
was no medical or social research that supported that assumption, in fact the research 
that was available stated that mothers would not be in a fit state to make any decision 
about the long term interests of the baby too soon after the trauma of giving birth.85  It 
was known that not allowing mothers to see their babies was traumatic and could 
physically damage the infant.86    It was known that mothers suffered if they did not 
see their babies and their long term psychological well being was  impaired by being 
coerced into relinquishment and/ or not seeing their infants to finish the birthing 
process and make the baby a ‘real person’.87   
 
The internal policy was therefore punitive, illegal and one of denying mothers access 
to their babies to facilitate adoptions.88  The external policy was that mothers’ should 
be given every assistance to keep their babies and only if they insisted on adoption 
was it to proceed and only as a last resort.  The public was duped, and the illegal and 
unethical treatment of mothers’ and their infants was consistent across Australia both 
in public and private hospitals as well as in religious and government institutions such 
as unwed mother and infant Homes.89 
 
Adoption was a Commonwealth project and this was certainly evident in the drafting 
of the new Uniform Adoption Bill by the Federal and State Attorneys-General and the 
Ministers of the various Child Welfare Departments across Australian.  Adoption Acts 
                                                 
82 Perkins, K Power of the law protects the fatherless Daily Telegraph 31/1/1967; Kennett, J. (1970) 
The losers in the babyboom: For some mothers an agony of mind and heart lies ahead  Sunday 
Telegraph, 12 December; Staff Correspondent (1950). The Problem of the Unwed Mother,  The Sunday 
Herald June 28, 1953, p.12, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18504211 
83 Sunday Truth,  Ward I Crowded: Unwed mothers: A special ward, set aside at the Brisbane Women’s 
Hospital for unmarried mothers  October 24, 1965 
84 Perkins, K Power of the law protects the fatherless Daily Telegraph 27/1/1967; Dupre, A. Unwanted 
Babies and their New Parents  The Sun 28/11/1973; Gilbert, C.  (1968).  ‘These children need parents 
(But adoption’s a slow business)’ 500 unwanted babies  in Background Sunday Telegraph Feb 18, 
1968, p. 41 
85 Fanning, M. (1950). Should we Deprive an Unmarried Mother of her baby’s love, The Argus, 
Melbourne,  July 18,  p. 8. http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article22913146    
86 Fyfe, D. & Stuart, J. Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of Children 1953-1954 
[Cmd 9248] London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office pp. 14-15 
87 Gough, D. (1961). Adoption and the unmarried mother: Standing Conference of Societies Registered 
for Adoption, Report of conference at Folkestone, (ed. Robert Tod)  in Social Work in Adoption: 
Collected Papers, Longman, 1971; P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 
September, 1994’ in the matter of Judith Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 
1993 
88 Emerson, D. (2010) Former Driver recalls heartbreak of baby lift The Western Australian, March 10, 
p. 17 
89 Staff Correspondent (1950). The Problem of the Unwed Mother,  The Sunday Herald June 28, 1953, 
p.12, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article18504211 ; discusses women coming from interstate and 
overseas, hidden in the maternity home, used for labour, and when one young woman gets married the 
couple are told their baby died. The hospital where the mothers deliver is connected to the unwed 
mother’s home. The mother is expected to make a decision before entering the home and is not given 
the same access to her baby as married mothers. 
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implemented throughout Australia during the 1960s followed the Uniform Adoption 
Bill first implemented in the Australian Capital Territory in 1964.90  It must be said 
though that these Acts did not appear in a vacuum.  The fundamental ideology that it 
was in the best interests of the child to be removed from its single mother had been 
national policy from the 1902. The Commonwealth began moving towards uniform 
policy and legislation across Australia in the 1930s91, beginning with the reciprocal 
legislation that allowed adopters to make applications for newborns across borders. 92  
The implementation of the Acts only strengthened the state’s ability to further its 
agenda and gave those working in the adoption industry a stronger more ‘scientific’ 
foundation on which to base the expanded role it now needed to satisfy the increasing 
demand of middle class white couples for babies. 
 
By 1971 there were more babies taken than available adoptive parents to rear them, 
hence it was a buyer’s market and adopters could pick and choose from the many 
babies available.  A situation then arose that babies were discriminated on hair colour 
or nose shape if not appealing, or those who were of mixed race or had minor health 
defects. Many babies languished in institutions for years. 93  Needless to say, a costly 
exercise for the government and a population policy that had run off the rails.  
 
In the same year, 1971, because of the difficulty in placing infants labelled: deferred 
adoptions, the government encouraged that “Every effort should be made by a good 
adoption agency to find adoptive homes for “hard to place” babies, special 
recruitment schemes through magazine, radio and television publicity being used to 
boost the supply of such homes from time to time, providing Departmental approval is 
granted.”94 
 
After the new adoption legislation was implemented the numbers of babies taken 
increased so that by 1972 there were nearly 10,000 babies taken from mothers around 
the country.  The methods used to remove the infants were the same in all states and 
territories.  By this time the state health departments had internal policies that 
facilitated adoption by such means as not allowing mothers’ access to the infants at 
the birth, drugging and forcing them to sign consents before allowed to leave 
hospitals.95   
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In July 1973 the Whitlam government introduced the Supporting Mothers’ Pension 
which was widely publicised and overcome to a large extent the connivance of social 
workers to withhold information about Benefits available prior to 1973, which were 
not so widely known. 
 
In the late 1960s several legal cases were launched where mothers accused hospital 
staff of gaining their consent by coercion.96  In 1971 the Australian Association of 
Social Work Adoption Manual stated that it was morally indefensible not to allow 
mothers the same access to their children as married mothers.  Groups supporting 
single mothers that began forming around 1970 spoke out about the coercive practices 
within the adoption industry that forced mothers to relinquish.97 In 1982 the Health 
Commission sent around a circular informing staff that they were breaking the law by 
putting objects in the way of mothers so they could not view their babies at the birth. 
It clearly stated that unwed mothers had the same rights as married mothers before the 
adoption consent was signed.   
 
In the 1984 a government selected committee98 advised it that adoption could no 
longer be used to ‘cure’ infertility and the government would have to introduce 
measures to assist infertile couples with mental health issues such as depression, grief 
anxiety and other problems associated with the trauma of infertility.  By that time the 
number of babies taken had plummeted and the media was labelling it a crisis for the 
infertile and placing the blame on easier access to the pill, abortions and the Pension. 
The number of illegitimate births though continued to rise.  Social workers, 
historically justified the immense availability of adoptable infants by equating 
illegitimacy with unwanted children.  The fact that illegitimacy had increased 
exponentially through the 1970s up to the present whilst the number of adoptions 
dropped to an all time low has never been adequately explained.  

                                                                                                                                            
Report No. 22 (2000). Releasing The Past: Adoption Practices 1950-1998,  pp. 94-95; Cunningham, A. 
(1996). Background Paper for the Minister of Community and Health Service On Issues relating to 
Historical Adoption Practices in Tasmania, 4 December; Joint Select Committee, (1999). Adoption and 
Related Services 1950-1988, Parliament of Tasmania 
96 Cunningham, A. (1996). Background Paper for the Minister of Community and Health Service On 
Issues relating to Historical Adoption Practices in Tasmania, 4 December, p. 28. 
97 Hickman, L. (1972). Mothers Who Do It Alone The Australian Women’s Weekly April 5, pp. 2-3,6, 
86; Report 22, (2000). P. 39 
98 Marshall, A. (1984). Review of Adoption Policy and Practice NSW Report, December NSW Dept. of 
Youth and Community Services 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNAL POLICY 
Breeding the efficient citizen, Commonwealth Population Policy implemented by 
state institutions 
Save the State money 
Protect the interests of foster parents so adoption is more popular 
Public campaigns to promote adoption 
Campaigns lead to increased demand by childless couples -  puts pressure on 
government to provide more babies 
Single mothers are feebleminded 
Regulation of Rescue Homes by the state – ends in mothers forced to relinquish 
Move children to a suitable environment 
Environment important to train child – should be removed when young 
Breast feeding important to save child life – pronatalist policy – populate or perish – 
but no concern for the mother 
Building relationship between State and Church for the supervision of unwed mothers 
and infants 
Vaccination trials conducted on infants awaiting adoption – evidence of collusion 
between Commonwealth and state institutions 
The development of the Commonwealth Model Act on Adoption – collusion between 
states, Commonwealth and all those agencies and actors involved in adoption industry 
 
Supporting Material for the Overview: 
 
The End of the Barrack System 
Since the inception of the boarding-out system in New South Wales in 1881, the State 
has resolutely set itself to the task of boarding-out neglected, dependent and 
delinquent children  The policy has met with consistent success. Prior to the 
recognition of boarding-out by the law of 1881 the Government here, as elsewhere, 
had adopted the institution policy.  In 1881, 1,406 children were in barracks, and 
boarding-out was limited to operations concerned with a few children, and undertaken 
by a private body.  Now 9,779 children are boarded out with private families, 5,053 
with their own mothers (widows, or deserted wives) (Mackellar: 1913, pp. 204-

99205).  
 
SAVE THE STATE MONEY & Protect the interest of prospective adopters  
Sir Arthur Renwick, first president of the Child  State Relief Board, the predecessor of
the Child Welfare Department, in his 1888 Report noted what a pecuniary bene

 
fit the 

boarding out system, especially adoptions (without subsidy) was for the State: 

 to 

 
I may state here that it is estimated that the boarding-out system is now 
effecting a saving of 11, 824 pounds  a year as compared with the cost of 
maintaining children under the asylum system …  the  average capitation 
costs of children kept in the public institutions was seldom less than 22
23 pounds…there was a saving last year in the boarding out system of 

                                                 
99 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September 
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9,214 pound [and in] the Adoption Branch (In which children are taken 

the law, but he insisted 
at if the State had the power to permanently remove and place those children there 

adopt 
 

 hence the cost cutting benefit to the State (1882, p. 21)  increased if 
ey were reassured that the biological parents had no legal avenue to reclaim their 

Renwick st all: 
 

“a stranger went to the trouble and expense of properly training and 

 1922 the Child Welfare Act that included adoption legislation was debated in the 
NSW legis
 

ort 
n 

e 

 

t 

without subsidy) 1,860 pounds (1888, p. 5).100 
 
Renwick also lamented the fact that there were 83 applications to adopt children that 
could not be accommodated because of the insufficiency of 
th
would have been a further saving of 1, 200 pound per year. 
 
Renwick had been calling for legislation to protect the interests of adopters from 
1882.  Even though he reported that there was no shortage of persons wishing to 
babies: ‘Childless women yearn for a little one [and lonely] women whose families
have married (1883, p. 19).101 He believed that even more adopters would come 
forward and 102

th
children.   
 

ated that adoptive and foster parents must be protected because after 

educating the offspring of an unworthy person (p. 21). 
 
In

lature: 

The bill further contains a valuable provision in that for the first time eff
is being made to legalise the adoption of children.  In the past the positio
has been most deplorable. Parents of unwanted children have got rid of 
them as babies by handling them over to decent people who have been 
willing to become foster parents.  These foster parents give the utmost car
to a child, educate it become as fond of it as if it were naturally their own, 
and make it a child of which the State may be proud and yet there is 
nothing under the present law to prevent the mother or father who may not
be deserving of any consideration from claiming the child and taking it 
away…A great number of child-loving people who are prepared to adop
will come forward if they know that after they have given years of ca
and motherly an

re 
d fatherly attention to a child it will practically be their 

own and it cannot be taken away from them because they have legal 
protection”.103 

 
National Policy Boarding-Out Adopted and State Child Removal Policy 
instigated by Mackellar 
Sir Charles Mackellar, announced in his 1902 Report, in his role as current President 

f the State Child Relief Board, that adoption and foster care had become “…the o
national policy for dealing with the orphaned and destitute children of the State”.104 
 
                                                 
100 Annual Report (1888) New South Wales State Child Relief Department 
101 Annual Report (1883) New South Wales State Child Relief Department 
102 Annual Report (1882) New South Wales State Child Relief Department 
103 Mutch, NSW Legislative Assembly, (1922). Hansard, p. 1342, cited in McHutchison: 1984, p. 4 
104 Mackellar, C. (1902). Annual Report Child Relief Department at p. 24 
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Mackellar an environmental eugenicist encouraged state intervention and rem
children from environments which he did not approve.  He believed that if an in
removed from his mother or family early enough and placed in homes that were: 
“morally as well as physically clean, and live a healthy social family life … 
withdrawn from their vicious environment … and placed midst people living a 
wholesome moral life they may be converted into well-behaved citizens in no way
distinguishable from their more fortunate fellows …”   And further  “With every 
allowance for the advantage of hereditary I believe that environment and example 
have a much more potent influence … the youthful mind is a “fair sheet of white 
paper on which anything can be written” and on this statement I am forced to the 
conclusion that where parent

oval of 
fant is 

 

s are vicious … and the fair white sheet of the child’s 
ind is likely to be soiled … the State should not scruple to take  the young child 

 

 conference of Interstate [welfare] workers, held at Adelaide in 1908, adopted by 

 one of charity 
 one of intervention:  “where it is necessary for the State to interfere with the 

unity 

r. Naomi Parry states: “Under Mackellar the State Child Relief Board (SCRB) 
 

 the conception of 
child” “child-reform” and “child-environment” … an obvious fact which has been 

ate home if they are to fulfil 
eir allotted parts as citizens of a community (1913: p. 34). 

ocus on a favourable home environment (1913, p. 35). 
 
So much d
 

d 

 
or another…. Consensus of thought, based upon practical experience and 

                                                

m
under control … I would earnestly advocate State interference on behalf of the child
(Mackellar: 1904, p. 24).105 
 
A
resolution, recognition of boarding out as a national policy.106  (Mackellar: 1913, 
p. 204).  
 
During Mackellar’s time of president he moved the state welfare from
to
conditions of family life in children’s interest, children should be afforded opport
if practicable of being brought up in a suitable family” (1913. p. 4). 
 
D
began to change its conception of welfare from charitable delivery and “rescue to
social intervention and state supervision” (Parry, p. 143). 107  
 
The boarding-out principle ….  is evolving itself rapidly from
“
long ignored that children must have the benefit of a priv
th
 
F

epends on the environment (1913, p. 86). 

The definite relation existing between delinquency, feeble-mindedness, 
and the influence of illegitimacy must be realised.  Very many cases of 
delinquency may be rightly attributed to other than positive criminality an
the beginning of departmental activity should be directed to ascertaining 
the source.  It will frequently be found in feeble-mindedness in one form

 
105 Mackellar, C. (1904). Annual Report Child Relief Department at p. 24 
106 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September 
107 Parry, N. (2007). ‘Such a Longing’: Black and White Children in Welfare in New South Wales and 
Tasmania, 1880-1940 Unpublished Thesis University of New South Wales Doctor of Philosophy 
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knowledge or results, is everywhere to the effect that boarding-out should
be the 

 
generally accepted method of dealing with dependent, neglected, 

and delinquent children, in the first instance. (italics in original, 1913, p. 

o ensure that ‘culpable neglect of the guardian’ would not menace the 
ommunity (see Mackellar Parental Right and Parental Responsibility) (Parry: p. 

ADOPTIO

202). 
 
Mackellar believed the rights of a parent over their child should be limited by the 
state, t
c
144). 
 

N GREATER SAVING THAN THE BOARDING-OUT/ FOSTER CARE 
SYSTEM 

nt 

nt who yearns for an outlet 
for their love and affection.  Applications for adoption are received in 

f children” as it was 
onsidered “for the benefit of the children themselves as well as for the State.” (WA 

nd Victoria Hansards, of savings in 
osts to the State through adoption.  In Victoria, in 1928, Mr. Slater quoted from a 

1927 repor
 

tate for its maintenance 26 pound per 
annum the saving affected to the State for the children adopted is nearly 

d as a reason in favour of the Adoption of Children 
ct which he was introducing to Parliament” (Hansard, vol. 176, p 674, August 7, 

On the 21st

 

 to 
sons adopt such a 

The NSW Child Welfare Department gives every facility to people who 
are willing to adopt children, and every day the Department has 
applications from people anxious to fill some vacant chair in the home and 
some place of affection in their lives … Apart from this, this free service 
has saved the expenditure of large amounts annually which would have to 
be paid for boarding-out these children, and, in addition, the Departme
knows that the children are finally placed in good permanent homes with a 
real father and mother, whose name they can readily claim like other 
children, and that great pleasure is given to pare

excess of the number of children available”.108 
 
The State wants “by every means to encourage the adoption o
c
Hansard, 21 Sept, 1921, p. 852 cited in Dees: 1983. p. 1).109 
 
Amounts were quoted, in both Western Australia a
c

t of the NSW Minister for Education:  

“ …as each child would have the S

300,000 pound, for 14 years …”  
 
Dees states: “which he put forwar
A
1928, cited in Dees, 1983, p. 1).  
 

 of September, 1921, Mr. Lovekin stated to the WA parliament: 

Last year there were 87 adoptions that meant a saving to the State of 
22,000 pound. Parents who adopt these children have a strong objection
carrying on the name of their forebears, and when per

                                                 
108 Annual Report Child Welfare Department, Years ending 1926-1929, p. 31 
109 Glennis Dees A paper written and submitted to the Minister for Community Welfare Services, 
Victoria 24 January, 1983. 
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child they want to keep it quite clear that the child is their own and we 

money was also a NSW Child Welfare Department priority. T. D. 
utch, NSW Minister of Public Instruction stated in the Child Welfare Department 

Annual Re
 

 

 

ese 
 

cted to the State for the 
children adopted is nearly 300,000 pound for the fourteen years. This 

1 

should guard them if we can (Mould: 1982, p. 2).110  
 
Saving the state 
M

port: 

Adoptions:  Now that the adoption of children has been put on a proper 
legal footing, people wanting children are coming forward in greater
numbers, and already a great saving to the State has been effected.  It is 
not too much to say that in time this process will largely replace the
“boarding-out” system, and if it does, it will mean not only a great step 
towards economy, but will prove a great advantage to the children 
concerned in the matter of providing them with a lifelong parentage … Up 
to the present time over 800 adoptions have been arranged.  Most of th
children would have been dependent on the State for support from birth to
their fourteenth year.  As each child would have cost the State for its 
maintenance 26 pound per annum, the saving effe

speaks for itself as a striking achievement …”11

 
Supervision of Homes for Unwed Mothers’ and Infant 
“State supervision would be extended to the Rescue Homes and facts collected about
the inmates as part of the state

 
’s rehabilitation programme … They would prove 

aluable in supplementing the work of the Industrial School for girls at Parramatta” 

The co-operation of religious organisations is an essential corollary in the general 

lete 
 type 

tate

v
(Mackellar: 1913, p. 206).112 
 
“
scheme of reform” (Mackellar: 1913, p. 203). 
 
“Success with moral degenerates would largely depend upon the earnest and comp
co-operation of religious organisations.  Religion, especially with women of the
in question will be an essential part in the process of reform. The State may do its 
utmost in this respect, but the Church must play its part…The State can supply 
suitable opportunities, sympathetic environment, and material in abundance. The 
Church must do the rest…The Congruent influence of church and S  will make for 
omplete success; but with neither concerning itself in the problem, we may anticipate c

national decadence, physical and moral” (Mackellar: 1913, p.96). 
 
“I mean that the State takes no official cognisance of numerous private and religiou
organisations-orphanages and such-in which destitute children are placed by parents
or relatives in preference to being boarded out.  Many of these establishments are 
                                                

s 
 

 
110 Moulds, S. (1982).  86 Years of Adoption Practice: Hansard  Address given at the inaugural meeting 
of the Australian Relinquishing Mothers Society held in Perth on 25 October 
111 Mutch, M. (1925).  Minister of Public Instruction, President NSW Child Welfare Department, 
Annual Report of the Child Welfare Department for the first half of the year, 1921, and the following 
years, 1922, 1924 and 1925, p. 2 
112 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September 
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unnecessary; the children in them should be boarded out” (Mackellar: 1913, 205).  
ery poor parents used these institutions temporarily for their children 

hen in great need was not a consideration for Mackellar. 
 
He goes on
 

 
ls is 

 for a 

odies. 

e 

s of 

an anomaly of the worst kind that 
children in need of reform under religious influence should not be able to 

ed 

 conference with the Committees of these Homes would disclose interesting and 
 

ed 

h 
ing-in home is responsible for the registration of all 

irths occurring…The inspectors of the Department, when visiting these homes, make 

ng out 
ese inspections the lay inspectors make direct contact with the mothers of 

      

The fact that v
w

:  

There are some hundreds of children in these private establishments, many 
of which I say are superfluous.  Some however are necessary and should 
be recognised by the State as capable of being a valuable adjunct to the 
system.  I refer particularly to the Rescue Homes, in which a very large
proportion of the reformative work among fallen women and young gir
performed.  The Committees of these Homes realise the necessity
religious environment.  The Homes are established and conducted by 
church bodies, or organisations closely associated with church b
Salvation Army Homes and Roman Catholic Refuges and other 
establishments so are carrying out the work in a manner which it is not 
possible to a purely State institution.   … [the ]Rescue Homes, 
notwithstanding their importance, they have no recognition in the schem
of reform which prevails in this State. This omission should cease, and a 
definite place assigned to them.  They would prove valuable in 
supplementing the work of the Industrial School for Girls at Parramatta 
and would extend the facilities legally available to special magistrate
the Children’s Courts.  In point of fact, portion of the inmates of these 
Rescue Homes are from time to time discharged reformatory inmates or 
State ex-apprentices and it seems 

take advantage of such opportunities until after they have been discharg
from the supervision of the State 

 
A
valuable information as to their work and its results, types of inmates, and so forth
(Mackellar: 1913, p. 206). 
 
Under Part V of the Child Welfare Act, all establishments which exist as lying-in 
homes, hostels, and other places where mother and children are received, are visit
periodically by the Department’s Inspectors, …under the delegated authority of the 
Minister for the purpose of supervising the children, and seeing that the regulations 
governing the homes are carried out all lying homes are registered by the Healt
Department.  The keeper of the ly
b
a special point of advising the mothers  … as to the facilities that exist for the 
adoption of their children…” 113 
 
Minister Drummond (1933) states: Control over lying-in Homes  -  while carryi
th

                                           
ent, 113 Drummond, D. H.  Minister of Public Instruction, Annual Report of the Child Welfare Departm

1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, p. 29 
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illegitimate children, and this enables them to advise the mothers as to facilities 
afforded by the Department for the adoption of such children by others ….”114 
 
Population Policy 
In the early 1900s, Dr. Sir Charles Mackellar, held a eugenicist concern for the 

ar: 1913, p. 67).     

esigned with a population 
 although they were frequently justified in terms of the 

tter … A large increase in the white population was, until well into the twentieth 
ulation 

g first on health and later on immigration, while a few suggested broader 
cial and economic change. The growth of maternal and child health services needs 

000, p 

The over-riding language of the landmark 1904 report of the 1903 New South Wales 

 2000, 

s 

f 
 

characterized by a dependent wife 
ith several progeny. This was officially enshrined in the Harvester judgment of 

and 

Australian state centred around encouraging the fit to procreate and the unfit (feeble-
minded) to die (Mein Smith: 2002, p. 306)115 whether they were black or white 
(Mackell 116

 
“These responses may well be seen as attempts by government to shape not only the 
population as a whole but specifically the conduct of women” (Mackirmon: 2000, p. 
110).117 
 
“Early maternal and child health programs were explicitly d
rather than a health rationale,
la
century, a 'keystone of a national policy of defence and development' … Depop
was equated with the decline of European civilization …” 
 (Mackirmon: 2000. p. 111) 
 
“However, once the emotive, moral discourse saturating the population debate 
became submerged, policymakers turned to other means of 'fixing' the problem, 
focusin
so
to be viewed in this perspective as first and foremost …  a population policy and not 
an intervention for the intrinsic benefit of women and children” (Mackirmon: 2
112). 
 
“
Royal Commission into the Decline of the Birth Rate (Chaired by Sir Charles 
Mackellar) and the Mortality of Infants was drawn from morality” (Mackirmon:
p. 112). 
 
“Fear of invasion by the more populous Asian countries to the north, and concern
that the middle classes were being 'outbred' by the more numerous and 'less fit' 
working class, focused attention in the new nation on the family as the mainstay o
European civilization. The idea of the population as a 'species body' (Dean 1999:107)
was one of a white, bourgeois, disciplined group, with clear boundaries between 
settlers and indigenous people. The family was 
w
1907, which laid down a basic wage for a man, his wife and dependent children, 

                                                 
114 Drummond, D. H. (1933). Minister of Public Instruction, Annual Report of the  Child welfare 
Department’s Work for the Years 1930 and 1931, p. 
115 Mein-Smith, P. (2002). Blood, Birth, Babies, Bodies  Australian Feminist Studies, 17(39) 
116 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September 
117 Mackirmon, A.  (2000).  Bringing the Unclothed Immigrant into the World: Population Policies and 
Gender in Twentieth-Century Australia Journal of Population Research 17(2) 
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the maternity allowance of 1912, designed to provide for better medical attention 
during childbirth (Mackirmon: 2000, p. 113).   

ced a 

phasis on 'the quality child' [legitimate, non-Indigenous] 
nd the quality family. (The Harvester judgment which established the notion of a 

n.) 

elevated their 
aternal nature to a sacred duty deplored what they saw as the mindless reproduction 

of the work ' 
“(Mackirm
 
The follow
observation  the 
Tasmanian
 

 
“Fears for future generations also drove change. By the early twentieth century, 
concern about Australia's falling birth rate and high infant mortality rate and, for 
some, the belief that the dissolute poor were breeding more than the respectable 
classes, promoted population policies. In 1912 the federal government introdu
maternity allowance (baby bonus) to help mothers meet the medical costs of giving 
birth” (Garton: 2008).118 
 
“In Australia there was an em
a
basic wage assumed a moderate, if unlikely, family size of three and a half childre
Feminists and professional experts, male and female, pursued this ideal, one 
frequently underpinned by eugenic reasoning.  Educated women who 
m

ing class and advocated small planned families; or none at all for the 'unfit
on: 2000, p.116). 

ing comments made by Mrs. Edith Waterworth support Mackirmon’s 
s as quoted above.  Mrs Waterworth (a eugenicist) was the President of

 Council of Maternal and Child Welfare and she stated:119 

Nature has given women the onerous task of producing and nurturing the 
young. In my opinion, the most important task in the world. To ensure the 
work being carried out in the best interests of the race, she has implante
in women an instinct which revolts against the bearing of children w
proper provision for their shelter and care. The sight of a child without
home or 

d 
ithout 

 
father rouses in women a feeling of failure in their responsible 

work. They see in the production of a child under such circumstances an 

his and many other things to swing too far in the 
other direction.  While we help and pity the unfortunate, we should 

age the 

ellar 
o 

 
                                                

act of colossal selfishness … Though the unmarried mother and her child 
have received in the past a treatment which is a blot on our social history, 
we are inclined over t

continue to view with sternness whatever is calculated to dam
race.120 

 
“The eugenicist solution ….  Australia authorities such as Dr (sir) Charles Mack
adopted was to encourage the fit to reproduce and discourage the unfit from doing s
(Mein Smith, 2000: p. 306)”. 121 
  

 
118 Garton, S. (2008). Health and Welfare  
http://www.dictionaryofsydney.org/entry/health_and_welfare   accessed September 6, 2010 
119 : Problem of the Young Unmarried Mothers A Conference, The Mercury, Hobart,  September 10, 
1938, p. 15, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article25552104 
120 Edith Waterworth, Unmarried Mothers The Women’s View Letter to the Editor The Mercury 
Hobart April 10, 1931, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article29904099 - Mrs. Waterworth (a eugenicist) 
was the President of the Tasmanian Council of Maternal and Child Welfare see: Problem of the Young 
Unmarried Mothers A Conference, The Mercury, Hobart,  September 10, 1938, p. 15, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article25552104 
121 Mein-Smith, P. (2002). Blood, Birth, Babies, Bodies  Australian Feminist Studies, 17(39) 
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“The corollary to the stereotype of the fit …was the ‘construction of the 
Unfit mother: a conception that dispelled moral qualms about depriving Aboriginal, 
poor white, and unmarried mothers of their babies and transferring them to fit mothers 
y adoption’. Anxieties that evolution might not lead to progress justified state 

policing an
male provi . 
 
Gail Reeki  
have contri
from racial
 

e 

attention than 
the physical and sexual abuse, emotional pain, loss of family ties and 

ices.  Although the illegitimacy of the stolen 
children is sometimes mentioned as a salient fact in the removal policy, the 

s 

 
Below is a pt, in 
the 1925 C
 

e 
e 

 
uch 

ctance of women to 
bear children.  I have a story to tell on the other hand of a surplusage of 

te 807 adoptions have been arranged, and applications are coming in 
every day … our hostels are full of them, all awaiting a future to be 

 

                                                

b
d denial of maternity. While unmarried mothers and children without a 
der were stigmatised for being deviant …” (Mein Smith: 2000, p. 317)

e122 states that British and Australian social inquiry might nevertheless
buted to the idea that high illegitimacy rates are conceptually inseparable 
 inferiority (Reekie p. 67) 

Many of the stolen children categorised in the racist terminology of th
time as ‘half-caste’, quadroon’, ‘octoroon’, ‘mixed blood’ or ‘lighter 
caste’, were born to parents who were not married (often an Aboriginal 
mother and white father, and were therefore constructed according to 
white cultural norms: ‘illegitimate’ (p. 69) … any discrimination the stolen 
generations might have experienced as a consequence of the social stigma 
attached to ex-nuptial birth has attracted much less public 

personal identity, and ongoing psychological trauma caused by racist 
attitudes and colonialist pract

problem has been constructed overwhelmingly as one of the government’
mistreatment of Aboriginal children on the basis of perceived racial status 
and its attempted genocide of the Aboriginal race (p. 69). 

quote from Walther Bethel, Secretary of the NSW Child Welfare De
hild Welfare Annual Report: 

It is felt that adoptions will not only prove to be a lasting and permanent 
way for the child to be absorbed into the community, but they will reliev
the State of the expense it is now under …with a view to facilitating th
adoption of children a short amending Act was passed in 1924 … giving 
the Department the power to arrange adoptions … The Department 
facilitates the adopting parents in every respect…Rich and poor alike are
vying with each other to open …homes to these derelict children.  M
has been said of the declining birth-rate and the relu

love and affection that is aimed at the adoption of the unwanted child-
particularly those born “without benefit of clergy.” The Department has 
only started these adoption operations since December 1924, and up to 
da

arranged by the Child Welfare Department…”.123  

 
122 Reekie, G. (1998) Measuring Immorality: Social Inquiry and the Problem of Illegitimacy 1998 UK: 
Cambridge University Press   
123 Walter Bethel New South Wales Child Welfare Dept. Annual Report for part of the Year 1921, and 
for the four following Years 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925, NSW: Govt Printers, p. 5 
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That the Ch
and the imp  
following 1
Departmen
 

Tho adoption work which lies to Mr. Bethel's credit is an outstanding 
ny unfortunate unmarried mothers, 

unequal to tho task of rearing their own children, have come to bless that 

ill 

ild Welfare Department was instrumental in the promotion of adoption 
lementation of Adoption Acts to attract more applicants is evident by the
929 letter to the Editor, published when Walter Bethel retired from the 
t: 

feature of his untiring record. How ma

part of the Child Welfare Act that has been instrumental in providing for 
the futures of their offspring, and the conferring on them the benefits of 
legally acquired legitimacy. … He was instrumental in preparing the b
which subsequently became law in 1923 … Mr. Bethel will always be 
identified with the Child Welfare Act …”124 

 
Feeblemindedness causes Single Motherhood 
 
In 1913 Mackellar was commissioned by order of the New South Wales Gover
His Excellency the Right Honourable Baron Chelmsford, to inquiry into delinquenc
which centred chiefly around the elites concern with ‘feeblemindedness.’  In the
preface Mackellar stated: “The question of the treatment of the feeble-minded has 
been discussed at very considerable length in view of its social importance, which I
hope to see recognised at an early date, so far as New South Wales is concerned, i
adequate legislative form” (Mackellar: 1913, p.ix).

nor: 
y 

 

 
n 

ised to 
t and neglected children in Great Britain and 

e Continents of Europe and America” with the intention “to recommend for 

r 

ackellar’s eugenic concern for feeblemindedness led to his requesting and being 

eeble-mindedness to the 
elinquency of children” (1913, p.1). 

y.  

 
pp. 88-89) … The feeble-minded exceptionally 

cund mostly of illegitimate children  -  so a way of identifying a feeble-minded 

                                                

125  Mackellar was author
inquire into the treatment of delinquen
th
adoption whatever measures you may consider might … be introduced in the New 
South Wales.”  Mackellar was further authorised to attend “any Conferences o
Congress dealing with the subject” during his travels … (Mackellar: 1913, p. xi).  
M
given an extension of his commission to investigate: “the treatment of the feeble-
minded, and the close relation of illegitimacy and f
d
 
The outcome of Mackellar’s trip was his 1913 Report, which focussed on the problem 
of illegitimacy and its connection with feeblemindedness.  He made specific 
recommendations for the treatment of feeblemindedness as it related to illegitimac
 
“Connection between feeble-mindedness and illegitimacy was also made abundantly 
clear -  Detention of feeble-minded girls” (p. 88)  
 
Many of them have had illegitimate children, and this often at very early ages … 
(p.88)  …Fully borne out by the records of NSW Children’s Court  of  999 delinquent
children at least 265 were illegitimate (
fe

 
124 A. Roberts, Letter to the Editor, The Sydney Morning Herald March 7, 1929, p. 5, 
http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article16536495 
125 Mackellar, C. (1913) The Treatment of Neglected Children and Delinquent Children in Great 
Britain, Europe, and America with Recommendations as to Amendment of Administration and Law in 
New South Wales Report No 4, 11 September 
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woman was if she was fertile and produced any illegitimate children  -  large 
proportion  
set up to as
the history o 
they could 
reduce the edness the first on his list was the supervision 

omes for unwed mother and infants. 

mate 
 

provement being manifested in their condition, or 

ences are interesting in this connection;  Were the 
environment of persons guilty of, or charged with offences of a sexual nature 

 

of illegitimate are mentally deficient.  (90) … Rescue Homes were homes
sist single mothers and their infants.  Mackellar wanted an examination of 
 of cases admitted to the rescue homes; cases indicate mental weakness s
be supervised (p.91) … Mackellar makes some key recommendations to 
incidence of the feeblemind

h
 
Mackellar states:  

If we consider the conditions in New South Wales and desire to esti
the several sources from which the feeble-minded come to be charge upon
the State, either in respect to themselves or their children, we are led to 
recognise that there must be concerted action and general supervision in 
the following particulars:   

 
1. Examination of the history of cases admitted into Rescue Homes and similar 

establishments case indicating mental weakness which do not in many 
instances come under supervision at all.  Young women are frequently 
admitted into private or denominational establishments from immoral home-
surroundings, are simple or weak-minded, and are subsequently returned to 
their homes without any im
are placed in situations, no note being taken of their mental weakness.   In 
many cases there are other members of the family living in the same 
degenerate condition but who have no particular need for the present to bring 
themselves under notice.  These escape attention altogether.  Examinations of 
court records of criminal off

inquired into, usually a condition of moral or mental degeneracy (or both) will
be found 

2. General supervision of white women and children (half-cast or quarter-caste 
etc).  The type of these women is that of “simple-minded or moral imbecile or 
approximating to moral imbecile.  Frequently these women with their child
leave the camps to reside on the outskirts of country towns,  they constitute a
menace to morality (p. 91) 

 
Though Mackellar stated that feeblemindedness was inherited (p. 12) and connected 
to illegitimacy and delinquency he also places importance on the environment and its 
relationship to  delinquency (1913 pp. 26, 27,31-33).  This is explained by his belief 
that feebleminded parents cannot establish an adequate home and upbringing for their 
children. Mackellar states: “The feeble-minded … an exceptionally fecund class,
mostly of illegitimate children, and a terrible proportion of their o

ren 
 

 
ffspring are born. 

entally deficient.  A decorous family life among their children is obviously 

rs of 
 as 

as evidenced in Australia because he states that the records of 
is Department show “the great tendency to delinquency evidenced from the number 

of admission to State control of children who are the offspring of single girls or 

m
impossible, the conditions of their nurture prevent it….So the mischief goes on 
increasingly …a considerable part of the population has already become the beare
germs of degeneracy.” (p. 90).  He asserts that “the problem of the Feeble-minded”
outlined by the British w
h

abandoned women, many of who are mentally deficient” (p. 91). 
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“The relationship of Mental Deficiency to crime, illegitimacy, prostitution and 
intemperance was made abundantly clear by practically every one of the Mental 
Hospitals and Prisons examined  -The English Royal Commission”  (Mackellar &
Welsh, 1917: p. 25).126

 
 

f 

r. Eric Sinclair the Inspector-General of the Insane, tells us in an article in the 

 & 

 large amount of the vice, crime and prostitution that exists in our midst, is due to 

d 

l Congress) 
e subject [feeble-mindedness] was discussed at considerable length, and it was 

nd neurology that a popular 
campaign should be initiated through the Commonwealth and New Zealand, in order 
to obtain a upon 
the problem
 
Mackellar 

ry 

ance; the models upon which the child 
or boy forms himself are the boys or men whom he has been thrown 

have learned to 
ve and respect (citing Galton Inquiries into the Human Frailties’”(p.30)  

 
Discussion

                 

 
“Many of the defectives had illegitimate children at very early ages, and when 
illegitimate children are born by such women the chances are enormously in favour o
their turning out to be either imbeciles, degenerates or criminals”  (Mackellar & 
Welsh, 1917, p. 26). 
 
D
Australian Medial Journal Oct 1912 that “There are numbers of mentally defective 
persons in NSW … whose wayward and irresponsible lives are productive of crime 
and much misery, and injury and mischief to themselves and others”. (Mackellar
Welsh, 1917, p.5) 
 
A
defective mentality (Mackellar & Walsh, 1917, p. 6)  and feebleminded girls, it is an 
accepted fact that they have a definitely immoral tendency, and their fall is due 
directly to their weakness of intellect; they have no power to resist temptation, an
they fall an easy prey…”( Mackellar & Welsh, 1917: p. 6) 
 
At a “Medical Congress held in Sydney in 1911 (The Australian Medica
th
resolved by the section of psychological medicine a

more accurate census of mental deficiency and to educate the public 
s of the feeble-minded” (Mackellar & Welsh: 1917, p. 10). 

though was a environmental eugenicist: 
 
“I cannot accept the theory that the characteristics which have been 
acquired by the parents during their lifetime are transmitted to their 
offspring by inheritance.   … my experience has been that such children, 
when removed from an evil environment during their earliest years, va
but little from their more fortunate brethren.  It has been said that the child 
is born prepared to attach himself, as a climbing  plant is disposed to 
climb, the stick being of little import

amongst, and whom from some incidental cause he may 
lo
“Education from its surroundings  is a great factor in teaching a child” 
(Mackellar & Welsh: 1917, p. 31)   

 of the British Royal Commission on Feeblemindedness 
 

                                
, C. & Welsh. (1917).  Mental Deficiency: A Medico-Sociological Study of Feeble-
ydney: W. A. Gullick, Government Printer, at  25 (book donated to U
 Community Services). 

126 Mackellar
Mindedness S WS library by 
NSW Dept of
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“The connection between feeble-mindedness, illegitimacy, and children’s 

their 

gland I particularly inquired into this question and I found that it was 
the universal opinion of those who controlled the institutions for their care 

 is caused 

offences were made abundantly clear, and witness after witness strongly 
urged the need of detention of feeble-minded girls on the ground of 
proneness to sexual immorality; during my own investigations whilst in 
En

that it was a marked feature amongst defectives…” (Mackellar & Welsh: 
1917, p. 33)  “in a considerable number of cases of illegitimacy
by feeblemindedness” (Mackellar & Welsh: 1917, p.34)   

r, both as to cause and effect that it is 
possible to adequately deal with one and ignore the others” (Mackellar & Welsh: 

Feeblemind ed will 
cause a ser
 
Researcher
child welfa
in Salvatio
 
Parry states
 

 
 

services were under the care of the matron, who was acting in loco 
e [Mental Deficiency] 

Board. As a result, Salvation Army matrons were entitled to sign 

signed over 

ental 
Diseases Hospital in New Norfolk  … the adoption of babies in this way 

n of white and Indigenous mothers: 

m in 

pregnant and were pressured to give up their babies” (Parry: p.327).  
 

 
“I have no reason to doubt that mental deficiency sexual immorality and delinquency 
are so closely interwoven with each othe
im
1917, p. 34)  
 

edness is caused by a defect of the germ-plasm which once obtain
ious defect in the race” (Mackellar & Welsh, 1917, pp 54-56). 

 Dr. Naomi Parry127  delved into NSW and Tasmanian state archives and 
re files.  Additionally she has interviewed mothers who were incarcerated 
n Army Homes in Tasmania: 

:  

“Administrator of Charitable Grants, J.F. Daly, visited mainland 
institutions, and recommended the state establish homes for mothers and 
infants as Mackellar had in NSW. However, the government was 
interested to farm out this work to religious institutions.  The homes were 
thus made an arm of government services, and their role was increased by
the Mental Deficiency Act, which specified that women using lying-in

parentis, and could be assessed and supervised by th

documents on behalf of the women in their care, including consent to the 
surrender or adoption of babies. In this way many babies were 
to the Department, and their mothers moved on to indefinite – and 
sometimes permanent – institutionalisation at St John’s Park, or the M

created a second generation of removal” (Parry: 2007, pp. 199-200). 
 
Parry compares the situatio
 

“The misery of Tasmanian mothers whose babies were taken from the
the Salvation Army Home under the Mental Deficiency Act is 
indistinguishable from that of Aboriginal apprentices who became 

                                                 
127 Parry, N. (2007). ‘Such a Longing’: Black and White Children in Welfare in New South Wales and 

uth Wales Doctor of Philosophy Tasmania, 1880-1940 Unpublished Thesis University of New So
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In 1939 because of the concern of defectives reproducing the Victorian Mental 
Deficiency Act was implemented.  A person deemed a ‘defective’ could b

128
e forcibly 

laced in an institution.  

r 
 of mind existing from birth or from an early age whether 

rising from inherent causes or induced by disease or injury and of such a kind as to 

pervision or control of such person. 

ntal Deficiency 
olicy in 

mmit a person deemed 

o. 3721130 
schedule 

 nine  hundred and at 
ce and 

nion upon 

ntal deficiency observed by myself [here 
cts]. 

f any) indicating mental deficiency communicated 
[here state the information and. from whom]. 

 

ed 

nd unfit 
s of the NSW 

p
 
Mental defectiveness was defined in the Act to [mean] a condition of arrested o
incomplete development
a
render the person affected incapable of adjusting himself to his social environments 
and as to necessitate external care su
 
Jones129 (1999, p.2) states that the “Passing of the 1939 Victorian Me
Bill indicates the survival of eugenics as a potent influence on social p
Australia in this period. 
 
The following is a Schedule to be signed by a doctor to co
feebleminded to be incarcerated. 
 
FIRST SCHEDULE  FORM OF MEDICAL CERTIFICATE. N

 being a medical practitioner hereby certify that I I the undersigned
n the day of One thousando

in the State of Victoria personally examined R.S. of [insert residen
ly occupation if ] and that the said R.S. is in my opinion apparent

 mental defective and a proper person to be taken charge of and a
detained in an institution and that I have formed this opi

, viz. :— the following grounds
. Facts indicating me1

state the fa
 
2. Other facts (i

 me by others to
 
Dated this day of One thousand nine hundred and at in 
the State of Victoria. 
 
Signature 
Qualifications 
Place of abode 
 
By the 1950s child welfare department officers were so eager to enforce their model  
of  “the two-parented white suburban home that they removed children because they
were half-caste or illegitimate, because there was little food in the cupboard or 
because not all the children in the family had the same father … If a child’s living 
conditions were les than perfect it was believed she or he was better off with adopt
or with foster parents” (Jones: 2000, p. 51).     
 
Since Mackellar had defined the links between delinquency and illegitimacy a
parenting generally, it is not surprising to find that the Annual Report

                                                 
128 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/hist_act/mda1939153/ 

l in New South Wales  Journal of the 

/mda1939153/ 

129 Jones, C. (2000).  Adoption-a study of post-war child remova
Royal Australian Historical Society, 86(1) June 
130 http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/vic/hist_act
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Child Welfare Department had in their appendices statistics about the rates of 
ncy 

N OF 

delinquency for the prior year.  Jones (2000, p. 53) states that decrease in delinque
was : “…a statement of achievement from a public servant and his department … 
[and]… it was those statistics on which its annual success was measured.”131 
 
POPULATION POLICY AT THE STATE LEVEL: PROMOTIO
ADOPTION BY STATE CHILD WELFARE DEPARTMENTS 

 
 a 

e titled ‘On the Edge’  The Appeal of Blue Eyes: Adoption, Citizenship and 
ugenics in Western Australia During the Interwar Years (2001) Curtin University. 

118: Infant Life Protection 1907-1940s: The Problem of Illegitimate 
hildren 

n line with the pronatalist 
y 

duced her role to a  … ‘state certified wet nurse’” 
. 118). 

 

istance of Mr. A. W. green the Chief Boarding Out officer 
stablished under the State Children board three such homes for expectant mother of 

everal months after confinement and in no case was there a death 
f a mother or her children. The mothers were taught to nurse their infants, and the 

insistence  
but the pra ss

 
Dr. Rosemary Kerr has delved into the WA Child Welfare Department Files and
consequently published her findings in an article included in the proceedings of
Conferenc
E
The article is a condensation of Chapter IV of her unpublished thesis: 
 
Kerr, R.  (2005). The State and Child Welfare in Western Australia 1907-1949  
Unpublished Thesis Curtin University  - The following extracts are taken from: 
Ch IV, p. 
C
 
“The focus of this chapter is the State Children Department/Child Welfare 
Department … [The policies of the Department] were i
measures around the nation evident from the early 1900s unto the 1930s which largel
ignored the mother’s welfare and re
(p
 
State Certified Wet Nurse 
The Mother, the Baby and the State: A short Discussion of the question of Infantile 
Mortality Legislative Council Sydney 10 March 1917 
An Open Letter to The Honourable J.D. Fitzgerald MLC Minister for Public Health
by Sir Charles K Mackellar 1917   
 
Mackellar was concerned with the high infant mortality rate and it was for that reason 
he advocated assisting expectant mothers of illegitimate children (Mackellar: 1917: p. 
13).  In 1908 with the ass
e
illegitimate children…In these homes women were received and cared for several 
weeks before and s
o

of the practice of sucking at the breast proved not only helpful to the infants
ctice developed that maternal instinct which is so often absent in that cla  

(Mackellar
 
In 1929 M y still 
existing in
 

ape 
ho get 

                                                

: 1917 p. 13). 

r. Drummond, Minister for Public Instruction discusses a similar polic
 NSW: 

In connection with the care of infants, a special feature exists in the sh
of the Department’s Hostels … These Hostels are used for girls w

 
131 Jones, C. (2000).  Adoption-a study of post-war child removal in New South Wales  Journal of the 
Royal Australian Historical Society, 86(1) June 
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into trouble and have no resources … The Department therefore 
recognising the danger to the community has established these Hostels 
which provide a refuge for such girls. After the birth of the child the 

. 

err goes on to state the Department assisted women during the 6-9 month weaning 
r 
l 

both the mother and child. To overcome these problems 
e Department considered that adoption provided the ultimate solution to assisting 

the illegitim
placement 
 
This is bor
WA in the 
Moulds, re
 

it was "all part of their punishment." Further case histories 
indicate that this practice continued into the l950s here in WA.  Again in 

th with their hand on a bible and 
swear that they would never go looking for their child.  Some elderly Perth 

 
The WA S e 
following w
 

A number of unmarried mothers received help as in previous years, in 

hed for the 

number of adoptions finalised by this department to 728. The estimated 

       

Department … insists on the mother stopping for four months in order to 
give it a chance of growing up healthy and strong … the child is then 
weaned and if the mother cannot manage to maintain herself with an 
allowance under Section 14 [of the Child Welfare Act 1923], the 
Department will take it and board it out with a private family until it is 14
The child may also be surrendered for adoption.132 

 
K
period but after that they were expected to relinquish their babies for adoption. “Ove
the high risk period the Department considered illegitimacy created significant socia
and economic problems for 
th

ate child towards useful citizenship, and vigorously promoted its 
service” (Kerr: p.120).   

e out by statements by mothers who were incarcerated in lying-homes in 
1930s.  Only they did not get 6-9 months to be with their babies. Shirley 
searcher, states: 

Earlier this month I heard the stories of 2 mothers who had given birth in 
1927 at the Alexandra Home for Women in Perth (now transferred to 
NAGLA - in South 
Perth). Both women say they were made to breast feed their babies at the 
Home for a period of 3 months before having to give up their babies for 
adoption … When some complained at this deprivation of their liberty 
they were told 

1927 at Alexandra Home, when the women signed their adoption papers, 
the Matron made them take a sacred oa

citizens still feel bound by the terrible oath they were made to take many 
years ago even though they long to know the child they bore (Moulds: 
1982, p.3).133 

tate Children Department tabled their Annual Report in Parliament and th
as published in the West Australian:  

order that breast-feeding, of their babies might be continued, also with 
very satisfactory results. A record of adoptions (91) was establis
year, which was an increase of 20 over the previous term, and brought the 

                                          

eeting 
f the Australian Relinquishing Mothers Society held in Perth on 25 October 

132 Drummond, D. H.  Minister of Public Instruction, Annual Report of the Child Welfare Department, 
1926, 1927, 1928, 1929,  p. 5 
133 Moulds, S. (1982).  86 Years of Adoption Practice: Hansard  Address given at the inaugural m
o
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saving of future maintenance by adoptions completed during the year was 
£23,002.134 

 
Certainly there was a divergence in the policy of allowing mothers to breast feed or 
not between the major maternity hospitals and the religious and charitable 
organisations.  For example already in the 1940s mothers were separated at birth and 

950 

d 
e 

artnett house 
eddish, the Presbyterian Sisterhood, St. Joseph’s Babies’ Home, St. Joseph’s 

ity and Babies’ Homes, are among those 
several 

 

placed without their babies in an isolated part of the hospital.  Isobel Strahan in 1
discusses how at The Women’s Hospital in Melbourne it was considered best to 
remove the baby “as soon as possible after the birth”. Whereas the charitable an
religious organisations still felt it better for the health of both mother and baby to b
kept together for the first two months135 
 
Rev Graham Gregory describes the use of the Homes.  The Berry Street Babies’ 
Home and Hospital, Girls Memorial Home, Fairfield/Georgina House, H
K
Receiving Home, and the Haven Matern
residential facilities that care for the single expectant mother.  One notes that 
link residential care for the expectant mother with Babies’ Homes and this reflects 
both the traditional outcome of single pregnancy as being adoption, and I guess, the 
institutional origins of such homes is the breast feeding of the babies.136 
 
Improving the White Race As Policy 
1903:  “In the context of population policy, therefore, government efforts to 
Europeanise Aboriginal children and those to reduce the white illegitimacy rate were
part of a common project. Both strategies were aimed at increasing the numbers and 
quality of the legitimate white population of Australia.  Both government strategies 
were heavily supported by social scientists: anthropologists, welfare officials, 
statisticians and other experts on s  137ocial questions” (Reekie: 1998, pp.74-75).   

arion Piddington (prominent eugenicist early 20th century) held firmly to the idea, 
g 

ued 

se 
f the 

 
al 

M
common wherever eugenic discourse took hold, that illegitimacy was a debilitatin
influence on white racial strength …. For the considerable proportion of social elites 
who enthusiastically embraced eugenic theories in the interwar period, the contin
reproduction of illegitimate children represented the worst kind of white racial 
pollution” (Reekie: 1998, p. 82). 
 
“American, British and Australian social experts were all swept up in the inten
eugenic focus on mental defectiveness as an obstacle to the social advancement o
white race.  According to eugenic theory there was a close relationship between
mental defectiveness and illegitimacy.  It was accepted by a wide range of medic
experts, psychologists, sociologists, child welfare and social workers and population 
theorists – even a contributor to the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics (1914, p 
108 cited in Reekie p 120) that feebleminded women were a major source of 
                                                 
134 The West Australian September 24, 1924, p. 12,  http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article31254582 
 
135 Fanning, M. (1950). Should we Deprive an Unmarried Mother of her baby’s love, The Argus, 
Melbourne,  July 18,  p. 8. http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article22913146    
136 Gregory, G.  (1972). What our Community Offers in The Child of the Single Mother  Proceedings of 
Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, pp.44-45  
137 Reekie, G. (1998) Measuring Immorality: Social Inquiry and the Problem of Illegitimacy 1998 UK: 
Cambridge University Press   
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illegitimate births.  Feebleminded women, they argued, reproduced prolifically, 

 

 
ie: 

Advocates of eugenics emphasised the condition of mental defectiveness as an 

 the discourse illegitimacy but unmarried mothers were discussed in terms of 
maladjustm
Departmen  
children” (
 

he inferiority of single mothers was passed onto their progeny which is evident by 
 used for ‘illegitimate’ and legitimate 

abies.  ‘Illegitimate’ babies belonged to the ‘B’ class as explained by Dr. Rickarby:  
 

  … when I was doing my obstetric training in the Royal Women’s 
or asked why 

there were two nurseries and we both asked why were these babies in the 
hey had some infection?   

 
.  The social mores [defined in this instance as societal 

alues of the broader community as opposed to the specific agenda of elites such as 

tact with welfare authorities. Numerous community members and 
elfare workers held firm beliefs in the power of mother love and the family bond 

ef 
ar her illegitimate 

hild” (Kerr: 2005, p. 119).  

                                                

typically giving birth to illegitimate children who were themselves likely to be 
feebleminded.  The illegitimate and the feebleminded were thus responsible for 
perpetuating a degenerative cycle (Marion Piddington 1923).  British physician Hugh
Ashby, like many of his colleagues in the 1920s, was confident that ‘Few facts are 
more sure or better known than that a great many  of the illegitimate children are
feeble-minded and born of feeble-minded women’” (1922, p. 186 cited in Reek
1998,  pp. 120-121). 
 
“
obstacle to the social advancement of the ‘white race’.  Experts in the medical, 
psychological and social work fields believed there was a close correlation between 
mental deficiency and illegitimate birth…By the late 1930s eugenics had lost favour 
in

ent or abnormality…The various eugenic discourses are evident in 
t propaganda, produced to persuade people to foster or adopt illegitimate
Kerr: p. 119). 

T
the different classifications the adoption industry
b

Hospital in Melbourne, in 1954, I and another trainee doct

second nursery and isolated. Was it because t
 
Rickarby was informed by the sister in charge:  
 

No, these are B grade babies.   
 
Dr. Rickarby inquired as to what was a ‘B’ grade baby and was told  
 

There the babies that go out for adoption138  
 
The population policy behind the mistreatment of single mothers and their infants was
unknown to most Australians
v
Cumpston] even in the early 1900s was not to separate mother and child as Kerr 
stresses: “…many unmarried mothers and their children lived together and never 
came into con
w
and actively promoted policies while at other times it came out of a genuine beli
that a woman, given family and state support, could successfully re
c
 

 
138 Personal conversation, 30th September, 2010 between Dr. Geoff Rickarby and the author. 
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It was the most impoverished women, women without family who were led to seek 
refuge in state and religious institutions, and under state authority, they had their 
babies taken. 
 
At the Ashfield Home for Infants there was a concerted effort to counteract the 
promotion of adoption by the Child Welfare Department in NSW. 
 
“The Committee, believing to keep a child with its mother was rehabilitating and 
“efficacious in protecting the mother from falling” … [were] concerned at the 
promotion of boarding-out and adoption, this they felt, “… would deprive us of
opportu

 our 
nity of training them for useful work, and exercising a beneficial influence 

ver their future lives through the child.” … The Committee tried to reverse this trend 
ts, 

 
heir 

asy by the Child Welfare Department, 
hich often sends them to the Home only to wait till a suitable adoption is made” 

ady MacCallum, the patron of the NSW Ashfield Infants  Homes urged the Crown 

r 
to 

fter the State 
lections, The Home was ‘transferred from the Department of Labour and Industry to 

ctors 
ame to justifying their removal of 

ewborns. Eugenicists such as Dr. J. H. Cumpston who in 1909 was the Medical 
 

10 in the Child Welfare Annual Report the Director stated that adoption: ‘ …by 
ood people into good homes’ was ‘one of the best possible arrangements for the 

eted  “as the beginnings of the policy development that created propaganda 
                                                

o
by forming a sub-committee to ‘visit the Maternity Hospital, to … talk to the patien
and tell them about the Home…’ (Lorne-Johnson: p. 66).139 
 
“It is a matter of regret to the Committee and the Staff, that in these days more 
illegitimate mothers do not avail themselves of the advantages which the Home offers
to them and their infants.  This would be infinitely better for them than to have t
babies adopted, a course that is made very e
w
(p.87). 
 
The promotion of adoption by Crown St Women’s hospital was such that by 1945 
L
Street Hospital Board not to advise unmarried mothers to give up their babies for 
adoption and to turn for help to The Infants’ Home (p. 94).  This marked a turning 
point, no longer was this Home being utilised for keeping destitute mothers and thei
infants together but had become redundant in the state’s push to use mothers 
provide children for the adoption market.   
 
Closer links with the Child Welfare Dept were ensured in 1956 when a
e
the Department of Social Welfare and Child Welfare’ (p.101). 
 
Middle class values of men like Dr. Cumpston were that “working class unmarried 
mothers … were irresponsible, immoral and uncaring…” (Kerr: 2004, p. 34). This 
attitude is observed in comments made through most of the 20th century by do
and welfare workers particularly when it c
n
Officer of the Public Health Department in WA believed that the high infant mortality
of illegitimate children was due to the mother for “improper feeding”. 
 
“In 19
g
future welfare of such [illegitimate] children.’ Kerr states the above comment could 
be interpr

 
139 Lorne-Johnson, S. (2001). Betrayed and Forsaken: The official history of The Infants’ Home, 
Ashfield Founded in 1874 as the Sydney Foundling Institution   Sydney: The Infants’ Home Ashfield 
Sydney NSW Australia 
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and later legislative amendments to make adoption a prominent aspect of the 
Department’s work (Kerr: 2005, p. 145). 
 
“From World War I the Child Welfare Department in conjunction with the Supreme 

onment’” (Kerr: 2005, p. 

ent embarked on a successful campaign to promote child adoption for 4 
asons: 

e 
and competitive nation within the region for imperial proposes 

option was considered vital to this 
8. Economic – the Department was always engaged in cost cutting measures, 

 
 of 

er articles and radio 
roadcasts, suggested a “home was incomplete without ‘the pit-a-pat of the feet of a 

’”.   

se days and with 
e depression 66%  kept their babies (Kerr: p. 154).  

ntroduced 
e term the ‘unwanted’ baby in its propaganda campaign.  The Department knew that 

d 
.  Kerr says the use 

                                                

Court became active in legislating and administration changes which aided the policy 
of  ‘as the best remedial measure to unfortunate birth or envir
105). 
 
The Departm
re

5. To promote efficiency based on a vigorous white population to create a secur

6. To ensure babies were given the opportunity to grow into good and useful 
citizens 

7. The State wanted to improve its infant mortality record because of the loss of 
life in the war – ad

such as limiting money paid to dependants such as single mothers  (Kerr: p. 
149) 

 
Stigmatising the mother became part of the Child Welfare’s Department campaign: 
 
The mother was considered “not able to rear a child correctly”.  In the Department’s 
1933 Report the Director stated: “to mother one’s children rightly is a great service to
the community …  the miracle of it grown straight instead of crooked, right instead
wrong.”140 (Kerr: p. 152) 
 
As part of the Department’s pronatalist agenda that included promoting adoption to 
the ‘right’ sort of persons the Department, via newspap
b
small child and that a child made a marriage more interesting and provided a perfect 
way for ‘a bored housewife to fill her time before the return of the man to the house
The Department undertook extensive campaigns to promote adoption in 1927-1929 
and 1932-1933.  Because of the intensive promotion of adoption the Department had 
developed a demand for children, particularly by infertile couples that it could no 
longer meet.  The Director in 1934 appealed to parents to consider adopting a child 
under the age of one year. This was promoted so that a baby for a women would 
“obtain the fullest experience of motherhood” (p.153).  Even in tho
th
 
As the promotion of adoption continued there was a need to make it palatable to the 
public.  The Department could certainly not advertise that unmarried mothers were 
now expected to produce babies for a market that it had created.  Hence it i
th
the mother was forced to relinquish because of lack of family or financial support, an
made this fact known in its 1918, 1920 and 1921 Annual Reports

 
140 Kerr, R.  (2005). The State and Child Welfare in Western Australia 1907-1949  Unpublished Thesis 
Curtin University   
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of the term ‘unwanted’ was used by the Department to encourage adoptions and that it 
was quite a
 
The Depar rs 
were suppo
In this case  
number of 
 
Hon F. Wil
and Leader
 

de 

ware that the children were very much wanted (p.153). 

tment’s policy changed somewhat around 1944 when older single mothe
sed to be offered alternatives to adoption, but not younger single mothers.  
 the grandparents wishes were considered. Adoption rates revealed that the
mothers keeping their babies remained at 66% (Kerr: p. 155).   

lesee, WA Minister for Community Welfare, Leader of the Government 
 of the Opposition in the Legislative Council stated:  

I am advised that departmental officers always discuss the implications of 
adoption very thoroughly with the natural mother.  We try not to persua
older persons one way or the other as the choice must be theirs of their 
own free will. With younger persons, however, we do, go into more d
concerning the realities of an unmarried mother’s attention to care for he
own child. Some young people are immature and naïve about the full 
aspects of this responsibility and require a good deal of time and attention 
to help them make a proper decision … Mr. Claughton also referred to the 
shortage of staff in the department, making it difficult to liaise sufficiently
with public hospitals and thereby intervene should an unmarried mother 
make a decision concerning keeping her child that is not in the child’s 

etail 
r 

 

best 
interest.  I have already acknowledged that the shortage of staff causes 
difficulty, but this does not prevent liaison with hospitals. In many cases 
hospitals have social workers who are able to discus with the natural 
mother the alternative of  keeping the child or having it adopted.  Apa
from this, a further check is made in regard to ex-nuptial children in 
the department receives information concerning a birth from anywhere i
the State and must satisfy itself if the parent has taken the child home, t
satisfactory arrangements are made for its care… there are people on the 
staff of the hospital who advise the Child Welfare Department when t
child goes home and the department makes further investigations.

rt 
that 

n 
hat 

he 

r. 

e consisted of 
ouples who lived together as if married and the other  “poorer classes”, where 

l 
 

y against illegitimate children being kept by the unmarried mother as he 
quated illegitimacy with neglect. Bowlby’s work was used extensively in Australia 

                                                

141   
 
There may have been some attempt to bring social policy in line with Britain as D
John Bowlby describes certain classifications of illegitimacy emerging there. He 
identified two types,  which he stated was “socially accepted”. On
c
grandparents accepted the infant into the family.  In these cases, Bowlby states, in 
Britain the duty of the social worker was “to persuade the grandparents to make a 
home” and “to continue by considering alternatives [to adoption] such as residentia
employment, day nurseries, foster-homes, or residential nurseries” and only “in
special cases e.g. where the mother is very young or is the wife of man not the father 
of the child, to give advice about legal adoption.”142 Bowlby though, remained 
staunchl
e
to justify the early removal of infants from their unwed mothers.  
 

 
141 Willesee, W. F. (1971). WA Hansard, 23 September, p. 1691 
142 Bowlby, J. (1995).  Maternal Care and Mental Health  The Master Work Series USA: Jason 
Aronson Inc, p. 96 
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In the 1958 training manual for adoption welfare workers Bowlby is quoted (p.22) 
“The proper care of children deprived of a normal home life [life with their single 
mother] …essential for the mental and social welfare of a community…Deprived 
children …are a source of social infection as real and serious as are carriers of 
diphtheria …preventative measure …determined action greatly reduce the number of 
deprived children in our midst and the growth of adults liable to produce more of 
the…” 
 
It would seem overall the policy here remained to rid the country of illegitimacy 

ck. 

ial 

he 
ge 

years.  In 1967 the average age of the unmarried 
other was between 18 and 25 years old.145 

 to 
nger 

nquish and the person who had to sign 
e consent.  Mothers were supposed to be protected from any coercion, even from 

wn parents.146 This, anyway, was the propaganda put out by 
government departments.147 
 
The 1957 A
Bowlby’s, 
Director of
supporting
revolutioni
practice tha
 
The Repor

                                                

because of the government’s social agenda, to seed the country with good white sto
This is evident, for example, by the ages of mothers who presented for After-Care 
mental health services run by a Home for unwed mothers, Carramar.  Nichols, a soc
worker, stated that it was usually the older mothers that presented for the service 
provided,  and that at present, 1966, she had two mothers she was attempting to assist 
who were both 27 years old.143 The average age though was 19 years old.  In 1950 t
majority of single mothers were aged between 17 and 23 years when the average a
to marry for a woman was 21 144

m
 
The publication of the above differential treatment given to younger as opposed
older single mothers is a blatant abuse by the state of these women’s rights. You
mothers were just as much the guardians of their child as older women. There was 
nothing in the Adoption Acts or in the common law that discriminated on age.  It was 
always the mother who had to agree to the reli
th
persuasion by their o

nnual Report of the Child Welfare Department,148 cited Dr. John 
Consultant in Mental Health to the World Health Organisation and 
 the Child Guidance Department, Tavistock Clinic London, work as 
 what the Department was already doing.  As stated before Bowlby did not 
se practice in Australia just gave ‘scientific’ support for continuing on the 
t already existed and extended it.  

t states:  
 
Bowlby’s  work has demonstrated in quite spectacular way the effect of 
maternal deprivation on very young children. He adduces convincing 
evidence that severe deprivation in any of its forms…has serious and 
sometimes permanent effects on the functional intelligence, and on the 
general personality development of children so deprived as early as in the 

 
143 Nicholas, M.  (1966).  The Natural Parents’ Needs after Placement of Her Child, Church of 
England Course for Adoption Workers 
144 The Argus (Melbourne, Monday 20 March 1950, p. 6, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-article22817268 
145 Playing God with a Child’s Life  Insight Report on Adoption Daily Mirror, 17 October, 1967  
146 Arthur v State of Qld [2004] QSC 456 v see consent takers’ evidence: M. Cattenach & L. Feil. 
147 Health Education Department of Western Australian  (1972). Illegitimacy: Unmarried Parenthood  
February 
148 Child Welfare Annual Report 1957 , p. 25 
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first months of life.  Such evidence strikingly illustrates the principle that
early adoption (as soon as

 
 possible after birth) is in the  interests of the 

baby’s mental health.  And it is an interesting fact that early adoption, the 
advantage of which have thus latterly become apparent, has been 
Departmental practice for many years, the average age of children 
“allotted” being less than one month.  It had, until recent years, been urged 

than a 

s 

ot surprising when the underlying ideology of child welfare in Australia had in roots 

gle 
erfect enough for adoption.  If 

e government was really concerned with placing the child as soon as possible 

 of deferred adoptions 
 

e 

that early adoption means less opportunity to access the baby’s potential.  
It now appears that there is no reliable way in which potential may be 
determined… Bowlby suggests that the best guide, and that no more 
very rough one, is the intelligence of the baby’s parents; this Department 
has, in fact always given great weight to that fact when matching babie
and adoptive parents.149  

 
N
in eugenics.   
 
‘Deferred adoptions’, ran at approximately 21-22% of babies taken from their sin
mothers, per annum.  These were babies judged not p
th
because of maternal deprivation, then why were so many babies kept in institutions 
awaiting medical clearance to be adopted? The phenomena
reflect the true agenda of adoption, promoting adoption for the welfare of the state
and the interests of adopting couples.150  
 
Explanation of ‘deferred adoptions’ or a hard to place baby: “The examining 
paediatrician may give as his opinion that adoption for a particular baby should b
deferred for a while on medical grounds.  In rare cases, he may consider a child 
unsuitable for adoption on medical grounds”.  …151 
 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT ON THE 
STATES IN MATTERS OF POPULATION POLICY 
The failure of the Australian government to stop the exploitation of mothers and 
babies was because the state interest lay in preventative medicine as espoused by John 

idgett Cumpston.  Cumpston was the first Director-General of the newly formed 

l above]: populate or perish and the 
children of single mothers could have their status elevated by being placed with good 

ved the State money.153 This was always a 

L
Commonwealth Department Health (1921) and remained so until his retirement in 
1945.  In the early 1900s the government began an agenda to rid the country of 
illegitimacy because it believed that it led to delinquency, crime, poverty and the 
production of an inferior class of people.  The government though had a pro-natalist 
policy [as evident in the report of Walter Bethe

Christian married couples.152 It also sa
                                                 
149 Child Welfare Annual Report 1957 , p. 25 
150 Langshaw, W. C. (1978). National Adoption Standards, Policy and Law, in Proceedings of Seco
Australian Conference on Adoption, M

nd 
elbourne, May 

1 The Australian Association of Social Workers, New South Wales (1971). Manual of Adoption 

ear ending April 5.  

924 and 1925, NSW: Govt Printers  

15

Pr
 
152 Rowe, J. (1966). Parents Children and Adoption  Rouledge & Kegan Paul, p. 23 
153 New South Wales State Children’s Relief Dept. (1883). Annual Report For the Y

actices in New South Wales, p. 18 

NSW: Govt Printers; New South Wales Child Welfare Dept.  Annual Report for part of the Year 1921, 
and for the four following Years 1922, 1923, 1
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concern but intensified in the late 1920 and the 1930s when the country was in the 
depths of d
 
In the early
feeblemind he proliferation of crime, delinquency and the degeneration 

f the Australian race. Cumpston’s agenda was ‘the production of a sound national 

ine involved:  
 

umpston’s belief was that preventative medicine ensured Australia remained a vital, 

f  
ce and 

925 Cumpston argued that 
ublic health authorities should supervise “not only the social environment but the 

epression.  

 20th century illegitimacy was confounded with feeblemindedness, and 
edness meant t

o
policy of public health’ (Roe: 1984, p. 126) in preventative medicine.154  Cumpston 
explained that preventive medic

“ ..heredity … family …  domestic life … personal habits … 
customs…home …workshop …  In short preventative medicine to be 
effective must deal with the man, the whole man as an individual (Roe: 
1984, p. 129) 

 
C
efficient and vigorous nation.   
 
Cumpston believed his Federal Department was to “inspire and co-ordinate public 
health measures generally without infringement or transfer of the sovereign powers o
... the States.”  (Roe: 1976, p. 179).155 The Commonwealth’s power to influen
direct states was by extension of the quarantine powers given to it by the Constitution 
(Roe: 1976, p. 182).  
 
Doctors Ensure Commonwealth Population Policy At State Level 
Giving evidence to a Insurance Commission held in 1
p
health of individuals” and  to do this effectively “the Commonwealth should use its 
powers to stop the propagation of the unfit.” Cumpston insisted that general 
practitioners should be integrated with public policies.  He said: “Government should 

pply the profession with expert facilities and grapple with the hospital problem”.  

t] take control 
f services in all Australian territories and that government encourage its research 

elp 

su
Cumpston also gave evidence to a Health Commission held in the same year. Roe 
states:  “His concern for improvement remained … in relation to venereal disease, 
mental health, and mother infant and child welfare.  
 
It is interesting to note that single mothers and their infants all over Australia were 
given Wasserman tests (to detect venereal disease) as a matter of course when 
admitted into maternity hospitals. 
 
The Health Commission … advised that the [Federal Health Departmen
o
activities, especially in venereal disease, maternity, child welfare and industrial 
hygiene.   The department should take the initiative in co-ordinating state public 
health work, desirably through a federal council. Cumpston, in June 1925, wrote in 
the Medical Journal of Australia, …the practitioner, he argued, should receive h
and payment from government for public health work, and in return ‘should be 
                                                 
154 Roe, M.  (1984). Nine Australian Progressives: Vitalism in Bourgeois Social Thought 1890-1960  
Queensland: University of Queensland Press 
155 Roe, M. (1976). The Establishment of the Australian Department of Health: Its Background and 
Significance  Australian Historical Studies 17(67). October, pp. 176-192 
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prepared to accept discipline in professional matters relating to public health from an
official body of his professional colleagues” (Roe: 1984, pp. 137-138). 
 
“The Federal Royal Commission on Health (1925) endorsed the department’s work, 
and promised to give it a broader role via the Federal Health Council w

 

hich first met 
 January 1927, and continued regularly to do so, under Cumpston’s chairmanship.    

  
 

lic 
 welfare of the states by 

e Commonwealth was further strengthened by the development of the Federal 

he 

ake recommendations as to the role the Commonwealth could perform in co-

 
prised doctors and educationalists attempting 

 apply new scientific techniques of the measurement of human intelligence and 
is 

al 

 337) 

 established. It 
ption.  Its 

r 

In 1937 the Federal Health Council evolved into the National Health and Medical 

l 

tistics 

relative generosity, the Council sponsored much inquiry and discussion on a very 

in
The council comprised of Cumpston as chairman and the heads of State health 
officers”.  Thereby it was possible that he and his colleagues could guide the States on
matters such as venereal disease and  infant and maternal care”. (Roe: 1984, p. 140).
 
Hence the Federal Government influenced the state governments in areas of pub
health and social welfare policy.  “The influence on health and
th
Health Council. The Council, was to provide a forum for consultations between the 
Commonwealth and state health departments” (Gillespie: 1991, p.45). 
 
“In 1928 W. Ernest Jones conducted a national survey of mental deficiency for the 
federal government.  This came about as a consequence of a recommendation by t
1925 royal commission into health that the proposed, and subsequently established, 
Federal Health Council ascertain the extent of mental deficiency in Australia and 
m
ordinating the efforts of the states in solving the problem”.156 
 
“The committees [of eugenicists]  that proposed and planned the mental deficiency
legislation in Victoria in the 1920s com
to
morality in an attempt to improve the breeding potential of the Australian ‘race’.  Th
group was supported by the medical profession through the pages of the Medic
Journal of Australia, in the new educational research institutions in the pages of the 
press and they received the support of all parliamentary parties” (Jones: 1999, p.
 
“In 1935 to commemorate George V’s 25 years of kingship a fund was
derived from Commonwealth and state government as well as public subscri
aim was to improve natal care.  The Federal Health Council offered guidelines fo
state committees” (Roe: 1984, p. 144). 
 
“
Research Council and Cumpston was its chairman and included heads of state 
departments.  The Council supervised research and was a co-coordinator of nationa
policies … Maternal and infant welfare was a prime concern of the council.  Its 
documents contain a mighty store of pertinent material – relating not only to sta
and sickness, but also to contraception, abortion, and child-raising … 
The Commonwealth’s delegation was strengthened …and further members 
represented the professions, the universities and the lay public. Subsidised with 

wide rang of health and social matters” (Roe: 1984, pp. 144-145). 
 

                                                 
156 Jones, R. (1999). The Master Potter and the Rejected Pots: Eugenic Legislation in Victoria 1918-

939 Australian Historical Studies, 113, p. 333 1
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“‘National hygiene’ was to be attained by the medical regulation of all stages of 

cy through health reform, the national hygienists developed a vision of 
ational destiny which linked a multitude of population and developmental questions 

ed 

f 
e 

 the 

ctly 
r 

m of 
ccess to hospital and their institutional care.  Instead, the new public health 

hift from 
e behaviour of 

dividuals through education and other forms of social control. Although this 
tion 

e prepared to accept 
e responsibility for failure to require or carry out prescribed or obvious measures of 

 and 

, 
ion 

family life, from pregnancy through child rearing and nutrition, in order to build a 
superior Australian race.  Drawing on earlier British concerns for building national 
efficien
n
– from the settlement of the tropics and remote areas to the physique and military 
potential of slum dwellers – to medical control” (Gillespie : 1991,  pp. 31-32).157 
 
Cumpston’s agenda was the nationalisation of Medicine and to do this he believ
that “every practitioner” should be enlisted in the service of the state” (Roe: 1984, p. 
129).   
 
Gillespie explains: “At the same time, ‘nationalization’ implied major changes in 
administrative structures, the assumption of greater responsibilities by the federal 
government, co-ordinating the activities of the states and forging the subordination o
‘curative private practice to ‘preventive’ state medicine.  The term ‘preventiv
medicine’ only gained general currency during and after World War I, displacing
older term ‘public hygiene’ and its connotations of municipal nuisance inspections, 
with a notion of public health claiming a central placed in curriculum and dire
challenging the dominant mode of medical practice. Although this implied majo
changes to the conduct of private medical practice – its subordination to national 
policy objectives – it did not mean the abolition of the market nor radical refor
a
concentrated on using administrative means to replace the emphasis on curative 
medical care within the whole health system.  Public health policy was to s
the policing functions of sanitary reform towards modifying th
in
implied major changes to the conduct of private medical practice – its subordina
to national policy objectives” (italics added, 1991, p. 32). 
 
Hence Cumpston’s and the Federal government’s agenda of regulating maternal and 
infant well being would be carried out through the state vial local medical 
practitioners, hospital boards and social and welfare workers. 
 
“The general practitioner, who must, under the direction and supervision of the 
trained district and central staffs, accept the responsibility for those measures of 
preventive medicine which can be applied in the home and must b
th
prevention. This means a greatly increased range of duties performed for the State
…  briefly the [federal] health department must say what should be done and the local 
government authorities and the medical profession, each in their sphere, must do it.  
The central health authority should have power to see that they do their duty and
clearly the association between the preventive and curative branches of the profess
must be intimate” (Cumpston cited in Gillespie: 1991, p. 39-40). 
 

                                                 
157 Gillespie, J. (1991).  The Price of Health: Australian Governments and Medical Politics 1910-1
Studies in Australian History Series editors: Alan Gilbert and Peter Spearitt  Cambridge: Pres
Syndicate of the University of Cambridge 
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“ … most national hygienists like Cumpston and Sutton…favouring a mixture
sterilization and segregation of the manifestly unfit, encouragement of the breeding o
the indubitably fit, and improved nurture and training of those in between.  Sutton, f
example was convinced that “mental deficiency is a public health as well as an 
educational problem, for from mental deficient’s are recruited many of the soci
parasites of our civilization-the unemployable and thriftless, prostitutes, delinquents
and crimin

 of 
f  

or 

al 
 

als.  But while it was worth trying to prevent them “from perpetuating their 
efects” benefits would also come from slum clearance, free kindergartens and the 

e in 
ustralia so he concentred on environmental reform.  If a consensus-or least 

d
provision of urban playgrounds.  Cumpston more cynically suspected that advocacy 
of sterilization laws, no matter how advisable, would be simply a waste of tim
A
objectionable position-emerged, it was that the fit, especially among the middle class, 
should produce more children and the environment should allow all citizens, 
regardless of class, to make the best of their genetic potential.  The desired outcom
of national hyg

e 
iene was clear to all , whatever the preferred means to this common 

nd.  Sutton expressed the racial ideal perhaps most vividly when he imagined a 

 

 1930 a Division of Maternal and Infant Welfare [within the Federal Department of 
ry 

The emphasis on the integration of the general practitioner within public health 
istration remained central.  Harvey Sutton, long time colleague of Cumpston 

al 

 

g, 
cing compulsory sterilisation for those it deemed unfit. 

ustralian Racial Hygiene Congress 1929, Report Sept 15, 16 17 & 18th September). 

 

n 

                                                

e
future white body “fully trained, free from defects of posture, upright, elastic, 
vigorous, alert, the responsive and capable instrument of the will (Anderson: 2002, 
p.171)158 
 
“The programmes of national hygiene were developed within a consensus shared by
the department and much of the medical profession”. (Gillespie: 1991, p.43) 
 
In
Health] was approved after a report by Dame Janet Campbell, of the British Minist
of Health, stressed the need of the ‘effective supervision of maternity’ (Gillespie: 
1991, p. 46).   
 
“
admin
and the director of the University of Sydney’s School of public health and Tropic
Medicine (financed and controlled by the Commonwealth department from 1930) 
took this as his major theme in lectures for the diploma of public health: ‘the chief 
unit in future health work is the general practitioner.  He is the front line for attack
and defence’” (Sutton cited in Gillespie: 1991, p. 49). 
 
Cumpston and Sutton both had links with the Racial Hygiene Association, whose 
members had an interest in mental deficiency, stopping the unfit from reproducin
venereal diseases and introdu
(A
 
1960 
Dr. Lawson is a very good example of the outcome of the Federal government’s 
policy to have medical practitioners implementing its population policy at the local 
level. It is also a chilling introduction to the institutionalised baby theft that escalated
during the 1960s and early 1970s. The fact that there was no discussion about the 
content of the lecture or after its publication any comment made by anyone either i

 
158 Anderson, W. (2002). The Cultivation of whiteness: science, health and racial destiny in Australia  
Melbourne: Melbourne University Publishing 
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government or in the adoption industry is revealing in that it shows the total disregard 
for the rights of mothers’ and their infants and that the Australian government failed 

 its duty of care to protect its most vulnerable citizens: pregnant women, new 
mothers an
 
Dr. Lawson
the Royal W in 
the Austral he 
language o
its kin.  He  adoption, 
irrespective of what the mother or her family want, even to break the law when it 
came to ad
reflects the ield 
of adoption
 

 

 

tetrician 

w 

 boots; but you can trample on the face 
of everything that is decent and proper, and because of something which is 

n 
ty is important; but everything we hear from child health 

specialists tells us how important is the right environment for normal 

job of 

ion 
adopting parents and the prospect of a better life to the 

child (Lawson: 1960, p. 166). 159 

icy 

mothers were singled out for differential treatment was 
substantiated in an affidavit sworn by Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, head social 

in
d their newborns. 

 gave a lecture to fellow obstetricians, paediatricians and medical staff at 
omen’s Hospital in Melbourne. His lecture was subsequently published 

ian Medical Journal.  Dr. Lawson’s lecture is pro-adoption, and in t
f early eugenicists, he deems the family of the unwed mother unfit to rear 
 urges his fellow practitioners to take all illegitimate infants for

option.  According to two former adoption consent takers, Dr. Lawson 
 values and principles of social and welfare workers who work in the f
 (Marshall & McDonald: 2001, p. 3). 

It is the unstable mother who can have the most effect upon the family …
The obstetrician has a particular duty when dealing with single girls who 
become pregnant.  This is a big problem…. The prospect of the unmarried
girl or of her family adequately caring for a child and giving it a normal 
environment and upbringing is so small that I believe for practical 
purposes it can be ignored.  I believe that in all such cases the obs
should urge that the child be adopted (Lawson: 1960, p. 165). 
 
 The last thing that the obstetrician might concern himself with is the la
in regard to adoption.  …If you belong to a bowling club, you cannot 
trample on the green with hobnail

called the sacred right of parents…Years ago diphtheria, dysentery and 
scarlet fever would sometimes decimate these homes.  Natural selection 
played a part in keeping this proportion  [illegitimates] of the populatio
down.  ..Heredi

mental and social development.  To them environment is almost 
everything, and I believe that a good environment will make a better 
bad genes than a bad environment will make of good genes….It is 
environment which pushes the sinfulness into these babies.  Adopt
brings joy to the 

 
The operation of the population policy that was reflected in the internal (secret) pol
in institutions dealing with single mothers, alluded to by Dr. Lawson, was explained 
more fully by the head of the Social Work Department at The Women’s Hospital 
Crown Street (Crown St). 
 
Acknowledgement that unwed 

worker of Crown St. (1964-1976). Pamela Roberts, describes the internal policy of the 

                                                 
159 DF Lawson, ‘The R. H. Fetherston Memorial Lecture: the anxieties of pregnancy’,  The Medical 
ournal Of Australia, vol. II, 1960, pp. 161–166. J
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health department that was in use while she was in charge of the social work 
department
 
Before bein itted into Crown St an unwed mother had to first visit with a social 
worker (Ro e 
control of t
mind or no de: UB- or BFA, 
both meant mother unmarried, baby for adoption (Roberts: 1994, p.5).  This code 
guided the 
ward. Unw
 

uring the birth have a pillow placed on her chest, obscuring the 
others’ view of her infant at the birth. It was practice not to inform them 

4 Be injected with stilboestrol (a carcinogenic hormone to dry up her milk) 

practice NOT to inform mothers that this would occur (Roberts 1994: p. 

. 
 

hurst, 

 
e Mothercraft training school under the auspices of the Health  Department

 for 12 years.160 

g adm
berts: 1994, p 1).  This effectively placed all unwed mothers under th
he social work department.  Whether a pregnant woman had made up her 
t about adoption her files were marked with a secret co

medical staff months later in the way a mother was treated in the maternity 
ed mothers would: 

1. Have no contact with the child at the birth; the baby would be 
immediately taken to the nursery; 
 
2. D
m
that a pillow or sheet would be used for this purpose; 
 
3.  In the days after the birth the mother would not be permitted to see her 
infant (1994, p. 6);  
 

immediately after the birth so she could not feed her infant and it was 

8); 
 
5.  Be given barbiturates prior to, during and after the birth (1994: p. 5)

6. Mothers would be removed to an annex of Crown St: Lady Wake
hours after the birth which meant they had no physical means of accessing 
their infants   (Roberts 1994: p. 6). 

 
Commonwealth And State Institutions Collaborate To Run Illegal Vaccination 
Program  
In 1931, the Superior of St. Joseph’s Mother and  Baby Home, Sister Lavinas, opened
th  and 

ugh 
their contact with Infant Welfare centres but they were more rigidly adhered to in the 
training schools (such as St Josephs). The ‘Bible’ of the training schools was Dr. 
Scantlebury Brown’s Guide to the Care of the Young Child: the Green Guide (p.21) 
 

the guidance of Dr. Vera Scantlebury Brown (Director of Infant Welfare) (p.21) . 
 
A Truby King nursery (run on eugenic/scientific methods) under Sister Maud 
Primrose (formerly Truby King’s assistant) was set up at the Home.  The whole infant 
welfare movement was characterized by set standards and methods of baby health 
care.  These rules and routines were taken up by mothers in the community thro

                                                 
160 P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 September, 1994’ in the matter of Judith  
Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 1993 
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In the 1940s, The Children’s Hospital and Commonwealth Serum Laboratories (CSL) 
joined forces to do research at St Joseph’s  Babies Home, on infants accommodated in 

e facility to develop the production of the triple antigen serum (p. 29).161  The triple 
e 

, 

has 
ollaborated with the Institute from then until today.  

n 
ers, 

s 
uiry 

ut by the 
alter and Eliza Hill Institute and the Commonwealth Serum Laboratory (CSL) 

th
antigen vaccination was not introduced by the CSL until 1953.162  It is most likely th
Victorian Homes were used because the CSL was located in Poplar Road, Parkville
Victoria.  The CSL was housed within the Walter and Eliza Hill Institute (The 
Institute) in Victoria in 1917 until moving into permanent premises at Parkville. It 

163c
 
The CSL in collaboration with The Institute, and the Children’s Hospital conducted 
experimental trials of vaccines on babies and infants in five state and religious ru
institutions generally used to accommodate the babies and infants, of unwed moth
awaiting adoption. The following are two newspaper articles discussing the trials: 
 
During the twentieth century, babies and children in Victorian orphanages and Home
were used as subjects for medical experiments. 164  Reports from the Senate Inq
into Children in Institutional Care contained details of studies carried o
W
between 1945 and 1970.  A report written by the Department of Human Services in 
November 1997 considered the issue of who had given consent for these children's 
participation in the medical trials. The report found that 'it is likely that the researc
institutes gained cons

h 
ent to conduct the research from staff responsible for the 

stitutions and possibly in one case, from a Departmental employee'. 

f 

 had 

 to 

The National 
ealth and Medical Research Council said it would work with federal health 

d 

in
 
CSL research records in the National Archives show that 56 babies under the age o
12 months were used in the Victorian vaccine trials. One baby died of meningitis in 
August 1960, less than three months after completing a course of three quadruple 
antigen injections.    
 
The Age165  has revealed that in 1997 Victorian children's homes and orphanages
been used by a number of medical and research organisations, including CSL, for 
trials of a range of experimental vaccines. CSL used babies in Victorian orphanages 
and children's homes to test a new quadruple antigen vaccination, which included 
polio vaccine possibly contaminated with a monkey virus, SV40,  since linked
cancer.  CSL records show the trials were conducted on babies as young as three 
months in five institutions between December 1959 and early 1961.  Quadruple 
antigen, containing Salk polio vaccine, was not publicly released until November 
1960.  There is no indication of who gave formal consent for the babies to be used in 
the trials, which were carried out by CSL's virus research department.  
H
authorities to assess the need for more research into possible links between SV40 an
                                                 
161 Moore, H. (1982).  Better for the Babies: An Interpretive Oral History of the De-Ins
of Infant Care at St. Joseph’s Babies’ Home, Broadmeadows  Department of Social Studies Melbour
University 
162 Victorian Department of Health, Health Information, The History of Vaccination Introduction  

titutionisation  
ne 

http://www.health.vic.gov.au/immunisation/general/history 
163 The University of Adelaide  Clinical Toxinology Resources Commonwealth Serum Laboratory Ltd  
http://www.toxinology.com/fusebox.cfm?staticaction=generic_static_files/avp-csl-01.html 
164 http://www.pathwaysvictoria.info/biogs/E000503b.htm 
165 The Age Oct 25 2004 Polio vaccine tested at orphanages  
http://www.theage.com.au/articles/2004/10/24/1098556293576.html?from=storylhs 
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cancer. Support group for victims of contaminated medical products yesterday call
for a royal commission into CSL “Th

ed 
e track record of CSL demonstrated the need for 

 royal Commission into all their operations – No one gave consent and these children 

 were St Joseph’s Home in Broadmeadows, Berry 
e 

ational Archives show that 56 babies 
nder the age of 12 months were used in the Victorian vaccine trials. One baby died 

gust 1960, less than three months after completing a course of 

a
were under the care and protection of the government as state wards.” 
 
The institutions used in the trials
Street Foundling Home, Bethany Babies Home in Geelong Methodist Babies Hom
and the Children’s Welfare Department at Turana, run by the Victorian 
government…. CSL research records in the N
u
of meningitis in Au
three quadruple antigen injections.” 
 
ADOPTION LEGISLATION AND PROMOTION BY STATE CHILD 
WELFARE DEPARTMENTS LEADS TO MORE DEMAND FOR INFANTS 
BY CHILDLESS COUPLES 
Mr. MacFarlan in the Victorian Legislative Assembly on September, 1928 states: 
“The whole object of the Bill is to get the adopted child from its natural parents and 

revent it from ever going back to them.”166 

em 

 
 sort of 

 
plained that many foster parents were being deterred because 

ithout legislative protection there was nothing to ensure that the biological parents 
 

person …’.   It was not until 1923 that foster parents were granted this protection 

uses.   Once this was done, T. D. Mutch, the Minister for Public 

  

p
 
Hon R. J. Hamer: 
Some of them, but by no means all are children of unmarried mothers…all of th
the process of being adopted opens new horizons particularly the warmth, security 
and protection of a good home which they might not otherwise have… The foster 
parent had no security of tenure…That was a fundamental fault because even after 
years of affection and care by the foster parents, the natural parents could turn up and
demand their child back…one could imagine the heartbreak and disruption that
thing caused.”167   
 
Permanently placing children with foster families was labeled ‘adoption without 
subsidy’,168 and was deemed to be an excellent source of cost cutting for the State,169

but Renwick com
w
would not try and reclaim their children170 after, he lamented, ‘a stranger went to the
trouble and expense of properly training and educating the offspring of an unworthy 

171

with the introduction of the New South Wales Child Welfare Act 1923 with its 
adoption cla 172

                                               
166 MacFarlane, Victorian Legislative Assembly, 26 September, 1928, Hansard, vol 177, p. 1869, cited 
in Dees, p. 1) 

te Children’s Relief Dept. Annual Report For the Year ending 5 April 1883, p. 

e Children’s Relief Dept. Annual Report For the Year ending 5 April 1883  

 p. 3 

167 Hon. R. J. Hamer, Adoption of Children bill 24 March, 1964, p. 3283 
 
168 New South Wales State Children’s Relief Dept. Annual Report For the Year ended 5 April 1883, p. 
21 
169 New South Wales State Children’s Relief Dept. Annual Report For the Year ending 5 April 1883, p. 
21 
170 New South Wales Sta
21 
171 New South Wales Stat
172 New South Wales Child Welfare Department Annual Report for part of 1921 and the four following 
years ending 1925, 
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Instruction announced that ‘people wanting children are coming forward in greate
numbers, and already a great saving to the State 173

r 
has been effected.’  So it was that 

odern adoption, as a service for married couples and a cost saving exercise for the 

As Dr. Ker e 
Departmen
motherhoo
1920s the N
 

r. Hawkins, Minister for Child Welfare and Social Welfare stated: 

ers of 

t 
methods of satisfying their wish to obtain a child.  

Progress, a
gives evide adopt: 
In the post 
couples des  
(then up to
 
Hon Evely

 the department have had to bear. The 
scarcity occurs not in the umber of openly who want to adoption children 

ailable for adoption.  Often not 
enough children are available.  The waiting time is caused not by the 

 

 
r Hawkins referred to the waiting list of couples: 

 
t 

                                                

m
State, was born.  
 

r174 has found in her research that the Western Australian Child Welfar
t run vigorous media campaigns to promote adoption and stigmatise single 
d particularly by the use of labelling their infants unwanted.  From the 

SW Child Welfare did the same.175 

M
 

Despite these figures large number of applicants are still awaiting the 
allotment of a child for adoption, and it is a matter of concern to offic
my department that the difficulties and delays experienced by prospective 
adopting parents may give rise to the temptation to see more direc

176

 
 quarterly magazine published by the Public Service Board of NSW also 
nce in 1964 of the pressure emanating from people who wanted to 
war years when the waiting list of adopting parents grew longer, and 
perately wanting to adopt baby felt they could not wait the requisite period

 five years), it was inevitable that money should change hands177 

n Barron 
“Careful supervision of the adoption laws is necessary.  Pressure exerted 
by people who want to adopted children has been one of the great 
difficulties that the Minister and

but in the number of children who are av

department’s having been to slow in dealing with applications but rather
because of the shortage of children suitable for adoption.  People want to 
adopt more children and take them into their homes than the number 
available to supply the demand 

M
 

Indeed the waiting list for adoption is a long one.  Parents applying for 
children by adoption may have to wait as long as 3 ½ years to 4 years for a
baby girl and about 6 months less for a baby boy.  The rate of adoption a

 
ing 

s 

  

ce Board of NSW,  3(2), p. 14, cited in 
cHutchison, p. 13 

173 New South Wales Child Welfare Department Annual Report for part of 1921 and the four follow
years ended 1925,  p. 2 
174 Kerr, R.  (2005). The State and Child Welfare in Western Australia 1907-1949  Unpublished Thesi
Curtin University 
175 New South Wales State Children Relief Board Annual Report Year ending 6th April 1920, p.12
176 Hawkins, NSW Legislative Assembly, 1961 Hansard, p. 928, cited in McHutchison p. 13 
177 Progress, (1964). published quarterly by the Public Servi
M
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about 2,000 a year, indicates a most commendable spirit in the 

 is 
 of childless couples to have children, which has been 

inforced by the possibility of legal adoption, and partly to the greater awareness of 

e 

as noted in NSW 
ansard, and discussed later. 

omes could be found 
r any child who had even a minor defect, even considerations as small as hair colour 

 

riority to childless couples. Infants with medical problems or of a mixed 
ce were advertised as being available in only six months for a boy or 12 months for 

 a 

nfortunately for mothers and their infants the promotion of adoption by the use of 
 

of studies in Australia and other countries 
garding accurate follow-up of adopted children.  In fact, until recently there has 

community178 
 
In a 1954 Report179 it was stated: “No doubt the increased interest [in adoption]
partly due to the natural desire
re
the plight of children deprived of a normal home life, to which much publicity has 
been given in recent years (p.4). 
 
During this time the Department was experiencing “long waiting lists of prospectiv
adoptive parents”. (Kerr: p. 155).  This put enormous pressure on the various Child 
Welfare Departments around Australia.  The same pressure w
H
 
Popular women’s magazines such as The Australian Women’s Weekly, were utilised 
to promote adoption. The staff reporter interviews adoption social workers who state:  
“One theory strongly backed by social workers overseas is that although it is hard for 
the mother go gave her child up, it may be better in the long run for the baby to be 
adopted into a family”.  The article goes on to discuss how young pregnant women 
are persuaded to see the difficulty of keeping their babies.180 
 
By 1971 the promotion of adoption was so successful that there were more children 
available than adoptive parents. This was a problem because no h
fo
or nose shape.  “They knew there would be another baby.  Children with even minor
problems were often doomed to spend their youth in institutions”.181    By 1974 the 
waiting lists for babies was so long that the NSW government introduced legislation 
that gave p
ra
a girl.  These children were categorised as deferred adoptions and when there was
surplus of babies they could languish in institutions for years.182 
 
U
the term in the best interests of the child and the legislation and policy that evolved to
supply the increased demand based on the same principle, was based on absolutely no 
research. 
 
“Unfortunately there is a great paucity 
re
never been ay really comprehensive scientific study of adoption.”183 
 
                                                 
178 Hawkins, NSW Legislative Assembly, (1965), Hansard, p. 3014, cited in McHutchison, p. 16 
179 Fyfe, D. & Stuart, J. Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of Children 1953-1954 
[Cmd 9248] London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office p. 9 

oblem should she Surrender her Baby?  The Australian 

4/1979 

f Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, p. 66 

 
180 Staff Reporter  The unmarried mother’s pr
Women’s Weekly September 8, 1954, p. 28 
181 Berryman, N.  So you want to adopt a baby  Sunday Herald 8/
182 Mooney, J.  Move To Cut Adoption Waiting Time  4/8/1974 
183 Lancaster, K.  (1972). The Child Being Placed for Adoption in The Child of the Single Mother  
Proceedings o
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“There remain so many unknowns”…. “Australia was to be included in a [review of 
research] but it was found that no research had been conducted into adoption in any 
the Australian States up to September 1965 … without research we are moving in the 
dark …strong on description, and wea

184

of 

k on diagnosis …What do we know about the 
utcome of adoptions in Australia?  o

 
THE COLLUSION OF COMMONWEALTH, STATES AND ADOPTION 
ORGANISATIONS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRACONIAN 
LEGISLATION AND SOCIAL POLICY OF THE 1960s 
Adoption was a Commonwealth project and this was certainly evident in the creati
of the Adoption Acts implemented throughout Australia during the 1960s that were 
formulated by Federal and State Attorneys-General and implemented in all States a
Territories between 1964 and 1970.   

on 

nd 

ar II 

ies 
 

egislation by constructing adoption as being in the best interests of 
e child and a service to the state. Social workers similarly promoted adoption to 

ces New 
e 

ons 
rial 

d 

ion 
lems involved was 

arried out.  As a result, numerous discussions took place between the 

e 
el bill 
n 

 1968 and the new so-called Uniform Adoption Law was gradually 
plemented between the period from 1st August, 1965 and 1970. 

shaw is referring to, were 

 
various social work conferences and in published articles. Since it was these 

 
Kerr states: “The popularity of adoption Australia-wide during and after World W
resulted in Departments around Australia corresponding to create uniformity in 
adoption legislation… Reciprocity of agreements between all states and territor
occurred by 1948…These measures … were considered important protection for
the adoptive family … Propaganda distributed by the Child Welfare Department 
complemented the l
th
single mothers as being in the child’s best interests. (p.156). 
 
W.C . Langshaw, Director, Department of Youth and Community Servi
South Wales, stated that the Adoption Acts were the result of discussions between th
Attorneys-General of the Commonwealth and the States and that these discussi
begun in 1961 and “took place between the Commonwealth and States at Ministe
level and representations and proposals were received from many individuals an
organisations”.185  
 
Langshaw explains:  “It was … agreed that the social welfare aspect of adopt
should be considered and determined before work on the legal prob
c
Commonwealth and States at Ministerial level….the discussions of the 1960s have 
produced very real uniformity…and the resultant legislation … provides a … 
framework for the type of adoption practise envisaged for example in the Child  
Welfare League of American Standards for Adoption Service…”.186  It was th
Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department that prepared the draft of a mod
that the States would follow.  All States and Territories passed legislation betwee
1964 and
im
 
The Child Welfare League Standards for adoption that Lang
discussed by Joseph Reid, Executive Director of the Child Welfare League of 
American and Deputy President of the International Union for Child Welfare at

                                                 
184 Ibid, p. 55 
185 Langshaw, W. C. (1976). National Adoption Standards, Policy and Law in Proceedings of Second 
Australian Conference on Adoption Melbourne: May,  p. 47 
186 Ibid, p.47 
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Standards the Australian government modelled its policy and legislation on and 
enacted through its various state governments it is worth noting what they were, 

 child are not a family 

ed otherwise. 

or infertile couples is the use of case work by 
social workers utilising psychological methods 

ocial 

gle 

s for the adoption market.  

briefly: 
 
 An unwed mother and her
 The mother is not entitled to make her own decision.187 
 If family members do not support adoption, they should be counsell
 It should always be presumed that adoption is in ‘the child’s best interest’. 
 A service that must be rendered f

 Ensure mothers do not try to reclaim their babies (both casework and legislation) 
 Agencies should be politically active and lobby for law changes to reduce the 

rights of natural parents. 
 Because the above principles are only partially accepted by the community, s

workers must advocate strongly and publicly for their acceptance.  
 Agencies must network with those in law and medicine to ensure the above 

principles are disseminated.188   
 
The above principles dictated Australian policy and legislation as it related to sin
mothers. The discussions entered into certainly reduced the rights of natural parents.  
Academic and researcher, Judy McHutchison, stated the 1960 Adoption Acts 
throughout the 1960s were the most draconian in the world.  Its effect of giving 
mothers only 5 days to ‘make up’ their minds, and enforcing that by  hospital policy 
that disallowed mothers to leave hospital before signing a consent, discussed later,  
ensured the desired outcome, providing more babie
 
Father Perkins stated: “ … the number of children available for adoption would 
greatly increase when the new Adoption of Children Act came into force this year”.189 
This is exactly what transpired.   The Deputy Director of the Department of Child and 
Social Welfare Mr. W. Langshaw sated: “An increased number of illegitimates are 
handed over for adoption …This is contributing factor in the shortened waiting period 
ndergone by childless couples. A few years ago this was estimated at four to five 

So positive e new 
legislation,
births, that
in 1978.  H
have to car
 

seph Reid, on whose principles Australian policy was based stated: 

u
years. It is now no more than 12 to 15 months”.190 
 

 were adoption enthusiasts they believed, after the introduction of th
 and with the continued minimal impact of the pill on the rise of ex nuptial 
 there would be an increase in NSW from 5, 360 adoptions in 1968 to 6,177 
ence there was an expectation that by 1978 that hospitals would need to 
e of a huge increase in babies surrendered for adoption.191 

Jo

                                                 
187 This was in direct contrast of the espoused principles of social work: clients at all times were 
supposed to be autonomous and the rights and freedoms of individuals were to be protected. 
188 JH Reid, ‘Principles, values and assumptions underlying adoption practice’, Social Work, vol. 2, 
no. 1, 1957; M Schapiro, A study in adoption practice, vol. 1, Child Welfare League of America, Inc., 
New York, 1956, p. 8. 
189 500 Good Hoes a Year Wanted for Waifs Family Bureau  The Australian 30/1/965 
190  Daily Telegraph 15/31968 Illegitimate babies increase 
191 Roberts, P. (1968). The hospital’s responsibility to the unmarried and her child Hospital 
Administration, 16(2) December p. 10 
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It is not an unwarranted interference with the unmarried mother to 
presume that in most cases it will be in the child’s best interests for her to
release her child for adoption....The concept that the unmarried mother

 
 and 

her child constitute a family is to me unsupportable. There is no family in 
any real sense of the word.  The concept that the unmarried mother has an 

 
Mary McL
University 
medical wo
Minister fo
(NSW), rev f Reid’s principles, 1. Ensuring 

e mother will not reclaim her baby and 2. The support of the infertile to form a 

e of adoption is such a planned change through 
helping to make a family where before one did not exist. But before the 

ll 
ts must resolve, if possible, conflicts about the 

surrender of the child, the child even if an infant…will need to develop to 

s 
lian government policy when she stated the mother must be 

elped to her decision because: 
 

 is 
 

couples, 

in its 
l 

relationship of the couple…They are also very rewarding points for 
intervention by the social worker… 

                                                

absolute right for self-determination is to me fallacious, too 

elland, Supervisor of Professional Training, Social Studies Department,  
of New South Wales at a Conference, (attended by adoption social and 
rkers, representatives of adoption agencies, adoption lawyers and the 
r Child Welfare), 192 to herald in the new Adoption of Children Act 1965 
eals the internal policy replicating two o

th
family:  
 

The ultimate objectiv

placement…[there] are other minor or contributory changes in the social 
functioning of various individuals where the social worker’s part is we
defined.  The natural paren

the point of readiness for placement193 
 
Mary McLelland, also made it clear that this state was following the above Principle
that influenced Austra
h

… the responsibility for considering the interests and needs of the child
often beyond the capacity of the frequently immature, frightened and
confused pregnant girl194 

 
It was also apparent from the following that the primary clients were infertile 
and so again following Reid’s principles that assistance be “rendered for infertile 
couples in the use of case work by social workers utilising psychological methods” 
McLelland states195: 
 

the social worker’s concern is with childlessness or infertility… not 
treatment, but in assessment or resolution  of its effects on the marita

 
192 The seminar was sponsored by the Council of Social Services of New South Wales and the paper 
subsequently published. The seminar was held in 1967, when the 1965 Act was implemented. 
193 M McLelland, Proceedings of a seminar: adoption services in New South Wales’, Department of 
Child Welfare and Social Welfare, 3rd February, 1967, p. 40. 
194 M McLelland, Proceedings of a seminar: adoption services in New South Wales’, Department of 
Child Welfare and Social Welfare, 3rd February, 1967, p. 42. Since it was the mother, who was the 
legal guardian of her child, and only the mother that was to make any decision with respect to 
relinquishment, what Mary McLelland is advocating:  (that social workers either make the decision or 
help a mother to a decision), is clearly unethical and unlawful 
195 Ibid, p. 42 
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The stigmatisation of single motherhood is encouraged by Reid because the  
rinciples advocated by the Child Welfare Bureau are only partially accepted by the 

ock pregnancies are 
uite acceptable” but her role as a social worker was to control illegitimacy by 

dia 

The princip o 
support ado
the joint re
 
Pamela Ro n a 

ading Journal on Hospital administration, indicates that the Australian policy of 

helped to come to a 

p
community therefore his instruction that   “social workers must advocate strongly and 
publicly for their acceptance” is followed in Australia. McLelland stated at the 
aforementioned seminar that to sections of society “out-of –wedl
q
supporting marriage and married couples and not accepting single motherhood 
because it undermined the social functioning of society. She also advocated the me
in the recruitment of adoptive parents to that end.196  
 

le that doctors, lawyers and social workers should work collaboratively t
pters is re-stated by McLelland: “Direct service to the adoptive parents is 

sponsibility of doctor, lawyer and social worker.” 197 

berts, Senior Social Worker at Crown St. Women Hospital article i
le
promoting adoption was well entrenched in the hospital system:  
 

...During the ante natal period the patient should be 
decision about the future of her baby....It must always be remembered that 
any reference to unmarried mothers and illegitimate children brings a 
strong emotional reaction in most people because these are things seen as 
a threat to the concept of the family as the unit of our s 198ociety...  

 Welfare Departments vigorously promoting adoption via the 
edia also reflected the internal policy and the Principles adopted by the Australian 

governmen
 

ting 
 was 

 
Pamela Ro

aby in the delivery room …in the 
days after the birth, the mother is not see the baby.  The Policy Manual 

 

 
Social workers and Child
m

t.  Mary McLelland is quoted in newspaper article: 

…a further modern day role of the social worker was to recruit adop
parents by stimulating interest among suitable…the supply of children
falling in relation to the supply of adoptive parents199 

berts stated:  
 

The Internal Policy Manual aimed to ensure that the Social Work 
Department ran in accordance with the Hospital and Health Department 
policies and it existed to ensure that the policy was understood and 
implemented by the social workers … the usual practice was that the 
mother was not permitted to see the b

would reflect these procedures200 

                                                 
196 Ibid, p. 42, 49 
197 Ibid p. 48 
198 Hospital Administration  December 1968 
199 Sunday Telegraph  A thought for the unmarried father 5 February. 1967 
200 P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 September, 1994’ in the matter of Judit
Marie McHutchison v State of New South W

h 
ales no. 13428 of 1993 at pp. 3, 6 
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As Dr. Kerr has found in her research that the Western Australian Child Welfare 
Departmen le 
motherhoo
1920s the N inciples 
ertainly further encouraged that phenomenon. 

ich is 

e the majority of infant adoptions were those of “illegitimate’ infants then the 
service reli
states “Wo f the 
child in his
Departmen
understand
different li
22) 

The proper care of children deprived of a normal home …is essential for 

as 
serious as are carriers of diphtheria…And just as preventative measures 
have reduced these diseases…so can determined action greatly reduce the 

produce more of the …   

ping 

 of 
parents on condition of their infertility stating “This position 

ay… stem from the original purpose of adoption – to provide children for the 
 of a 

unity Services Mr. Healy 
e 

                                                

t run vigorous media campaigns to promote adoption and stigmatise sing
d particularly by the use of labelling their infants unwanted.  From the 

SW Child Welfare did the same.201 The Child Welfare Bureau pr
c
 
A 1958 NSW Child Welfare Department Manual stated202: 
 

The Department provides an adoption service …This service, wh
provided free of charge, has three phases [the first priority given to]  the 
location of suitable children (mainly babies) for adoption (p. 30) 

 
Sinc

ed on the reproductive labour of single mothers.  Yet the Manual also 
rld authorities are placing more and more emphasis on … retention o
 home environment. These principles have been followed by the 
t and every effort made to keep the child in the home-circle (p. 23).  But 
ing that a single mother and her child do not constitute a family throws a 
ght on the above statement.  Dr. John Bowlby is quoted in the Manual: (p. 

the mental and social welfare of a community… Deprived children 
whether in their own homes … are a source of social infections  … 

number of deprived children in our midst and the growth of adults liable to 

 
Similar analogy was used previously by Dr. Lawson.  He also suggested the stop
of sources of infection by the removal of infants from their unwed, neglectful 
mothers.  
 
Dr. John Bowlby believed that single mothers’ children were by definition ‘deprived’. 
 
While the Australian Association of Social Workers was questioning the wisdom
selecting adoptive 
m
childless, and persist as a way of favouring those considered to be most deserving
child)203 the New South Minister of Youth and Comm
announced204 that the long waiting period for babies by childless couples would b
cut by a proposed amendment to he Adoption of Children Act (NSW). This 
amendment was to give priority to childless couples as opposed to parents who 
already had adopted children. 
 

 

ual of Adoption Practices in New South Wales (1971). Compiled by the 

74, p 13 

201 New South Wales State Children Relief Board Annual Report Year ending 6th April 1920, p.12  
202 Child Welfare in New South Wales, A child welfare training manual of NSW adoption practice, 
N
203 Child Care Committee   Man

SW Government Printers, Sydney,1958. 

Child Care Committee of  The Australian Association of Social Workers, New South Wales, p. 22 
204 Mooney, J. (1974). Move to Cut Adoption Waiting Time Sunday Telegraph 4 August, 19
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GOVERNMENTAL POLICY OF NOT ALLOWING MOTHERS TO SEE 
THEIR CHILD: ILLEGAL AND UNETHICAL 
In Report 22, 2000, it states:  “Since the late 19th century, English and Australian 
courts have upheld the principle that the mother of an illegitimate child has the same 
rights to custody and guardianship as the parents of a legitimate child and that these 

ho 
e, just 

 mothers’ files with secret codes such as BFA: 
aby for Adoption, whilst the woman was still pregnant, assumes consent prior to the 

riteria 
he media was 

sed to inform the public of the specified criteria. This was the public face of 
luenced by a 

 on population.  

The practic
practice aro
psychologi
 
Members o
The Hon A
 

I have always advised adoption for we have to think of the happiness not 
gitimate 

child is in her teens.  She has been carried away by emotion, and then 
forth this baby which she would if given the opportunity, like to 

own and love.  But that is not for her; she must make the supreme sacrifice 

rights ‘arise automatically and naturally on the birth of the child’.205 Further the 
principle was restated in the legal case in Ex parte Vorhauer; Re Steep (1968), 206 
Hence by the very birth of their babies mothers’ had the same rights as those w
were married. Women could not be placed under Acts arbitrarily, for instanc
because they were unmarried.  Marking
B
birth.  To not allow mothers access to their infant at the birth does the same.   
Before any mother could be placed under an Adoption or Welfare Act specific c
had to be met. The criteria were outlined in Child Welfare Manuals. T
u
adoption, not the internal policy of the Health Department, inf
Commonwealth policy
 

e of not allowing mothers to see their babies at the birth was routine 
und Australia, even though it was illegal207 and known to cause 

cal harm to the mother and physical damage to the infant.  

f Parliament knew of the policy and supported it.  
nne Press 

“
of one child but of two children. Frequently the mother of an ille

brings 

by denying herself the pleasure of holding it in her loving arms.  She 
always makes the sacrifice.  
 
She continues on to say mothers never regret their decision.208  

 
ress continues:  

The fact that the girl wants the baby to cuddle like a doll until it is twelve 

 

                                                

P
 

months old and then have it adopted is not important.  That does not 
matter, the child must go into a home where it can grow in happiness every
year, be educated and take its place as an honoured member of the 
community.”209 

 
205 Report 22, 2000, p. 130 
206 Ex parte Vorhauer; Re Steep (1968), 88 W.N. (Pt 1) NSW, p.136; For an historical perspective see 
Youngman v Lawson [1981] 1 NSW LR, p.439  (see discussion in Report 22, 2000, p. 130) 
 
207 Being an illegal and unethical act was restated in the Final Report of the Inquiry into Past Adoption 
practices, (2000), p. 104  
208 Press, The Hon A, NSW Legislative Council, (1965), p. 3062 cited in McHutchison p. 19 
209 Press, The Hon A, NSW Legislative Council, (1965), p. 3063 cited in McHutchison p. 19 
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The NSW 

st 

 the child

Minister for Child Welfare responds: 
 

I can speak of the hospitals where these girls go to have their babies and 
where they rarely if ever, see their children, because they have no intere
in the child-and because of their attitude to the child perhaps it is just as 
well they never do see  – Let us consider the interest of the child 
of a young mother who has never married and is living at one of the 

 

 

mmon Law an “unmarried mother” no matter what her age is the 
le legal guardian of her child.”  

ts 

n example of this, is that the five day minimum period in which to make a decision 

working in the adoption field. Judy McHutchison, in her research into 
NSW Hansard stated: “The decision to allo
full days af
welfare wo
psychologi
McHutchis .   
 
This is also
Todd states

e of the more important 

earlier than the old period of nine days … Mothers now leave hospital as 
ive days after the confinement … I am sure that we accept the 

f the hospitals. I take it that they will be included in this measure, 

Hence in V
interest.   

                                                

department’s lying-in homes.  This little baby is bottle fed because it is
unwise, and in fact imprudent, to take the baby to its mother210 

 
Researcher Judy McHutchison observes (1984, p. 20):  “With many parliamentarians
in the legal profession it is a wonder they did not point out to their colleagues that 
under English Co
so
 
The implementation of the Acts only strengthened the state’s ability to further i
agenda and expanded role needed to satisfy the increasing demand of middle class 
white couples for babies. The implementation of the Acts was a direct consequence of 
immense lobbying by adoption professionals, associated organisations and adoptive 
parents and significantly reduced the rights of natural parents, especially those of the 
single mother.   
 
A
and sign a consent to surrender the baby was dictated by the same people and 
organisations 

w mothers to sign adoption consents three 
ter birth [on the fifth day] was based on information from well-know social 
rkers who were concerned too much of a delay would allow mothers to be 
cally attached to their child and make the decision harder (cited in 
on: 1984, p. 16, Hon Asher Joel, NSW Legislative Council 1965, p. 3057)

 borne out by comments made in the Victorian parliament, Hon Archibald 
:  

The debate this evening has centred around som
matters, particularly in relation to the question of the five-day period.  This 
should be examined in the light of the fact that mothers leave hospital 

early as f
advice o
although they are not specifically mentioned as charitable organizations. 
They could be regarded as adoption agencies, and they will be able to 
nominate an officer to act on their behalf …211 

ictoria hospitals were operating as adoption agencies, surely a conflict of 

 
210 Bridges, the Hon D. Legislative Council, A (1965), p. 3065 cited in McHutchison p. 19  
211 Todd, A. (1964). Hansard, vol 274, Adoption of Children Bill, 14 April, p. 3649 
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Hon Hame

reed upon after consultation with the 
 

l in every case, but there is good reason why that 
212   

The five day m
consent, it 
consent ha
ensure that spital, whether or not they 

I believed the period should be made as long as possible, but not to such an 
ld be necessary to “chase” mothers interstate or overseas 

It could be
borders fac
secrecy wa

The Hon R

 

r states: 

The period of five days has been ag
almoners and the experts at the main maternity hospitals as the period
when the state of uncertainty in the mind of the mother usually can be 
expected to disappear.  After about six days the mothers are usually 
discharged from hospital.  The five-day period is a compromise which will 
not apply equally wel
period was eventually adopted…  

inimum was just that the minimum period for a mother to give a 
was never in the legislation or discussed with the public that was when a 
d to be signed.  Yet the purpose of the five day period was introduced to 
 the consent was taken before mothers left the ho

were in a proper state of mind.   

As Mr. Hamer goes on to explain:  

extent that it wou
to obtain their consent after they returned home.213 

 argued that the amendment to the Acts that allowed adoptions across state 
ilitated adoption by moving mothers and children across them, thus 
s maintained on behalf of the adopters.   

. J Hamer states: 

Mr. Fulton mentioned the situation of children in connexion with State 
borders.  Of course, there is a great number of interstate adoptions now. A
number of children who are born in other States are adopted in Victoria 
and vice versa … The five-day period after the birth of the child … was 
arrived at after a great deal of discussion.  There are two factors to be 
balanced one being the state of mind of the mother, who is naturally in 
some distress and in a nervous condition as the result of the birth. On the 
other hand, many unmarried others com  frome  remote parts, from 

 
ent.  

rs 

 An important criteria for the Act to be enlivened was a mother 
must be definite in her decision, if indecisi
the criterio

interstate and even from New Zealand, to have their children here.  They 
are discharged from hospital at some period after the birth and they return 
to their homes.  It would be undesirable to have to “chase” the mother after
seven or ten days when she returned home, in order to obtain her cons
After they decide to have their children adopted many unmarried mothe
want to be free of the whole thing.  ….214  

Why would the mother need chasing if she was ‘definite’ in her decision to relinquish 
her child for adoption?

ve no consent was to be taken.  Another of 
ns to bring the Adoption Act into force was a mother had to insist on 
ter being offered all the alternatives to it. Chasing a mother to gain her adoption af

                                                 
212 Hon R. J. Hamer Adoption Children Bill, (1964) Vic Hansard, vol 274, pp. 3647-3648 
213 Ibid p. 3648 
214 Hon. R. J. Hamer, Adoption of Children Bill, (1964) 14 April, Vic Hansard, vol 274, p. 3647 
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consent wa
parents or m

Hon Archib

s illegal. Adoption was supposed to be a last resort for a child whose 
other were incapable or refused to rear their/her child.  

ald Todd: 

The adoption of children of unmarried mothers is generally determined by 
those mothers before the child is born.  They make it plain either to the 
medical officer who is going to look after them, or to some person 

on.  connected with the hospital, that the child is to be available for adopti
In many cases, when the child is born the mother never sees it, so that 
there is no link between the mother and the child.  She never meets the 
adopting parents.  It is only on rare occasions … the motherly instinct 
the woman is revived and she desires to keep the child with all the 
attendant problems of the unmarried mother….215 

 
Hon A. J. Hunt states:  “Consents were often signed even before the birth of the 
children” …  Hon R. J. Hamer: “That should not have been done, but it has been”.216   
 
No decision was supposed to be made if the mother was distressed or in anyway 
undecided. No decision was supposed to be made before the birth.  Mr Hamer’s 
comment that the mothers “want to be free of the whole thing..” shows his utter 
disregard and contempt for the single mother who has just had her baby taken.  His 
remark is a reminder of Mackellar’s comments in 1915 th

in 

at single mothers do not 
’ 

owlby’s attachment theory at the 
 her mother and any 

e 

 on the mother to gain a consent was illegal, not allowing 
mothers’ access to their infants was both.  The 1982 Health Commission circular sent 
to all NSW  void 
a consent a

Todd comments reveal that he is obviously aware of the governmental policy of not 

. Hamer states: 

                                                

have the same feelings as married mothers. Todd’s remark about the single mothers
rare maternal instinct is dehumanising, and if he really believed mothers had so little 
love for their newborns why did he think it necessary for the mother not to see her 
baby so that there was “no link between them”.  B
time stipulated that the baby could not differentiate between his or
other kindly mother substitute.  It was known that the mother always suffered becaus
she already had a nine month connection with her baby.  

Using duress or coercion

 hospitals stated that not allowing mothers access to their babies could
s it equated with coercion and duress. 

allowing mothers to see their babies at the birth to facilitate the adoption process.   

Hon R. J

The attitude is that the natural parents do have an overriding right to 
determine the welfare and future of their child.  This Bill proposes to 
extend the power of the court to dispense with consent in particular 
cases.217 

 
215 Hon A. Todd, Adoption of Children Bill, (1964). 14 April, Vic Hansard, vol 274, p. 3649 
216 Hon. R. J. Hamer, Adoption of Children bill 24 March, 1964, p. 3288 
 
217 Ibid p. 3648 
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Dispensation of consent was a convenient tool of the State to deprive mothers of th
infants. 

As Glennis Dees discovered after research into Hansard from 1896, and revealed also 
by searching NSW Child Welfare Annual Reports, secrecy was employed because of 

eir 

the desire of adoptive parents not to have the adopted child’s natural parents reclaim 

 
 

ildren’s mothers were unmarried.  The advice was always given to tell 
adoptees of their adoption. So more than likely the majority knew they were born 

e always known the mother’s identity.  Up until the new 
ss 

 asks: “Where a married couple wish to 

f 

de, 
221  The new Acts diminished the rights of 

e 

the 
der had been made, but the adoptive parents refused to return her baby and 

the case dragged on all the way up to the High Court. By this time it was determined 

ence an early decision was not dictated by either the mother or the baby’s best 
interest but on the need to ensure that a supply of babies was kept up for the adoption 

him or her. Mothers and certainly not their infants had any power to influence the 
government in any respect, so the myth that secrecy in adoption was for the benefit of
the mother and her child is a nonsense.  It has always been know that the majority of
adopted ch

illegitimate. The adopters hav
Acts came into force not only was the mother’s name known but, so was her addre
and her occupation. 

In 1965 the Minister for Child Welfare (WA)
adopt a child, is it essential, that the names, addresses and occupations of the natural 
parents should be shown on any of the documents which are viewed by the married 
couple?” 

Mr. Craig replied: “Yes”.218 

After the implementation of the 1960 Acts the adoptive parents were still told the 
child’s original names and naturally because its surname is the same as its mother’s 
they have always known the mother’s name.219 

Hon W. O Fulton: “Most countries in the world have a longer period … A period o
three months is prescribed in the United Kingdom Act”220 

To appease parliamentarians concern about the very short period after birth given to 
mothers to decide on adoption the Honourable Hamer misinforms parliament stating: 
“Once a consent has been given it is irrevocable.  That was the situation until recently 
in parts of Australia.  In Victoria, it has been found by experience that it is better to 
give a limited-but not long-power of revocation.”  Prior to the introduction of 
Commonwealth/State devised Acts mothers had up until an adoption order was ma
that could be anything up to 18 months.
mothers by only allowing the 30 days or less if the adoption order was made.  Th
period of revocation was shortened because of the Mace v Murray case.  In which a 
single mother unsuccessfully tried to reclaim her infant.  She had revoked before 
adoption or

that the baby had attached to his new parents.  After this case there was a push to 
reduce the consent so that mothers had very little time to regain their strength and 
garner support to reclaim their child. 

H

                                                 
218 Mr. Graham August 12, 1965, cited in Shirley Moulds Address give at the inaugural meeting of the 

elinquishing Mothers society held in Perth on 25th October, 1982, pp. 6-7 

g Manual 

Australian R
219 Ibid p. 7 
220 Hon. W. O. Fulton, Adoption of Children Bill, (1964). 14 April, Vic Hansard, vol 274, p.3648 
221 NSW Department of Child and Social Welfare. (1958). Child Welfare in NSW Trainin
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market (market was a term used by those working in the adoption field since the 
1920s).222 

At the New South Wales Inquiry into past adoption practices (Reports 17: 1998; 
1999; 22: 2000) evidence was given by mothers that they were not permitted access 
their babies at the birth.  That adoption was the only option promoted and the
believed their babies had been stolen. 

21: 
to 

y 

a e 
similar com .  
Further the
exposed in
Departmen
not allowin
quotations 
 

 his 

as 

t that the mother has a moral and legal right to see 
D. 

n 

report she notes that there were signed consents in 

nalysed –t e 
with their c s 
been report
                                                

 
The Tasm nian Government held an Inquiry (Parliament of Tasmania: 1999), wher

plaints were brought forward by families who had their newborns taken
 Government’s policy of promoting adoption for unwed mothers was 
 a letter from the Health Minister to the head of the Child Welfare 
t when the Department wanted to stop the abusive and illegal practice of 
g mothers’ access to their children at the birth.  The following is 
from the Report (pp.7-8) 

Director Gordon Smith, his Deputy, Bernard Hill and others, including 
Child Welfare Supervisor, Ms Joan Brown, acted upon the belief 
expressed in 1966 by Mr. Smith that the “the bond between a child and
parents is of greatest importance, to be disturbed as a last resort”….It 
was…obvious from his actions that he believed that unmarried mothers 
should be given the opportunity to keep the child if it was possible to do 
so…In the Director’s view it was immoral that a mother be forced to give 
up her baby because of economic circumstances….Mr. Smiths’s view 
concerning the rights of parents regarding a child before adoption, such 
the mother being able to see her child, conflicted with the opinions of 
influential …medical practitioners…In a memorandum dated 25 
September 1969 from Ms Joan Brown Child Welfare Supervisor “where 
once the maternity hospital adopted the fixed rule that no mother should 
see her baby and often conveyed the impression that she was not allowed 
to do so, they now accep
her baby if she wishes….The incumbent Minister for Health, Dr. N. 
Abbott, appears to have disagreed with these sentiments.  In an extract 
from his letter to the Chief Secretary dated 8 October 1969  he states; 
“Whatever one feels, there is a need some mothers express and agreed to 
by their own mothers, to keep the infant, and in  this I think they should be 
strongly discouraged; rather should they be encouraged to adopt-out the 
babe.    

 
Ann Cunningham prepared a Background Paper for the Tasmanian Minister of 
Community and Health Services after their were claims by mothers that they had bee

ld their babies had died only to have their children turn up on their door step 20 or to
more years later.  In Cunningham’s 

e claimants’ files. It has to be said though, that as they were never forensically th
a hey could have been forged as other mothers have claimed was the cas

onsent forms223. Hence these mothers’ claims could still be viable.  It ha
ed by Link Up and in the Bringing Them Home Report that Indigenous 

 
222 Popenoe, P. The Foster Child  The Scientific Monthly 29(3). Sept 1929 pp. 243-248). 
223 Cooke v State of NSW & Anor [2006] NSWSC 655 – Ms Cooke has her consent form 
forensically analysed and it was deemed to have been forged by the consent taker 
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mothers wh
their babie
 
Cunningha
 

sed 
 

Re: Adoption of Babies.  There will be some cases where the parents of 

baby after birth.  In all other cases where the child is going out to adoption 
 

o had their babies taken in the same way as white mothers was also told 
s had died only to have them turn up years later.   

m does report however: 

“The practice in most public hospitals was to actively discourage and 
prevent mothers from having any contact with their babies after birth if 
they were to be adopted. …I sighted a letter on the Departmental files 
written by the Medical Commissioner at the time, T.H.G. Dick, addres
to the Minister for Health, which letter was dated the 18th September 1969:
 

the unwed mother agrees to take her daughter and her offspring home.  
Only in this case do I feel it wise that the unwed mother should see her 

it is my unqualified opinion that it is most unwise for the mother to see or
have any relationship with the child after birth.  I have discussed this 
question with the Professor of Psychiatry who is in entire agreement with 
me on this matter.   

 
So unless the mother had a family who was willing to ensure her rights were met it 
was governmental policy to deny her access to her infant even though it was illegal
 
This basic denial of mothers’ rights was substantiated in the NSW Inquiry into Past
Adoption Practices (1998-2000) where hundreds of mothers stated that they had been
denied access to their babies and their children purposely hidden from them. Yet the 
public were never informed of the Government’s policy of denying mothers access
their children or of not allowing them to feed or in some instances even know the sex 
of their in

.  

 
 

 to 

fants (Parliament of Tasmania: 1999, p. 7; Borromeo: 1967, p. 11). Rather 
e public were subjected to a media campaign orchestrated by the Department of 

Child Welf
couples to 
mothers (G
advertising ing 
the 1950s-1
than babies (McHutchison: 1984, p. 16).  The public was informed it was the mothers’ 
ecision. 

 tremendous agony of mind and heart …  by surrendering she can ensure 

t is a tidy solution it gives 
e lass another chance.    

 

th
are where a series of articles were published advertising for infertile 
come forward and look after the hundreds of unwanted babies of single 
ilbert: 1969: Kerr: 2000, p. 9224; Sunday Telegraph: 1968). The need for 
 was certainly not because there was a shortage of applicants, in fact dur
960s when this campaign took place there were many more applicants 

d
 

It is a decision only she can make … Very few girl come through without 
a
the child a better and more secure life than she can give it alone … She has 
to adjust to the loss and she can only do it if she has made the decision 
freely knowing it is for the good of the child…I

225th

                                                 
224  Kerr, R. (2000) ‘The Appeal of Blue Eyes’ In Gemma Edeson & Cathy Cupitt (Eds.)  On the Edge, 

, 28th & 29th 

ackground  Daily Telegraph 13/12/1970 

Proceedings of Curtin’s Fourth annual Humanities Postgraduate Research Cofnercence
September. 
225 Kennett, J. The losers in the baby boom B
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Popular women’s magazines such as The Australian Women’s Weekly, were utilised 
to promote adoption. The staff reporter interviews adoption social workers who state:   

 

n 

 
e 

 only one newspaper article did it let slip there was a policy of not allowing mothers 
to see their
must alway
 
Normally t n this 
particular a ’s 
attitude tow
 

ay 

and… At this moment at least 100 young girls…are in homes in 
Brisbane waiting to be taken to Heartbreak Ward to have their 

e 

 

“One theory strongly backed by social workers overseas is that although it 
is hard for the mother to give her child up, it may be better in the long ru
for the baby to be adopted into a family”. 226    

The article goes on to discuss how young pregnant women are persuaded to see th
difficulty of keeping their babies.   
 
In

 infants. Usually media reporting focused on issues such as the decision 
s be the mothers after she had been given all alternatives to adoption.    

he newspapers recounted the sanitised version of adoption, but i
rticle where the journalist interviewed child welfare staff, the industry
ards single mothers was apparent.  It was stated:  

Here are some of the sickening and tragic facts uncovered … in a Sund
Truth special investigation into the growing incidence of juvenile vice in 
Queensl

babies…..The Minister in charge of the State Children’s Department 
…and the department’s Director.. have expressed grave concern at th
growing problems of wayward girls…Sunday Truth contacted dozens of 
child welfare experts and social workers to complete this report … In 
Heartbreak Ward …girls … wait for the babies they are never allowed to
see.227  

 
Those involved in past adoption practices claim not allowing mothers to see the
babies was ‘for their own good’ and to ‘stop the bonding process’.  There is no 
medical evidence to support that claim. In fact Dr. Geoff Rickarby, a psychiatrist, has
stated that in the 1950s to 1970s when the practice of taking the baby immediately at 
birth was governmentally sanctioned it could not have been based on any theory of 
bonding, because that theory was in its infancy, and knowledge of the bonding 
process was minimal.  Further a married woman I interviewed for my research, w
gave birth at Crown St in 1969, and who was insistent on adoption all the way 
through her pregnancy, informed me that she was given her baby after the birth.  She 
was not given any drugs and because she was distressed about the prospect of losing 
her baby the social worker did not take her consent but allowed her to go home until 
she was firm in 

ir 

 

ho 

her decision. Her treatment was as per the welfare workers text book. 
 the sheet or pillow was used for the mothers’ benefit why wasn’t it used when 

bies adopted? The theory then seemed very 
lastic. It was more to the point that it was well known by doctors and social workers 

that if a mo o 
adoption, p as 
                                                

If
married women were having their ba
e

ther saw her baby, even if she had contemplated or more likely talked int
rior to the birth, “she changed [her] mind completely when the baby w

 
alian 226 Staff Reporter  The unmarried mother’s problem should she Surrender her Baby?  The Austr

Women’s Weekly September 8, 1954, p. 28 
227 Sunday Truth,  Ward I Crowded: Unwed mothers: A special ward, set aside at the Brisbane 
Women’s Hospital for unmarried mothers  October 24, 1965 
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born”.228 T e 
the baby la
 
Dr. Morris
 

One argument that is often raised against the mothers seeing her baby is 
 the infant may awaken conflicts about giving up her 

child… The sense of completeness that the presence of the infant may 
 

 
Wessel sta
 

  

ave 
ble 

n 
 sight 

n 
.  This 

his would have made it very difficult for hospital staff to forcibly remov
ter.  

 Wessel in 1960 stated: “ 

that the sight of

provide can help some women to … make realistic plans … The frequently
observed scene of a distraught mother, a few hours post partum, who is 
being pressured into signing a release by a physician or lawyer has no 
place in current understanding of patient care”.229 

tes in 1963:230  

The lying-in experience presents another area where professional workers 
fail to integrate their knowledge towards the best interests of the patient …
To many women, the opportunity to see and handle the infant represent a 
logical culmination of a process that started long before the birth of the 
baby. To deny a woman, even a teen-ager, this right if she so desires is 
unnecessarily cruel. Many women need to see that the infant they h
born is normal and healthy. Without this experience it may be impossi
for them to work out realistic plans for themselves or for their infant .. . A
argument often raised against a mother’s seeing her infant is that the
of her baby may awaken conflicts about giving up the child for adoptio
placement, which may delay or interrupt placement proceedings
indicates that the mother, who actually has the right to her own baby, h
not worked out her feelings about releasing the baby the infant for 
adoptive placement and needs more time to consider her plans… The 
sense of completeness that the infant provides may be necessary in order 
that a woman may realize the meaning of the experience in her life 

as 

situation. Even in the postponement of the placement infant while the 

er before she has recovered from the physical and emotional impact 
f the delivery…Physicians often fail to understand why a woman who is 

g the mother to do this will interfere with placement  ….  

le 
en 

mother thinks through her decision, it is better than to have the 
arrangements made in haste. ..The legal papers may be presented to a 
moth
o
considering adoptive placement wishes to hold her infant.  They may feel 
that permittin

 
Wessel goes on to explain that Physicians assume a paternalistic and directive ro
and they do not understand the connection the mother has with the baby and is oft
expressing his  

 

                                                 
228 Fyfe, D. & Stuart, J. Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of Children 1953-1954 
[Cmd 9248] London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, p. 15 
229 Wessel, M. A. (196 ). The Paediatrician and Adoption New England Journal of Medicine 262(9), 
March, pp. 41-450 at p. 447 
230 Wessel, M. A. (1963).  The Unmarried mother: A social work – medical responsibility  Social Work 
8 (1) January, pp. 69-70. 
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uncomfortable …subjective reactions to the woman who is pregnant o
wedlock …  

ut of 

According 
physician o
theory but 
adoption. S cal 
staff and so
accountabi .   

port: 

. 
s 

r 

tlined in 
amela Thorn nee Roberts sworn affidavit.  The treatment, Roberts’ claimed, 

p. 

 wean their babies. The practice of allowing mothers to feed their babies 
though did til 
the early 19 e reason for not 
llowing mothers to see their babies based on a bonding theory is bogus and I would 

 those forcibly taking the newborns. 
Forbidding mothers to see their babies was to facilitate adoption 
 
The earlies  a reference 

 the practice in 1919 by W. H. Slingerland in his Manual for Social Workers, 

or 
ot so willing to part from it ...” 

 
orker234 

 
to Dr. Wessel it was the social worker who should have advised the 
n the psychological needs of the mother. It therefore was not bonding 
a practice, of disabling mothers so that it was easier to gain their infant for 
o every concern was with successively achieving that one aim. As medi
cial workers acted in unison with governmental policy there was no 

lity and adoption industry agents acted with impunity
 
It was medical practitioners who were involved in the business of adoptions that 
refused to allow mothers to see their babies.  As reported in Cunningham’s Re
 

The [Child Welfare] Department also had its battles with authorities.  Mr
Smith’s [Director of the Department] view concerning the rights of parent
regarding a child before adoption such as the mother being able to see he
child, conflicted with the opinions of influential and respected medical 
practitioners who prior to the passage of the 1968 Act, had every legal 
right to arrange privately the adoption of babies.231 

 
The differential treatment meted out to unwed mothers in hospitals is ou
P
reflected an internal policy of the Health Department.232  Previously the policy had 
been to allow mothers to wean their babies before expecting them to give them u
The introduction of formula into hospitals in the 1930s, dispensed with the need for 
mothers to

 not stop in all hospitals.  At St. Margaret’s Hospital, for instance, up un
60s mothers fed their babies with bottles.233  Hence th

a
suggest developed to cover the crimes of

t mention of forbidding mother and baby to see each otheri was
to
wherein he explains that it was only used by those involved in the business of baby 
farming: 

Said a doctor in one hospital: “We never let a mother see her child, f
when she does she is n

1961: Donald Gough, Social W
 

                                                 
231 Joint Select Committee (1999). Adoption and Related Services 1950-1998, Parliament of T
p. 8 
232 P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee R

asmania, 

oberts, 30 September, 1994’ in the matter of Judith 
Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 1993 
233 Final Report No. 22 (2000). Releasing The Past: Adoption Practices 1950-1998, p. 100) 
234 Gough, D. (1961). Adoption and the unmarried mother: Standing Conference of Societies 
Registered for Adoption, Report of conference at Folkestone, (ed. Robert Tod)  in Social Work in 
Adoption: Collected Papers, Longman, 1971. 
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The danger of encouraging the unmarried mother to care for her 

eeting the mothers’ needs .   

d 

ev Graeme Gregory, Director – Methodist Department of Children, Executive 
es 

  

rtain 
 

child…she [may] then find it impossible to part from the baby 
 
The demand for babies from potential adoptive parents led to more brutal practices 
being implemented to ensure supply.  The studies into midwifery and social work 
practice of the era conducted by Dr. Susan Gair, do not reveal any concern for 

235m
 
Miss K. Lancaster, Senior Social Worker, Royal Women’s Hospital states: “In our 
hospital there is automatic referral of all single parents to the Social Work 
Department…Many girls early in their pregnancy are quite determined  to adopt, but 
as confinement draws closer they become unsure and more attached to their baby, an
at the time of signing a consent six days after delivery, may be very uncertain.236 
 
R
Director, The Child Care Service of the Methodist and Presbyterian Churches stat
(1972): “ … we have noted some difficulties in certain hospitals for the single mother.
Such penalties as not allowing a single room, forbidding the mother to see her child, 
and other difficulties have been experienced by single mothers booking into ce
hospitals…”237 … “But if we talk about the availability of free choice then we must
also talk about the rights of the mother to keep her child (underlined in original).238

 
The two parliamentary Inquiries (1998-2000 & 1999) into the forced removal of 
newborns from their single mothers, mentioned previously, disclose a familiar theme 
amongst the accounts of many women.  Mothers were rendered helpless in a system 
that was designed not to assist or give them choice, but rather to prey on their 
vulnerability.    It was revealed that this phenomenon was NOT the result of rogue 
doctors, hospitals or social workers.  It was ‘conspiratorial activity’ that included 
many operatives who comprised a ‘well oiled system’ whose intent was to abduct 
newborns.

 

 

ave 

was a guiding hand to this social experiment. The young mothers’ files were marked 

239  Two former adoption social workers/consent takers, wrote in a 2001
book, that all participants in the field were compartmentalised.  In other words no one 
person knew what all the other key players did.    The Greens however, recently g
the nomenclature to the overall system: institutionalised baby theft.240  There certainly 

                                                 
235 Gair, S. & Croker, F.  ‘Missing Voices About a Foreign Place: Exploring midwifery practice with 
midwives who cared for single mothers and their babies in Queensland (1960-1990)’  Journal of 

ry Gender Studies 10(2); Gair, S. (2009) ‘Hearing the voices of social workers in past 
n 

2 Victorian Council of Social Service, p. 60 

ers 

3, 

Interdisciplina
adoption practice’ In (Eds.) Ceridwen Spark & Denise Cuthbert) in Other People’s children: Adoptio
in Australia Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, at 75 
236 Lancaster, K.  (1972). The Child Being Placed for Adoption in The Child of the Single Mother  
Proceedings of Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 197
237 Gregory, G.  (1972). What our Community Offers in The Child of the Single Mother  Proceedings of 
Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, p.45 
238 Ibid, p. 47 
239 Rickarby, G.  Interim Report on Inquiry into Adoption Practices: Transcripts of Evidence Report 
No. 17 November 1998, p. 64; Sherry, C. (1992). Violations of women’s human rights: birth moth
and adoption, Unpublished paper conducted during the author’s participation in the review of adoption 
legislation reform with the Law Reform Commission 
240 Email forwarded to author from David Templeman WA MP from Alison Xamon MP WA (March 
2010) in response to David Templeman’s private members’ statement calling on the WA parliament to 
apologise for its past involvement in the forced removals of unwed mothers’ infants. 
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with a secret code whilst they were pregnant.241 This was not an isolated occurren
but happened in various hospitals throughout Australia. The coded files were to gu
maternity staff about the kind of treatment women would receive in the maternity 
ward, the type of

ce, 
ide 

 drugs given and their treatment post birth.  It determined the use of a 
illow or sheet to stop the mother from viewing her baby at the delivery, and the 

fore 

e 
.242  

onsents were gained routinely before the mothers left either the hospital or the 
 

 to 

 

 research, who was a trainee at NSW Women’s Hospital Crown 
treet (Crown St), stated that she was given a set spiel and the instruction that her 

e 

 allow them 
 make an informed decision as per the criteria to be met before the Adoption Act 

p
immediate withdrawal of the baby from the maternity ward. It further determined that 
the mother was not allowed to nurse her infant, as she was in most cases given a 
synthetic hormone to dry up her milk before being wheeled out of the ward. This 
coding establishes a relationship and indicates collusion between the social work and 
medical staff.    
 
Mothers around Australia were given various psychotropic drug regimes often be
and always after giving birth and certainly before signing consents. Usually mind 
altering barbiturates such as sodium amytal, sodium pentobarbitone, chloral hydrat
etc., not the normal medication indicated for a healthy woman about to give birth
C
unmarried baby homes in the minimum time period possible: the fifth day.243 Five
days was determined by the new legislation introduced in the 1960s, referred to 
before, that took into consideration the time period of the era women were expected
stay in hospital after giving birth.  Parliamentarians were obviously being used to 
implement legislation that suited adoption workers, not mothers or their babies. 
  
Social workers across Australia used the same mantra when ‘counselling’ unwed
mothers.  Women were told they were being selfish if they kept ‘the’ baby244 and they 
could not give it all the advantages of a two parent family.245  One social worker I 
interviewed for my
S
duty was to make mothers ashamed and feel disentitled to ‘the’ baby as it was in th
infants’ best interest to be adopted. This social worker was not informed of any 
financial benefits or other assistances available to pass on to her clients to
to
came into force.   
 
Therefore the practice of not allowing mothers to see their babies at the birth was 
routine practice around Australia, even though it was illegal246 and known to cause 
psychological harm to the mother and physical damage to the infant.247   

                                                 
241 Gair, S. & Croker, F.  ‘Missing Voices About a Foreign Place: Exploring midwifery practice with 

idwives who cared for single mothers and their babies in Queensland (1960-1990)’  Journal of 
nterdisciplinary Gender Studies 10(2), p.60; Farrar, T 1997. ‘What We Did to Those Poor Girls! The 

Hospital Culture that Promoted Adoption.’ In Proceedings of the Sixth Australian Adoption 
dney; P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 September, 

atter of Judith Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 1993; Final 

r 
y, 

t/Director Australian Association of Social Workers SA calling for 

Report of the Inquiry into Past 

m
I

Conference, 116-127. Sy
1994’ in the m
Report No. 22 (2000). Releasing The Past: Adoption Practices 1950-1998,  pp. 94-95 

242 Rickarby, ibid p. 69 
243 Ibid p. 66 
244 Sherry, C. (1982). Violations of human rights: birth mothers and adoption, Unpublished pape
245 K MacDermott, Human Rights Commission discussion paper no. 5, 1984, pp. 3, 41; R Rawad
Open letter to Mary Hood, Presiden
a public apology, 10 April 1997; Mothers’ testimonies at the Inquiry 1998–2000 see Report 21. 
246 Being an illegal and unethical act was established in the Final 
Adoption practices, (2000), p. 104 
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Hansard, similarly reveals lack of concern by parliamentarians for mothers’ rights. 
Rather the Adoption Acts introduced around the country were some of the most 
draconian in the world. Mothers only had 30 days to revoke their consent and were 
xpected to make a decision after only 5 days after the birth. The intention of the Acts 

: “ 
e new 

 
 

 

air’s research with 
idwives who worked with single mothers during the same period of time, the 

ss likely 

 in fact 
tive 

h 
se 

ributed to 

                                                                                                          

e
was to make more babies available for adoption. The Director of the Catholic Family 
Welfare Bureau in Melbourne states exactly that, he was quoted in The Australian
… the number of children available for adoption will greatly increase when th
Adoption of Children Act comes into force …”. 248 
 
It is interesting to note that in the early 20th century 66% of mothers kept their infants
and more than 50% of adoptions were by the mother and stepfather to legitimise the
child.  By 1968 64% of all ex-nuptial infants born in the Crown St. were taken for 
adoption by strangers 
 
Dr. Geoff Rickarby when asked at the Inquiry about collusion between the Health 
Department and the Social Work Department noted that: “Doctors must write up 
drugs”.  The drugs were given prior to the taking of the consent by the social 
worker.249  Even though the practice was illegal, punitive and damaging it was 
continued in some hospitals until 1982, when a Health Commission Circular was sent
around to all hospitals warning staff they were breaking the law by not allowing the 
mother to have access to her baby.250  The Circular reveals the true intention of the 
practice as it also goes on to reassure staff that just because the mother sees her baby 
does not mean she is going to keep it.    According to Dr Susan G
m
practice was done to facilitate adoption.251 This was probably due to the fact that so 
traumatised by not being able to finish the birthing process the mother was le
to put up a fight.252 Gair’s interviewees state those involved in the practice were 
acting punitively with little regard for the feelings of the mother.253 The mother
was invisible, the midwives primary concern was with providing babies for adop
parents.   The Human Rights Commission (1984)254 and Joss Shawyer (1979)255  bot
concluded that the coercive counselling methods used on unwed mothers and the u
of practices such as not allowing mothers to see their babies at the birth cont
the high number of adoptions that took place during the period.  
 
                                  

eport of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of Children 1953-1954 
[Cmd 9248] London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office pp. 14-15 
248 The Australian 500 Good Homes a Year Wanted for Waifs – Family Bureau 30 January, 1965 

247 Fyfe, D. & Stuart, J. R

249 Rickarby, G.  Interim Report on Inquiry into Adoption Practices: Transcripts of Evidence Report 
No. 17 November 1998, p. 64 
250 Health Commission of New South Wales, Circular No: 82/297, issued 1 September 1982. 
251 L Woodward, ‘Midwives tell their stories’, James Cook University, 2004, 
http://media.jcu.edu.au/story.cfm?id=290, viewed 14 September 2004 
252 Rickarby, G.  Interim Report on Inquiry into Adoption Practices: Transcripts of Evidence Report 
No. 17 November 1998 
253 Gair, S. & Croker, F.  ‘Missing Voices About a Foreign Place: Exploring midwifery practice with 
midwives who cared for single mothers and their babies in Queensland (1960-1990)’  Journal of 
Interdisciplinary Gender Studies 10(2), p.61 
254 K MacDermott, ‘Rights of relinquishing mothers to access to information concerning their adopted 
children’, Human Rights Commission discussion paper no. 5, Human Rights Commission, Canberra,  
1984, pp. 39–40. 
255 J Shawyer, Death by adoption, Cicada, Auckland, 1979. 
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McHutchison states that in 1976 “there was a review into adoption practices … there 
is no under
committee d] that 
any person
punished …
children …
on those w
mothers of their infants.   The report of the Royal Commission into Human 

elationships (1977) acknowledged that mothers suffered great trauma after losing 
eir children  

osen:   

suggested to her that she carry the child to term and then hand it over 

motionally traumatic and psychiatrically contra-
indicated.  

ARNINGS GIVEN ABOUT NOT ALLOWING MOTHER ACCESS IS 

standing of the pitiful state some mothers would have been …the 
were concerned about mothers revoking consent ‘frivolously’ …[an
s persuading mothers to revoke their consent to adoption should be 

that it should be made illegal for all mothers under 16 to keep their 
”  McHutchison infers that while the rest of society had long ago moved 
orking in the adoption industry were still working out ways to deprive 

R
th
 
Dr. Harold R
 

No-one in the technical literature has stressed the heartlessness, the 
cruelty, and the sadism that the pregnant woman senses when it is 

never to see it again, to someone else to rear…During the past 19 years, I 
have only seen three patients for whom ‘farming’ out a child for adoption 
would not have been e

256

 
 
W
ILLEGAL 

rried mother’s right to make a free and informed decision (free of dur
) abut the future of her  child was (always) a fundamental principle of 
 law and practice: Report 22,  Dec 2000,  p. 122   

ris Wessel, a paediatrician, wrote two articles, 1960; 1963, and in both s
wing warning: “Not allowing mothers to see their infants was

An unma ess and 
coercion
adoption
 
Dr. Mor tated 
the follo  cruel punitive 

d served no medical purpose.” 

Lewis, M.  (1965). Unmarried Mothers  Australian Association Welfare Workers 

an
 
The above opinion was reiterated by Marian Russell of the Department of Social 
Service of the Children’s Memorial Hospital (1938), who also added that:  
 

… too often the hospital administrator is unduly concerned with 
plans for adoption of the infant unborn or only a few hours old.  The 
unmarried mother in a hospital maternity ward is in no fit condition, 
physically or emotionally, to decide the future of herself and her 
child …We must guard against the social worker assuming too 
much control … It is important to realize that the mother is 
undergoing a major emotional experience with trauma …  257 

  
 

National Conference       Social Worker Catholic Family Welfare Bureau, Sydney  

                                                 
6 McHutchison, J. (1984), Adoption in NSW – An Historical Perspective  25
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The unmarried mother must make a free choice – to keep her child; to surrender 
adoption… There must be no moral pressure brought to bear, no condition laid down 
when agency help is offered.  She must be free to see, nurse and/or nurture her b
whether on not her final plan is adoption…Many Agencies in this country have 
punitive, illegal and harmful rules

it for 

aby, 

 regarding the unmarried mother’s inalienable
to physical contact with her child, when she has decided on adoption. Some Agencies
refuse to allow the unmarried mother to see her child, nor do they tell her the child’s 
sex.  While this may be done from the best motives, these misguided people should 
look more carefully into the situa 258

 right 
 

tion’ (p. 112).   

 
d: 

t in the 

t to refuse 
ch treatment.  She has the right to name her child and the right to see her child with 

 in the hospital, and even those restrictions 
re subject to her final decision. 

 
strictions are in the interest of the mother and/or her child.  Not only is there no 

evidence to
evidence th
seriously je
make abou ption’.  
 

 
Under the n the 
model Act 
 

 

Bearing th

SW 
legislation would seem to have responsibility to natural parents in the 

 
At the 1st Conference on Adoption259 — Decisions About Adoption - Uses and
Abuses of the System in 1976 — Father J. Davaren, Catholic Social Welfare, state
‘She is powerless and particularly vulnerable to abuse, and that abuse is not an 
uncommon feature.   She has for example the [same] rights as any other patien
hospital.  She has the right to be told what has been prepared for her by way of 
physical and medical treatment; she has the same right as any other patien
su
no more restrictions than any other patient
a
 
Many of these rights are not being recognised, apparently on the grounds that
re

 support such restrictions on such grounds, but there is an abundance of 
at this type of repression is damaging to mother and child and can 
opardise the realism of the decision that the mother is endeavouring to 
t whether or not she should surrender her child for ado

In 1967 Sister Mary Borromeo stated260:  

ew legislation: Adoption of Children Acts for the states based on 
developed by the Commonwealth in conjunction with the States:  

It is envisaged that under the NSW legislation there will be need for much 
closer liaison between the agencies offering care to the natural parents and
those concerned with the plan for the child, i.e. the adoption agencies.  
Indeed, in some cases, these will be virtually one.”   
 

is in mind Borreomo warned:   
 
“ … social workers operating within the framework of the N

following areas: 

                                                 
 
 
259 Proceedings of First Australian Conference on Adoption, 15th-20th February 1976, University of 
New South Wales, Sydney, Sydney, NSW: the Committee of the First Australian Conference on 
Adoption. 
260 Borromeo, M. (Sister R.S.M). (1967).  The Natural Parents, Australian Social Work 1 February, 
20(1, pp. 11-13 
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1. The natural mother must be given all information and assistance about 
If she 

ecides on adoption then she must have the right to choose the adoption 

ght to see, handle and nurture her child, if she 
so desires, often requires protection. No agency should refuse to disclose 

.-

as considered 
o traumatic.  

tion stated in their adoption manual: 
 

ically indefensible.    

A 
n, 

situation and to know for  

 

FORCING M

her sole right to keep or surrender her baby as she decides its best.  
d
agency with which she will negotiate for adoption. … 
2. The natural mother’s ri

details of the chid which she may request- e.g. weight, sex, colouring, etc
even if her ultimate decision about the child is for adoption 

 
Pamela Roberts states in her sworn affidavit that she knew in the 1960s that not 
allowing the mother to see her baby was not done in Britain because it w

261to
 
The Australian Social Workers Associa 262

that denying a mother freedom to access her child was morally and 
eth 263

 
Mrs Caroline Pearl, Family Welfare Division, State Social Welfare Department: “
singe mother has a right to a full explanation of her consenting to her child’s adoptio
to decide whether or not her child is to be adopted, to decide whether she sees her 
child before placement, to be informed of the medical 
herself the outcome of plans for the child.264 
 
“Legally it was only after the birth that a final decision could be made by the mother 
concerning the future of the child.”265

 
OTHERS TO SIGN CONSENTS BEFORE THEY LEAVE 

HOSPITAL 
s presented at the NSW Inquiry from hospitals that they had a policy of 
 mothers to leave hospital until they signed a consent.  In Crown St, 
ed was written on the medical records once the consent of the mother 
he was not allowed to leave the hospital until she was socially cleare
s given at the Inquiry that mothers were  

Evidence wa
not allowing
socially clear
was gained, s d. 
Evidence wa
 … forbidden access to her street clothes until that consent was signed”.266 

 

                                                

“
 
The Inquiry received evidence that: Signing the consent was a prerequisite to be 
allowed to leave the hospitals.267  

 
261 P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 September, 1994’ in the matter of Judith 
Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 1993 
262 Australian Association of Social Workers, NSW Branch, Manual of Adoption Practice in New South 
Wales, 1971, p. 4 
263 Australian Association of Social Workers, NSW Branch, Manual of Adoption Practice in New South 
Wales, 1971, p. 4 
264 Pearl, C. (1972). What Our Community Offers – Counselling and other Services in The Child of the 
Single Mother  Proceedings of Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social 
Service, p. 35 
265 ibid 
266 Transcripts of Evidence September 2, 1998, Report No. 17, p. 94 
267 Report 22, Dec 2000, Final Report at p. 131 
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For example at King George V Hospital in the late 1950s and early 
1960s the policy was that:  “The mother of a baby being placed for 
adoption or as a State Ward cannot leave hospital until the Ward Siste
notified that the necessary legal and medical procedures have been 
completed. … A similar policy 

r is 

was followed by the Royal Hospital for 
Women in 1972. The patient may not be discharged until consent is 

Well, yes. They were not allowed by law to come until the fifth day. The 
 Act did not 

was 
done to the guardian of the baby, before the adoption Act could start when 

The adopti  
weeks colle
Matron Sh
given to nu r 
babies with
been adopt

signed, except in exceptional circumstances. 
 
Dr. Rickarby explains the conspiratorial nature of adoption after being asked by a 
Committee member of the Inquiry Panel: “So that the social worker could come at 
any time during that what you might call the drugged period?”  

 

Act required them to. This is at a stage when the adoption
come into play until they had actually signed the consent. All this 

the consent was signed.268    …. 
 
ve parents usually ‘viewed’ the baby in the maternity hospital and after two
cted the baby and took it home.269 Two weeks was the time specified by 

aw of Crown St for married mothers to take home babies they had been 
rse after their own had died.270  Many mothers who tried to reclaim thei
in the 30 day period were told: sorry your too late your baby has already 
ed.  

 
KNOWN DAMAGE of not allowing mothers to see their infants 
1919: Slingerland who wrote the first Manual for social workers, explains:  
 

  

g 

 
1927: Ida 
states: 

Babies removed whilst only a few days or weeks old …  certain agencies 
ther’s 

 … Mothers in a weakened condition, bewildered and 

                                                

Their stated purpose is to aid these unfortunate girls; their reason for 
existence is the heartless exploiting of the misery of these girls for 
personal gain, a reckless and remorseless dealing in helpless human lives
... the midwives, physicians and other individuals who go into the secret 
maternity work and take charge of illegitimate children, even organisin
institutions to prosecute such business, simply for the money … These 
harpies do a thriving business with bruised motherhood submitting under 
protest to robbery in both finance and child life … 271  

Parker,272 Associate Director Research Bureau on Social Case Work, 

are assisting in depriving the very young illegitimate baby of its mo
care and feeding

 
268 Transcripts of Evidence September 2, 1998, Report No. 17, p. 67 
269 Australian Association of Social Workers NSW (1971). Manual of Adoption Practices in New 
South Wales, p. 25. 
270 Report 22 (2000), p. 109 
271 WH Slingerland, Child-placing in families: a manual for students and social workers, Russell Sage 
Foundation, New York, 1919, p. 167. 
272 Parker, I. (1927). Fit and Proper A Study of Legal Adoption in Massachusetts Boston Mass.: The 
Church Home Society for the Care of Children of the Protestant Episcopal Church 
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fearful…following illegitimate childbirth, are being allowed-sometimes 
forced…- to make permanent decisions of momentous importance.  The 
mortality statistics for babies early separated from the mother, and the 
frenzied searching of mothers in after years for the children they might 
have kept had they been allowed to return to normal health before coming 
to so important a decision makes this unfair to both mother and child … 
There should be a stated number of months given for a mother to change 
her  mind (p. 44) … Some States legally enforce not allowing mothers to 
be separated from their babies before the baby is six months old. (p.46) 

 

 must guard 
rtant to 

realize that the mother is undergoing a major emotional experience with 

1941:  FLO
Home for L

ed 

cial worker’s decision as 
to the separation of the mother and the baby … the traumatic 

hological effects on the mother of separation from her baby 

LBY  Psychiatrist, Director, Department for Children and Parents, 
avistock Clinic, London states: 

 
 

he is 

 
1954 Report  
In 1954 a Report to the British government, to which Dr Bowlby contributed,  

               

  
1938: Marian Russell of the Department of Social Service of the Children’s 
Memorial Hospital stated:  

… too often the hospital administrator is unduly concerned with plans for 
adoption of the infant unborn or only a few hours old.  The unmarried 
mother in a hospital maternity ward is in no fit condition, physically or 
emotionally, to decide the future of herself and her child …We
against the social worker assuming too much control … It is impo

trauma …273   
 
 

RENCE CLOTHIER – worked as a psychiatrist at the New England 
ittle Wanderers from 1932 to 1957 stated:274 
 
The preliminary work, of course, will include case-work treatment aim
at making it socially and psychologically possible for the mother to give 
up her baby … This trauma is inevitable…the so

psyc
 

2751953:  BOW
T

The first few months of life are possibly not very important in this respect
as far as the baby is concerned, for he had not yet learn to distinguish his 
mother from any other kindly woman.  But it should not be forgotten that 
emotionally mother and baby are one unit and the mother’s protective 
feelings are especially strong while her baby is small.  Therefore, if 
removed from her care she, at least, will suffer 

                                  
ol. 

tion from the Mother in Early Life (1953) Address delivered by invitation to 

273ME Russell, ‘Responsibility of the hospital to the unmarried mother and her child’, Hospitals, v
12, 1938, pp. 101–105. 
274 Clothier, F.  Problems of Illegitimacy As They Concern the Worker in the Field of Adoption, 
Mental Hygiene, Volume XXV, No 4, October 1941 
275 The Effect of Separa
the Irish Paediatric Association, Dec 30, published in Irish Journal of Medical Science, vol 6, (1954) 
pp. 121-126, at p. 123  
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stated: 276   
 

d 

ks to 
ent, 

ith 

ho 

inion was 
that efforts should be made to settle the child into what is to be his 

t is very desirable, 
however, both for the child’s physical health and for the mother’s 

 
s 

 

who 
r babies too early…”. 

arah Edlin, the director of a large maternity home stated: 
 

 whom 
h whom we share our thinking - that in the 

main, the girl who did not see her baby was much more disturbed after her 
girl who had seen her child and had returned to 

Lakeview with it for a week or two.277 
 
1958  

he 1958 Special Committee on the Native Mothers warned "that the 

 doubled 
between 1958 and 1961.    

                                                

“It has been argued by a number of witnesses that the a provision 
introduced by the 1949 Act and now embodied in section … of the 1950 
Act, to the effect that a document signifying the consent of a mother shall 
not be valid unless the infant is at least six weeks old when the consent is 
given, was intended to ensure that children below that age were not place
for adoption….we found little disagreement with the view that it is 
preferably for a child not be taken away from his mother before the age of 
six weeks.  Most witnesses agree that a mother needs about six wee
recover physically and psychologically from the effects of confinem
and that it would be wrong to alter the provisions relating to the date of 
consent.  Many organisations, including those specially concerned w
unmarred mothers, deplored the making of adoption arrangements before 
birth, since their experience has shown that a large number of mothers w
before the birth decide on adoption change their minds completely when 
the child is born.  On the whole, however, the consensus of op

permanent home by the time he is three months old … I

psychological well-being that there should be greater facilities for
unmarried mothers to keep their children with them for up to three month
after birth … We were glad to hear of local health authorities which 
provided homes for unmarried mothers with the objects of giving mothers
more time for decision, of saving mothers who really want to keep their 
babies from being forced to part with them, and of ensuring that those 
decide on adoptions shall not place thei

 
1954: S

 In a professional agency such as ours. . . We experimented with 
permitting the girl to make her own choice in the matter of seeing or not 
seeing her baby. We observed - and so did the adoption agency with
we work very closely and wit

return home, than the 

T
removal of a child from his mother at an early age caused serious 
psychological and mental disturbances"  This was ignored by the W.A. 
Government and the number of indigenous children taken

278

 
276 Fyfe, D. & Stuart, J. Report of the Departmental Committee on the Adoption of Children 1953-1954 
[Cmd 9248] London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office pp. 14-15 
277 Edlin, S (1954). Shall I look at My Baby in The Unmarried Mother in Our Society New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Young 
278 Bringing Them Home Report (1997) Submission of the WA Government p. 26  
http://www.hreoc.gov.au/pdf/social_justice/bringing_them_home_report.pdf 
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1960: Dr. Morris Wessel states: 
 

ally 

 
1961: Don
 

 time with 
er baby is of great advantage … a mother is able to make a much more 

urn his loss.  We all know that it is easier to 
mourn the loss of a person that we have really loved and ‘cared for’ than 

h 

oman from her child in a violent manner is a most dangerous 
ep to take. It will so unstabilize her that she may emerge from the shattering experience 

Department in the late 1960s ad early 1970s all acknowledged that 
 adoption involved pain and suffering for the natural mother and that little was done 

to assist he
time and re
worker had ittle 
if any anten
 
TRAININ

Important she makes plans for herself no coercion, her decision (Wessel: 
1960, p. 447) 
 
It is of vital importance to establish before the child is placed that the 
mother … understands what it means to part with her child and has re
made up her mind that she wants the child to be adopted 

ald Gough, Social Worker279 

They will have great emotional difficulties about parting from their babies 
When they do part from their babies they need help in morning their loss 
(p. 16) … many mothers are forced by financial circumstances to offer 
their babies for adoption…(p. 17) The mother having had some
h
valid decision about her baby’s future if she has known him as a real 
person and has a chance to experience her true feelings towards him …it 
will be easier for her to mo

someone about whom we are guilty because we feel we did not do enoug
for them while they were with us…. After a girl has placed her baby for 
adoption she will need to mourn him, just as though she had lost him by 
death…The danger of encouraging the unmarried mother to care for her 
child…she [may] then find it impossible to part from the baby 
 

1963: Ellison "to part a w
st
as an entirely different personality."280  

 
1960s Ann Cunningham states: The adoption workers with whom I spoke and who 
had worked for the 
…

r in the process of grieving for the child…Many put this down to lack of 
sources for workers at the time and the extensive case load that each 
 to carry …There was no ongoing support services for the mother and l
atal care.281  

G MANUEL FOR CARRAMAR282 

                                                 
279 Gough, D. (1961). Adoption and the unmarried mother: Standing Conference of Societies 
Registered for Adoption, Report of conference at Folkestone, (ed. Robert Tod)  in Social Work in 

r for Community and Health Services On 

arents’ Needs after Placement of Her Child, Church of 
land Course for Adoption Workers 

Adoption: Collected Papers, Longman, 1971. 
280 Ellison, Mary, The Deprived Child and Adoption, Pan Books, London, 1963. 
281 Cunningham, A. (1996). Background Paper for the Ministe
Issues relating to Historical Adoption 4 December, pp. 21-22 
282 Nicholas, M.  (1966).  The Natural P
Eng
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In 1966 Ca
Care Coun  
health prob
 

 

o as a 
sult of a very real need…[social workers at Carramar] became acutely 

irls … after a period of weeks or many months  
elt they had never 

 
gnancy and the surrender of her child …the 

red …so far as I can gather, I have 
r] feelings of guilt, that she 

ghter…” 

 

doubts about many things 

Th far I have 
ref iagnosed as reactive depressives 
and were placed on anti-depressant drugs… Most of the girls I see in the After-Care 
suf
pathol

Cr dentify mothers with psychiatric 
mptoms severe enough to need either diagnosis and/ or treatment 

Undue weeping 
3. Vague complaints of fatigue which impedes normal functioning 

7. Social withdrawal 
                                                

rramar a Church of England Home for unmarried mothers set up a After-
selling Service to deal with the mother retuning to the Home with mental
lems283 

“I have been unable to find any literature on After-Care … May be it is 
because those of us engaged in adoption practice consider that after the
Natural Parent has surrendered his child, our responsibility over…the 
Carramar after care service …came into existence 22 months ag
re
aware that so many girls required help after they were discharged ..It was 
felt that some girls required help almost immediately …. Later it was 
found that a number of g
…would phone stating they have a problem, or they f
recovered..[the service] is to deal with … problems and stresses arising
from the unwed mother’s pre
girls who returned for help are in the slightly older age group … 19-22 

ere 27 years of age …only eight girls years of age ..I had two girls who w
age of 17 have been referunder the 

failed to help these girls …[grandmothers suffe
feels some where along the line she has failed her dau
 
The author goes on to list the myriad of problems that young women are 
returning to Carramar, an institution that was intimately involved with the 
taking of their children 
• Regret at having surrendered her baby for adopt 
• Pre-occupation with the lost baby – incomplete mourning process 
 Depression and anxiety •

• Loss of self confidence and self-esteem, strong feelings of rejection
• Unsettled in their employment 
• Guilt 
• Vague fears and 
• General conflict between the girl and her parents 
 

e author stated that she works with two psychiatrists.  Nicolas states: “So 
erred three girls to psychiatrists … all three were d

fer a certain amount of anxiety or depression, but it has not always reached the 
ogical stage…” 

 
iteria Nicholas used to assist social worker to i

sy
1. Where marked depression or anxiety is evident 
2. 

4. Insomnia 
5. Excessive sleeping (to escape from her intolerable situation) 
6. Loss of appetite or excessive appetite 

 
283  
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a. Where suicide has been attempted and mother is threatening a furthe
attempt 

r 

8. Marked degree of hostility and aggression 

n 

ies 
ew 
se 

t they 

policy 
 

 mother’s benefit. 

Lady Wakehurst,  but by 
is time the mother had already been traumatised by not being allowed to see her 

iscuss whether or not she had made up her mind 
bout adoption.  The only time social workers went to see mothers were if they 

 would be to harass them into signing.  They had 
lready matched the child with adoptive parents who generally took the baby directly 

 if 

le 
 

                                                

9. Nightmares (e.g. tortured babies) 
 
1960s PAMELA ROBERTS, head social worker of  The Women’s Hospital Crow
Street (NSW) 
 
“It was felt in England that it was potentially traumatic for the mothers if the bab
were adopted without the mother ever seeing them… Over the time I reached the vi
that it would be healthier in the long run for the mothers to see the baby … otherwi
they would always be asking themselves questions about the child…I though
should have the satisfaction of seeing they had given birth to a healthy baby …284 
 
According to Robert’s archival papers she was never successful at changing the 
and it persisted until she resigned in 1976.  The above though indicates she was aware
of the damage, and had the power to change the practice.  So it could hardly have 
been a policy implemented to stop bonding for the
 
Roberts also states in her affidavit that the final decision was only made when a 
hospital social worker came to the Annex of Crown St: 285

th
baby at the birth hence finish the birth process and already injected with the 
carcinogenic drug stilboestrol so she could not feed the baby.  I am unaware of any 
mother seeing a social worker to d
a
refused to sign the consent.  Then it
a
from the hospital about two weeks after the birth. 
 
Roberts states she “… recognised potential for harm to mothers in their later life
there were hasty decision or feelings of coercion…”286 
 
Yet in 1975 Roberts states that there was “strong but subtle pressure to have baby 
adopted.  Very difficult for girl who hadn’t fully resolved the issue before admittance 
to hostel (for unwed mothers).287 
 
1967: Sister Borromeo stated288:  
 
Separation from a child through the process of adoption is to a great many intents and 
purposes comparable to separation from a child through death. The loss is irrevocab
in terms of relationship. Bearing in mind that we may suppose many unmarried

 
284 P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 September, 1994’ in the matter of Judith 
Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 1993 at p. 6 
285 Ibid p. 8 
286 P Roberts, ‘Statement of Pamela Thorne, nee Roberts, 30 September, 1994’ in the matter of Judith 
Marie McHutchison v State of New South Wales no. 13428 of 1993 at p. 4 
287 Roberts, P. (1975).  (1975). Report of Meeting of Representatives of Unmarried Mothers Hostels 
held at Queen Victoria  Hospital 27 May, 1975. 
288 Borremeo, M. (1968). Adoption from the view of the natural parents, Social Service, 20, Jul-Aug 
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mothers become pregnant in an effort to work out some inner problem, connected 

ent 
n 

 
to think of 
er family 

ot unusual to find a severe 

 

 mother. In the light of experience over the last few years, this 
ems to be a very short term solution. It would appear to encourage the re-

 elements of denial of her pregnancy, which is a 
haracteristic of the younger unmarried mother, and so, in the long-term view, prevent 

e 
 not looked at their babies report that they carry a mental 

age of what the child is like. Given a free choice, most surrendering mothers elect 

 to 

with unsatisfactory parental relationships, such a loss can be viewed as a traumatic 
event indeed. If such a solution is the chosen one, it seems that a time of readjustm
and grieving must be bargained for. In some sections of our society, adoption is see
as the only possible and acceptable outcome to an illegitimate pregnancy. An 
unmarried mother who has imbibed this belief herself....... Even theoretically, tends to
blame herself mercilessly that she cannot put it all behind herself and cease 
the child she has surrendered. Often, she knows that acceptance back into h
circle is dependent on her ability to do just this, and so she is under double pressure to 
suppress her grief. In cases where this is not done it is n
breakdown in controls somewhere about the time of the child’s first birthday.  
 
Connected with questions of grief, and its acceptance in these circumstances, are such
considerations as whether or not it is wise for the mother who intends to have her 
baby adopted to see the child and/or to handle it. It appears to me that we have for 
many years gone along with the idea that not seeing the baby somehow makes the 
adoption easier for the
se
enforcement of the strong
c
her from coming to terms with the whole experience.  
Maternal feelings, in so far as it can be isolated and observed, is surely such a 
complex reality that we cannot believe that its arousal is dependent on a single 
sensory stimulation. Parents often express the fear that if a mother sees the child she 
intends to surrender, she will be "haunted" by the mental picture of the child. On th
other hand, girls who have
im
to see their child.289   
 
1968: Pamela Roberts: 
 
“For those girls who surrender their babies for adoption there is evidence that they 
need to go through a period of ‘mourning’ for their child and may need help to 
readjust to life in the community again. They may need to have someone to talk
who knows about the pregnancy and their feelings at having to give up the child…it is 
known that if appropriate help is not given then the girl may be back again with a 
repeat of the problem.290  
 
1972: Pamela Roberts: “After the baby has been adopted, the mother has some very 

er 

with 
the parents of the girl to make them realize that the girl needs a lot of love and 
sympathy during that time. The parents of some girls try to act as if the pregnancy had 
not occurred, but this is wrong.  The mother must be allowed to talk about the baby 

unpleasant associations with the social worker, and usually does not want to meet h
again.  There is another section of the agency in the city, where the mother is 
encouraged to come once a month, have a meal and meet and talk to other social 
workers. This works for some people and can be of great help to the mother during 
the mourning period, particularly to the younger mothers. We also try to work 

                                                 
289 Borremeo, M. (1968). Adoption from the view of the natural parents, Social Service, 20, 
290 Roberts, P. (1968). The hospital’s re

Jul-Aug 
sponsibility to the unmarried and her child Hospital 

cember p. 12 Administration, 16(2) De
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and to weep if she wants to.  We help the family of the girl to show understand
and to give support when it is needed.

ing, 

 a 
s 

 a 

y to assist the mother who is 
rieving after placing her babe for adoption and this is a serious gap in services”293 

sed by social workers in the 1960s and 1970s states: 
hether or not the mother should see her baby, or bring the child to the adoption 

agency her
…It should
easier when
may be inte
 
Rickarby g

ffering of the mothers: 

for them to be that abysmally blind to what the general public knew 
be 
ally 

t 

 
CONCER

291 
 
1972:A Senior Social Worker stated: “Adoption should be a free choice and not
forced decision because there is no practical alternative… Every mother who place
her child for adoption will grieve. To tell her to “forget all about it” is fallacy in the 
extreme.  She will never forget she had this baby… grieving over something lost is
normal and healthy reaction ….   Mothers need help and support through this 
period.292 No provision is made  in the communit
g
 
The Manual of Adoption u
W

self, should be determined in each case by the wishes of the mother and 
 not be assumed that conflicts are minimised and relinquishment made 
 the mother does not see her child.  Guilt and later emotional disturbances 
nsified under such circumstances. 294 

oes to state that he cannot understand anyone being so blind to the 
su
 

 …
about—that a person losing her baby is in a stressful situation—and to 
that blind to the degree of grief that that person would suffer, I find tot
implausible. I cannot think that anybody of that intelligence to ge
themselves a social work degree or another comparable degree could be 
that blind.295 

N OVER MOTHERS SIGNING CONSENTS TOO EARLY 
IGNORED 
Many parliamentarians were concerned about the ability of the mother to make a 
decision so soon after the pregnancy.  The debates show that their concerns were 
minimised 

Mr. Kearns

nd mental rights of 

[The mother] is usually emotionally disturbed and after only three days not 
in a fit mental state to make such an important decision.  Even with the 

and the ‘expert’ opinion of adoption workers was given priority 

 296 thought 7 days would be a more reasonable period.  

Because a number of provisions in this bill affect the fu a
human beings we are not in a position to dismiss it lightly. 

 The Hon Eileen Furley stated: 

                                                 
291 Roberts, P. (1972).   
292 Lancaster, K.  (1972). The Child Being Placed for Adoption in The Child of the Single Mother  
Proceedings of Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, p. 63 

th 
l Adoption Practices in Tasmania 4 December p. 71 

lian Association of Social Workers, New South Wales (1971). Manual of Adoption 

293 Ibid, p. 64; Cunningham, A. (1996). Background Paper for the Minister of community and Heal
Services On Issues Relating to Historica
294 The Austra
Practices in New South Wales, p. 10 
295 Ibid, p. 72 
296 NSW Legislative Assembly 1965,  p 3018 
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saving thirty days in which to revoke her decision, she may feel too timid 
or overawed to say that she wishes to change her mind.297 

Hon Asher Joel298 expressed his concern over the shortage of time, and obviously 
 would be able to access her child stated with respect to the 

immediate period after the birth, that the m
 

[and] … 
 th  child.   

 mother would not be in a fit state for some days after 

The Minist  
traditional 
appeases th ng the trauma of 

irement of the Act that consents must be properly taken it is an 

n icance of the document that she has signed.300 

 

 parents is not in the best interests of a 

Banning private adoptions m
work depar
of the ‘best rs 
who may h ed by a friend or relative. This 

ay with private adoptions. I have 
seen most successful adoptions of youngster in which the unmarried 

expecting the mother
other  

whilst in hospital should use the time  to get to know her child …
she will be better able to determine whether she wants to keep e

 

Hon Cahill agreed:  

I agree that a young
the birth of her child, by reason of her age and the trauma of the 
occurrence, to exercise properly her rights in giving approval.299 

er in charge of the Child Welfare Department, reflecting the Departments
bias in favour of adoption and reduction of the natural parents’ rights 
e other parliamentarian’s concerns without acknowledgi

taking such an early consent : 

It is a requ
offence to exercise undue influence on a parent to sign an instrument of 
consent.  It is required also, of course, that the person taking the consent 
from the natural parent shall swear on oath that the parent has understood 
the sig if

The push for mothers not to be able to choose the adoptive parents of their child came
from social workers: 

In the opinion of all social workers a private arrangement made between 
the natural mother and the adopting

301child.  

eant that unwed mothers were funnelled through social 
tments, so their professional role was further assured as was their version 
 interests of the child’.  It further decreased the rights of natural mothe
ave continued access to their infants if adopt

measure was not supported by all politicians.  

Mr. Bowen stated:   

In my view it is not a good thing to do aw

mother has known the adoptive parents.302  

                                                 
297 Furley, The Hon. Eileen,  NSW Legislative Council, (1965), p. 3053 
298 Joel, The Hon Asher, NSW Legislative Assembly, 1965, p 3057 
299 Cahill, The Hon, NSW Legislative Council, (1965), p. 3061 
300 Bridges, The Hon D. A. NSW Legislative Council (1965), p. 3036 
301 Cahill, NSW Legislative Assembly (1965), p. 3019 
302 Bowen, NSW Legislative Assembly (1965) Hansard, p. 3020 
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Mr. Bowen was also in favour of mothers’ keeping their infants, but this was not to 
f be.  The more restrictive measures dovetailed with the state’s population policy o

encouraging positive eugenics: providing children for married couples whilst at the 
same time cutting of all ties with “vicious” parents. 

FINANCIAL AVAILABLE BUT WITHELD FROM MOTHERS 
 
923 Sect 14, same assistance available to unmarried mothers as widow1 s and deserted 

inancial assistance may be granted to parents for the 
upport of  

family unit
are also req
Children’s 
 
Financial a
Communit

ranch) Da

estern 
e 

 
Mrs Margaret W Mission states:  

 few 

304   

e that 
mmunity 

ch she as a community social worker 
assists the single mother and her infant. 

                                                

wives. 
 
1939 Applications assistance under Section 27 of the child Welfare Act, and for 

idows’ Children Allowances: FW
s their own children in certain circumstances, to enable them to preserve the

.  Applications for such assistance are completed by Field Officers, who 
uired to report fully on the circumstances of the applicant, to enable the 
Allowances Branch to determine eligibility….303   

ssistance was available as set out in a WA Minister for Youth and 
y Services letter to The Association of Relinquishing Mothers (WA 
ted 18 August, 1983 B

 
“ … monetary assistance was available to unmarried mothers in W
Australia through the Child Welfare Department for decades prior to th
1970s and many mothers accepted this assistance.  Temporary fostering 
has also been an option over a long period I am advised that many women 
could not exercise this because they found that they were not able to keep 
up the payments to the foster parents.   Keith Wilson Minister for Youth 
and Community Services 

ilson, Social Worker, Central Methodist 
 

“Today a member of what is now known as the Council for the Single 
Mother and her child will be one of our speakers … community attitudes 
towards the Single Mother and her Child have changed during the past
years in Melbourne.  Now, not only is there wider acceptance of her as a 
person, but due to the granting of the pension to single mothers in 1968, 
under the State Grants (Deserted Wives) Acts she is officially although 
somewhat begrudgingly recognised.
 

So in 1968 the Deserted Wives Act meant that single mothers could receiv
Benefit and according to a Community Social Worker the attitude of the co
to single mothers had become much more tolerant than earlier decades.  This is a 
striking contrast to the perspective of those working in the adoption industry. 
 
Mrs Wilson goes on to describe the ways in whi

 
303 Child Welfare in New South Wales (1958) Manual for Child Welfare Officers, p. 56 
304 Wilson, M. (1972) Wocial Work Services: The Child Remaining with His Mother in The Child 
Being Placed for Adoption in The Child of the Single Mother  Proceedings of Seminar held on 3rd and 
4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, p. 70 
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• Advice about suitable employment or direction to a live-in job  

entre  
 child if she works full time  

nance 
payments are withdrawn or when a Pension has not yet been granted  

• Direction to groups where she can share her problems and participate with 
oth

• Pre
• Adv
• Dir

 
Mrs Wilson
 

 
 

 

n 
alia 

 ider 

 

 

hen a deserted wife, or the mother of an illegitimate child, receives an allowance 
under Section 27 of the 1939 Child Welfare Act (NSW), she is required to give control 
of any maintenance order against the father of the child to the Department. If such 

• Encouragement to attend a Baby Health C
• Direction to suitable Day Care for her
• If not working: Arranging additional financial resources when mainte

• Advice about cheaper accommodation  

er Single Mothers and their Children 
-marriage counselling with the father 
ice for difficult child behaviour  

ection to employment and/ or training when child goes to school 

 discusses changing attitudes since 1968:  

… there are many who cope with courage and determination to raise their 
children despite the difficulties. A marriage certificate does not necessarily
endow a woman with attributes for mother, nor does the lack of a husband
prevent her from loving and adequately caring for her child…The United 
Nations Study of Discrimination against Persons Born out of Wedlock305 
states: “Motherhood and Childhood are entitled to special care and 
assistance. All children whether born in or out of wedlock shall enjoy the 
same social protection….” Wilson goes on to state: “ … findings quoted in
“Illegitimacy, Changing Services for Changing Needs suggest that social 
stigma and the discriminatory legal, social and economic penalties which 
our society imposes on the Unwed Mother and her child, have perhaps 
more to do with what happens to her than the fact that she gave birth to a
out-of-wedlock child.  Trends in England, the United States and Austr
indicate that more single mothers now keep their children from both w
economic and social levels. Perhaps then like New Zealand it is time that 
the community acknowledged this fact and recognised that the Single
Mother who keeps her Child is simply another solo-parent family, as she is 
termed in New Zealand. Liker her “fellow sisters”, widowed, divorced or 
de facto, Single Mothers in Australia are in fact entitled to contribute as 
well as participate in more productive and satisfying life both for 
themselves, their families, their friends and the wider community”.306 

 
Applications for maintenance orders against the fathers of illegitimate children:307

 
W

                                                 
305 United Nations Study of Discrimination Against Persons Born out of Wedlock (1967). United 
Nations Publication p. 17, Ant. Par. 2 cited in Wilson, M. (1972) Social Work Services: The Child 
Remaining with His Mother in The Child Being Placed for Adoption in The Child of the Single Mother  

. 74 

roceedings of Seminar held on 3rd and 

0 

Proceedings of Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, p
306 Wilson, M. (1972) Social Work Services: The Child Remaining with His Mother in The Child 
Being Placed for Adoption in The Child of the Single Mother  P
4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social Service, p. 75 
307 Child Welfare in New South Wales (1958) Manual for Child Welfare Officers, p. p. 6
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orders are complied with, application is made to the Court for enforcement.  At the 
Metropolitan Children’s Court an officer attends daily to present evidence in support
of such applications.  At Courts other than the Metropolitan children’s Court this 
work is undertaken by a Field Officer

 

tates, where the defendant, has removed form the 
tate in which the order was made. An officer is assigned specially to the work of 

ates when NSW orders are to be enforced outside the States, 
and to present cases to the Court, with the necessary evidence, when it is desired to 
enforce int
 
A represen
mother in p

 
arried 

omen had practised pre-marital intercourse, and only 6% of these has 
used effective contraception, we [single mothers] can hardly be expected 

 and single310 

The day nu
mothers.311

 
nother example of changing social attitudes late 1960s early 1970s: 

2 … 
er 

308 
 
The Interstate Destitute Persons Relief Act provides facilities for the enforcement in 
NSW of maintenance orders made in other States and for the enforcement of orders 
made in New South Wales in other S
S
administering this Act.  He is required to prepare the necessary documents for 
transmission to other St

erstate orders in NSW.309 

tative of the National Mother and her child puts the position of a single 
erspective: 

..a survey at the Queen Victoria Hospital has indicated that 70% of m
w

to feel out of the ordinary, simply because we are pregnant
 

rsery gives preference to full time working mothers and unmarried 
 

A
 

Payments [for single mothers] come from the destitute persons fund31

“I know there is a stigma about being an unmarried mother, but I’ve nev
met it…”313 

 
DEAD BABIES? 
“More reports of adoption trickery (staff reporters) The national scandal of new 
mothers being tricked into giving up babies in the false belief that they we
widened yesterday as fresh evidence of the deception emerged.  Government offici
in WA and Victoria confirmed cases in which women had been contacted years later
by children supposed to have been stillborn but who were actually adopted out unde
false pretences”  There was a call for an Inquiry by a spokesman for the Minister
Health rejected it.  But the national convenor of the Defence for Children 
International, Ms Helen Bayes, said “an inquiry was necessary as it was clear that 
adoption laws had been contravened…Because it’s clearly an offence, there may 
situations where prosecution should be pursued,” she said… “A

re dead 
als 

 
r 

 of 

be 
gencies who stated 

                                                 

ceedings of 
ervice p. 77 

 Hickman, L. (1972).  Mothers Who Do It Alone The Australian Women’s Weekly April 5, 1972, p. 

 Hickman, L. (1972).  Mothers Who Do It Alone The Australian Women’s Weekly April 5, 1972, p. 

308 Child Welfare in New South Wales (1958) Manual for Child Welfare Officers, p.59 
309 Child Welfare in New South Wales (1958) Manual for Child Welfare Officers, p. 58 
310 Murray, J.  (1972). The Single Mothers View in The Child of the Single Mother  Pro
Seminar held on 3rd and 4th November, 1972 Victorian Council of Social S
311 Isbister, D. (1973). The Rights of the Child, Social Service, 24(6), p. 5 
312

3 
313
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that they had been contacted by mothers who were told their baby died at birth: 
Dept’s: 

ictorian’s Minister for Youth and Community Services; Department of Family and 
Children S
children ha
 
Cheater sta
 

 

e tactics they used when pressuring single white 
mothers to relinquish their children. Some children were adopted without 

ursing or welfare staff had forged their 
signature.  Some women were told their babies were stillborn and some 

 
Critchley i
 

When Dimitra Karabatsos give birth as a single mother in Sydney in 1964 
r 

by had been adopted out and she had been sterilised by the doctor.”  Mrs 
Karabatsos was a recently arrived migrant whose husband had been killed 

 
Ron Elphn
practice:317

 
  

.. interesting references in the report which are worthy of notice … Our 
surprise were two mothers who had been told that their babies had died, 

dicating the practice of telling mothers their baby had died had been going on for 
decades.   
 
Wendy He
NSW Inqu
 

ally who went to get their child back prior 
to the 30 days being up and they were told that their child was deceased, 

r, knocking on their door and saying their child is 
ill alive… a lot of  clients who ring up… Crown Street Women’s 

                                                

Adoption Triangle (ACT); Jigsaw (SA); Jigsaw (Qld) and State Welfare 
V

ervices (WA); Adoption Information Services (Tasmania) (50 “dead” 
d subsequently made contact with their mothers).314 

tes with respect to the forced removal of Indigenous babies:  

“Under the states’ welfare regulations no child could be adopted without
the mother’s consent. When confronted with this restriction, authorities 
resorted to the sam

the mother’s consent after n

women signed papers without realising they were authorising the adoption 
of their child”.315 

n the Herald Sun316 wrote:  

she was told her baby girl had died. Years later Dimitra…discovered he
ba

whilst she was pregnant. 

ic & Glennis Dees, members of Adoption Jigsaw WA also attest to the 
  

Mrs B presented a detailed report on Jigsaw’s activities in 1980 … There

whilst in fact they were alive and proud grandparents   
 

In

rmeston, a representative of the Indigenous group gave evidence at the 
iry into past Adoption Practices318,  

“I know of two mothers specific

…  round, 21 years late
st

 
314 The Australian June 12, pp. 5, 12. 
315 Cheater, C.  (2009). My brown skin baby they take him away (Eds.) Ceridwen Spark & Denise 
Cuthbert) in Other People’s children: Adoption in Australia Melbourne: Australian Scholarly 
Publishing, p. 182. 
316 Critchley, Cheryl. Herald Sun, Melbourne Vic: Dec 9, 2006, p. 113. 
317 Elphnic, R. & Dees, G. (2000). The Adoption Jigsaw (2000) pp.43-44. 
318 Link-Up, NSW Inquiry into past adoption practices Report 21, June 2000, pp. 227-228. 
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Hospital is where a number of women had children and those children 
were subsequently adopted…” 

en, a journalist writes:  
 
Years after being told their babies had died some Australian mothers have 
learnt the truth “ … extraordinary treatment of at least 50 Tasmanian 
women who gave

 
Lisa Claus

 birth between the 1930s and early ‘70s.  Gael Moffat of 
the state government’s Adoption Information Service told the Sunday 

t 
n 

to adulthood.  There had been no deaths: the babies had instead been 

 
In the abov
adoption of tes: 
 

n the 1960s that he had taken a baby, which 
had been put up for adoption, from the third floor of a hospital- where the 

ild was put at 
the breast of a married woman whose baby had just died. Gregory 

gain in respect to ‘rapid’ adoption the concern was not for the unmarried mother but 
 
 

ether 

er 
 

ven though the stillborn baby has never existed 
s an independent person and has therefore not been an object of the mother’s love in 

f the 

                                                

Tasmanian the women had all been informed their children had died a
birth.  Decades later, all had been contacted by those same children grow

adopted out.319   

e article rapid adoption is also described  Graeme Gregory, principal 
ficer at Victoria’s Methodist Adoption Agency from 1966-1978 sta

 that he was told by a doctor i

young unmarried mother lay-to the fifth floor.  There the ch

remembers the doctor telling: “And that was adoption and we didn’t need 
any social workers to do it.” 

 
Dead babies:  Report 21: 2000, p. 227; Report 22: 2000, pp. 145-146. 
 
A
for the mental state of the married woman. Death being part of life can be grieved and
eventually moved on from, but the removal of a healthy newborn from its mother, and
for her not to know where her child is or whether it is dead or alive is an altog
unnatural state of events.  Dr. Blow states: 
 
“There has been some discussion of the value of immediate allotment of a child to a 
mother just confined of a still-born baby.  Some individual favourable reports of this 
procedure have been given, but I feel that it is a procedure which needs to be 
approached with great caution and no generalisations seem possible without much 
further study.  Such a process involves a very rapid decision by the mother and fath
of the still-born child at a time of considerable distress.  One wonders how rationally a
decision at this time can be made.  …E
a
the ordinary way, yet the pregnancy is presumable some eight or nine months old and 
the loss of the baby must involve some aspects of the mourning process.  I cannot 
help wondering what the effect upon the normal process of mourning would be o
introduction of an ‘alien’ child…..320 
 

 
319 Clausen, L. Adoptions Arranged by Deceit  Times June 24, 1996 
 
320 Blow, J. S. (1967). Psychiatric Aspects of Adoption Procedures in  Proceedings of a seminar: 
adoption services in New South Wales’, Department of Child Welfare and Social Welfare, 3rd February, 
1967, p. 24 
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I will conclude by mentioning a particular example of the difficulties which can arise
when considering applicants whose adjustment is already somewhat doubtful.  In
experience it is not uncommon for rather neurotic, childless women to come to 
believe that the major part of their disturbance and distress arises from being denied a 
child. Consequently, they may come to believe that the allotment of an adopted ch
will overcome all their problems.  I personally doubt if this is ever completely true, 
and in many cases there is no doubt that it is untrue.  The denial of motherhood 
through natural means may certainly be an aggravating factor, but I very much doubt 
if it is ever t

 
 my 

ild 

he whole cause of a psychological disorder.  One can readily understand, 
owever, that a somewhat disturbed, childless woman should seek to project the 

s no children.  One 
an only understand … but I feel that it is professionally disastrous if one comes to 

 that the allotment of a child will effect 
a cure ”.  
 
THE PUB

h
responsibility of her whole disturbance upon the fact that she ha
c
uncritically share her view and to be persuaded

321

LIC OR EXTERNAL POLICY OF ADOPTION 

lian Women’s Weekly 1954 stated:  

Unmarred mothers throughout Australia can receive financial assistance 
before and after their confinement form the Commonwealth Social Servic
Department.  The usual sickness benefits payments are available to these 
mothers for six weeks before and six weeks after their confinement.  The 
rates are: 1 pound 10 shillings weekly for girls aged 16 to 18 years; 2 
pound for the 18-21 and over group.  In addition, if the mother decides to 
keep her child she can also receive a 5 shilling weekly payment for it
six weeks after its birth.  As well as th

 
The Austra

e 

 for 
ese benefits unmarried mothers can 

or the first child.  In NSW under section 
r 

m nt for regular payments.322 

 the initial shock and distress their mothers stand by 

A 1962 edi id 
unmarried 
food, medi

“The babies for adoption come mainly from large public hospitals.  Before 
accepting the mothers surrender of the child, the Department’s officer 
explains to her the various forms of aid available should she decide to keep 

also claim child endowment of 5 shillings a week for the first child and the 
maternity allowance of 15 pound f
27 of the Child Welfare Act, an unmarried mother who wants to keep he
child but cannot afford to support it may apply to the Child Welfare 
Depart e

It is worth noting that the article also stated: 

In most cases after
them”323 

tion of Progress (Public Service Board Quarterly) details the financial a
mothers are entitled to as well as assistance with clothing, milk, special 
cine and blankets: 

                                                 
321 Blow, J. S. (1967). Psychiatric Aspects of Adoption Procedures in  Proceedings of a seminar: 
adoption services in New South Wales’, Department of Child Welfare and Social Welfare, 3rd February, 

oblem … should she surrender her baby?  The Australian 

oblem … should she surrender her baby?  The Australian 
, 1954, p. 28 

1967, pp. 24-25 
322 Staff Reporter The unmarried mothers’ pr
Women’s Weekly, September 8, 1954, p. 28 
323 Staff Reporter The unmarried mothers’ pr
Women’s Weekly, September 8
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her baby.  If she is still determined on adoption, the officer obtains from
her all 324

 
 available information.”  

A 1964 edi  
should be t

admission to State control.  Only if 

maintenanc
information

Benefits available as of November 1964: An unmarried mother and one 

at 
at other of the child was in a fit condition to 

 of her consent; that the mother had an opportunity to 
327   

Mr McCaw

unduly or improperly influenced.  They must have time and supporting 
me to a considered decision about the child 

328

The Minist

es 

sion to surrender or to retain their 
cision is made finally that adoption is the best plan for 

the child    

The Hon A

                                                

tion of Progress also referred t the conditions under which the consent
aken: 

Before accepting adoption consent, the Department’s officer must be 
satisfied that the mother is fully aware of the import of her action.  
Alternatives to adoption are explained – financial assistance, the placement 
of the child in a licensed home, or its 
the mother still insists that she wishes to surrender the child for adoption 
does the officer proceed with consent325 

Mr. Hall inquired of the Minister of Child Welfare what income does an unmarried 
mother received in Western Australia from child welfare and social services, when 

e is not paid.  He submitted the following after receiving the relevant 
: 

child: Social Services, 4 pound 17s 6d; Child welfare, 2 pound 5 s; total 
per week 7 pounds 17s 6d.326 

“ … the Minister when introducing the Bill, made reference to the fact th
e bill was to ensure th  the mth

know the import
revoke her consent …”
 
, 1965,  stated: 

The natural parents must not be placed in a position where they can be 

services to enable them to co
which is to be taken away and whose relationship is to be terminated  

er for Child Welfare states: 

Extremely careful consideration should be given to all possible alternativ
before a child is removed from his own parents for adoption.  Parents 
regardless of their social or legal status, should have the opportunity for 
full consideration of all the factors involved including the legal and 
psychological consequences of their deci
child, before a de

329

sher Joel stated: 

 
324 Progress 1962, 2(1), p. 24 
325 Progress, (1964). 3(2) p. 15 
326 Mr. Hall: (1964), WA Hansard,  Nov 25, 1964, p. 3001. 
327 WA Hansard, (1964), Nov 25, p. 3001. 
328 McCaw, NSW Legislative Assembly, (1965) Hansard, p. 3007 
329 Bridges, The Hon NSW Legislative Assembly, (1965), p. 3041 
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Before accepting an adopting consent, the Department’s officer must be 
satisfied that the mother is fully aware of the import of her action.  

 
h ild for adoption 

ceed with consent330 

idelines as 

Interna
undamental principles in international adoptions (1960) were that:  

d is 

parents should be warned of the legal and psychological consequences332  
 
that mig  the 

inister hi  Welfare (1961):  

ust be protected from unnecessary separation from his own family 
should be no attempt to persuade the natural parents to place the 

child.  333  

ustra
 
In 1957,
 

p their babies are afforded every reasonable facility: 
financial assistance under Section 27 of the Child Welfare Act 1939 if required., 

h 
 

legal right to obtain support from the baby’s father. They were supposed to offer them 
support to find accommodation if needed, either prior to and/or after the birth. If 

Alternatives to adoption are described – financial assistance, the placement 
of the child in a licensed home, or its admission to sate control.  Only if the
mother still insists that she still wis es to surrender the ch
does the officer pro

Minister for Child and Social Welfare assured Hon Asher Joel:  that the gu
ead from Progress were “rigidly adhered to”.331 r

tional law 
Two f
 

careful consideration should be given to all possible alternatives before a chil
removed from his own relatives for adoption,  

 
and  
 

ht result from adoption.  These principles were re-stated in Australia by
for C ldM

 
 … the child m
and that there 

 

A lian law 

 the Annual NSW Child Welfare Report (p.25) stated that: 

mothers desiring to kee

admission of the baby to wardship until the mother is able to resume guardianship 
and skilled and sympathetic guidance by specially trained female officers of the 
Department who all ensure that indigent mothers receive social service benefits to 
which they are entitled.   

 
Hence professionals working within adoption were supposed to provide mothers wit
information about financial benefits (which had existed from the 1920s)334 and their

                                                 
330 Asher, Joel, NSW Legislative Assembly, (1965). Hansard, p. 3056 
331 Bridges, The Hon, D. A. NSW Legislative Assembly, (1965). Hansard, p. 3056 
332 E McGuire, ‘Department of Social Welfare: principle 5’, unpublished paper presented at 
Fundamental principles in inter-country adoption: European seminar on inter-country adoption, Leysin 

ed in 
stances and effects of loss’,  unpublished thesis, 

niversity of New South Wales, 1986, p. 136. 

Switzerland, 22–31 May 1960, p. 15.  
333 Child Welfare (Further Amendment) Bill, second reading, Legislative Assembly, Mr Hawkins 
(Newcastle) Minister for Child Welfare and Minister for Social Welfare, 19 September 1961, p. 927. 
334 Carruthers, the Honourable JJ, NSW Legislative Assembly, 31st Oct 1923 Hansard p. 1947, cit
McHutchison, ‘Relinquishing a child; the circum
U
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mothers had to work after their babies were born, they should have also been given
information about the availability of child care.

 

f 
hey 

erience because of being separated from their child by adoption.  Mothers 
stified at an Inquiry into past practices in adoption, that this warning was never 

kers, Children in Need, 
ommissioned by the NSW Deputy Premier, the Hon. R. J. Heffron, outlines Child 

Welfare Dept 
 

y sign of uncertainty or vacillation the 
 question further before signing 

A Depar
 

er is able to take care of her 
 the child for 

A New S
 

335  There was never supposed to be 
any coercion; indeed, adoption professionals were expected to protect vulnerable 
mothers from coercion by others, including their parents.336  It was also considered o
utmost importance that mothers be warned of the ‘dire psychological regret’ that t
may exp 337

te
given.   
 
Donald McLean, in the1956 manual for adoption wor
c

policy as it related to consent taking:   

A mother … must be emotionally and mentally able to appreciate all the 
implications of [her] consent. A consent should not be taken if there is any 
suggestion of indecisiveness or that she has not given sufficient 
consideration to the matter.  To avoid any misunderstanding or any 
suggestion that the mother was misled or uninformed, District Officers are 
instructed to explain fully to the mother, before taking the consent, the 
facilities which are available to help her keep the child … When all of these 
aids have been rejected, the officer is expected to explain to the mother the 
full implications of the act of surrendering her child … Only when a mother 
has considered these, and still wishes to proceed with the surrender for 
adoption, should the consent be accepted.  However, having taken all the 
steps referred to  previously to ensure that she is aware of the alternatives 
to surrender for adoption, the officer advises the mother that the decision 
must be her own …. If there is an
officer will insist that the mother consider the
the surrender for adoption 

 
tmental bulletin (1964) reported that:  

before accepting an adoption consent, the Department’s officer must be satisfied 
that the mother is fully aware of the import of her action.  Alternatives to adoption 
are explained — financial assistance, the placement of the child in a licensed 
home, or its admission to State control until the moth
child.  And only if the mother still insists that she wishes to surrender
adoption does the officer proceed with consent.338   

 
outh Wales Child Welfare Manual (1958) stressed that:  

                                                 
 
335 NSW Child Welfare Department, Annual report, Sydney, 1955, p.18; NSW Child Welfare 
Department, Annual report, Sydney, 1957; NSW Child Welfare Department, ‘Departmental 
instructions, c.1960s/1960s’ cited in Report 22, Sydney, 2000, p. 133; D. McLean, Children in need:
an account of the administration and functions of the Child Welfare Departme

 
nt, New South Wales, 

ed and wayward children, 
 on child & 

5.  

ss, vol. 3. no. 2,  p.15, 1964.  

Australia, with an examination of the principles involved in helping depriv
AH Pettifer, Sydney, 1956; United Nations Department of Social Affairs, Annual report
youth welfare (1948) Adoptions (in NSW), UN, New York, 1948, pp. 14–1
336 Arthur v. State of Queensland [2004] QSC 456  State of Queensland. 
337 J McHutchison NSW Adoption: an historical perspective 1985 Unpublished paper  
338 ‘Adoption in New South Wales’ Progre
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due account is taken of the mother’s state of mind immediately following the birth, 
and the question of her consent to adopt is deferred until it is apparent that she is 
mentally and emotionally capable of making a realistic decision.339    

 
However, the above policy and legislative requirements that reflected the social more
of the time were simply not implemented.

s 

 i ustry are remarkable in their similarity. 

hild without 
mily life. It was never supposed to be a 

which newborn babies were routinely removed 

340 Women’s accounts of their interactions 
with those working within the adoption nd
They all tend to report that no information was given about any financial support or 
other assistance that was available,341 just an insistence that they were in no position 
to appropriately care for their children.342 
 
Adoption was meant to be a measure of last resort: a process whereby a c
a family was given the opportunity of fa
process of social engineering, one in 
from their natural families to be given to ‘respectable’ married couples. 
 
OTHER ILLEGAL PRACTICES 
Mr. Mitchell (Victorian Attorney-General) “It has been the custom to get natural 
mothers to sign a blank form so they would not see the name of the adoptive parents” 
(Vic Hansard, vol 239, p. 1825 cited in Dees:1983, p. 10).  

 
 
 

 
ed into signing away their children. These stories have been 

acked up by experienced adoption workers…forms were given to sign with the bulk 

ped at birth (p. 9) 
Sheets of paper covered the form she eventually signed…” Clarissa bye  The Sun-

 
The Committee in the Final Report stated that it was : Illegal to obscure the document 
Final Report (2000).  No. 22, p. 135 
 
Fife-Yeomans, J. (1993).  Judge decries adoption trauma, The Australian. 1 October
Justice Chisholm who is head of the NSW Law Reform Commission’s committee that
is reviewing the State’s adoption laws, said he had heard harrowing stories from many
of the hundreds of women who had made submissions to the committee …mothers
being drugged and trick
b
of the writing covered over. They had no idea what was happening and then their 
baby just disappeared.  
 
Clarissa bye  The Sun-Herald – Tempo April 1, 2001 Kidnap
“
Herald – Tempo April 1, 2001 Kidnapped at birth (p. 9) 
“Sheets of paper covered the form she eventually signed…” 
 

                                                 
339 NSW Child Welfare Department, Adoption, Sydney, NSW Government Printers, 1957, p.25. Also 
see Child Welfare in New South Wales, A child welfare training manual of NSW adoption practice, 
NSW Government Printers, Sydney,1958. 
340 Dr GA Rickarby, Final address to NSW Parliament Standing Committee on Social Issues, 18 
October 1999. 
341 R Rawady, Open letter to Mary Hood, President/Director Australian Association of Social Workers 
SA calling for a public apology, 10 April 1997. 
342 McHutchison, ‘Relinquishing a child: the circumstances and effects of loss’, unpublished thesis, 
University of New South Wales, 1986; K MacDermott, Human Rights Commission discussion paper 
no. 5: Rights of relinquishing mothers to access to information concerning their adopted children, 
Human Rights Commission, Canberra, 1984; NSW Adoption Inquiry, Women’s testimonies: Report 21 
& 17, NSW Adoption Inquiry; NSW Law Reform Commission, Report 34, Sydney, 1994.  
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The director general of Community Services Victoria Mr. John Paterson said he had 
no doubt illegal adoption happened on a “significant scale” until the 1970s in Victo
Herald-Sun Sept 27, 1991 p. 4 
 

ria  

he involvement of the Health Department was also evident in deciding policy as it 
nwed mothers in the maternity ward.  A Tasmanian 

 
 

r. Mr. L. J. Harvey, states: 
f the 

ority 

 

 of 

e the 

r 

T
pertained to the treatment of u
Child Welfare Supervisor wanted to stop the abhorrent practice of “whisking” the
baby out of the room immediately after the birth. The incumbent Minister for Health
disagreed and sent a letter to the Chief Secretary (Health) stating that he disagreed 
with the sentiments of the Child Welfare Department and  adoption should be 
continued to be promoted.343   
 
D
 “One practical matter which comes to mind is that the familiar Section 42 o
Child Welfare Act which prevents the removal of an infant child from a hospital or 
lying-in home, unless in the charge of the mother, without the usual written auth
of the Director of Child Welfare still applies, that the approved applicants for an 
adoption will first need to obtain such authority when they attend at the hospital to 
take charge of the child for adoption344  
 
The Attorney General stipulates that the process of adoption occurs only in 
extraordinary circumstances and in normal circumstances natural parents have both
the right and responsibility for the care custody control and upbringing of their 
children.  Obviously unwed motherhood is not considered a ‘normal’ circumstance.  
He goes to state he will emphasise over and over again the “interests of the welfare
the child must be paramount,” but if the mothers’ rights are in reality non-existent and 
neither is the term defined or any research done in Australia to determine what ar
child’s best interests then Hawkins words are nothing more than puff.  “Nevertheless 
the natural parents must not be placed in the position where they can be unduly o
improperly influenced.  They, must have time and supporting services to enable them 
to come to a considered decision about the child which is to be taken away and whose 
relationship with them is to be terminated.  The adoptive parents, since they have 
opened their lives, their hearts and their homes to the child … must have an assurance 
that assistance will be available to them through appropriate legal procedures to 
ensure that what is happening will … be permanent … the State … [has the power] 
bring to an end the existing relationship where the natural parents, by their own 

to 

deliberate conduct, hav 345e forfeited the right to bring up the child …”   Knowing that 
e mother never sees the child and it is already considered by the government that the 

d to accept the inevitable.  The case work of 
e social workers as their own literature stipulates is to help natural parents, usually 

mothers, come to a ‘mature and reasonable decision’.  According to their literature 

                                                

th
best interests lie in the transfer of the infant to a childless couple then the underlined 
makes sense.  The parents are to be helpe
th

 
343 Parliament of Tasmania (1999) Joint Select Committee Adoption and Related Services 1950-1988, 
pp. 8-9 
344 Harvey, I. J. (1967). Legal Aspects of Adoption Service in Proceedings of a seminar: adoption 
services in New South Wales’, Department of Child Welfare and Social Welfare, 3rd February, 1967, p. 
30 
345 McCaw, W. Attorney-General, (1965). Adoption of Children Bill, Legislative Assembly,  Hansard 
NSW, Dec 7, p. 3007. 
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and what is part of their propaganda campaign, only disturbed immature mothers wan
to keep their infants.  

t 

 

heir own…Yet 
om 

s 

hat 

e 

ild. 
r hearts and their homes to a 

hild and will need the protection that the permanency an order of adoption can bring 
be given to all possible alternatives before 

e child is removed from his own parents …parents … should have the opportunity 

 
Mr. McCaw: I shall put it this way: approved persons will be given priority in relation
to a specific child. That now can happen 
 
Mr. Bowen: I agree that persons should be approved before eve the child is born…I 
think it is important that approval be given before the birth of the child346 
 
Adoption, in general, involves the deepest human emotions.  The longing of couples 
for children and the need for all children to find a home and family of t
…we must also be aware that the desire to adopt, to obtain a child, may spring fr
complex motives which sometimes may be such as to disqualify couples as suitable 
adoptive parents … despite this note of warning … I am convinced that adoption i
the best substitute for care … Adoption is a process which depends upon a happy 
partnership between the professions of law and social work….It is for this reason t
he discussions which have taken place over the last several years on a 
Commonwealth-wide basis have involved both the Attorneys-General and their 
officers and the Ministers for Child Welfare and their officers, since both groups hav
had important roles to play in the drafting of this bill as indeed, have those many 
voluntary organizations which have been involved in the field of adoption had have 
made representations to me and to y predecessor on this question … Next are the 
natural parents who need assistance in coming to a reasoned decision as to the course 
they should follow that will safeguard the rights and promote the welfare of the ch
Finally there are adoptive parents who are opening thei
c
… Extremely careful considerations should 
th
for full consideration of all the factors involved including the legal and psychological 
consequences of their decision to surrender to retain their child, before a decision 
made finally that adoption is the best for the child 347   
 
Problems already apparent in adoptions 
 
Mr Bowen:  It is a question of a judgment which cannot always be given in the initial
stages.  Another point to consider is the review of adopting parents over a period of 
years.  I could tell the House of cases in my own knowledge in which I am now 
convinced that the adopting parents did not have the constitutional stability to be able
to control adequately a family home. That must affect the adopted child.  This is a 
very serious matter because this weakness may not have been obvious at the
adoption.  The Minister has spoken about the health of the adopting parents, but on
must go a lot deeper and look at the whole background of the adopting parents.
there been any anxiety neurosis or any nervous breakdown? What has been their 
medical history.  …Many an unmarried mother would be better able to maintain her 

 

 

 time of 
e 

  Has 

child than adopting parents, if she had some measure of security. Of course, it cannot 
happen and we recognize it… The unfortunate child may not be getting the 
                                                 
346 Mr. Bowen, (1965). Adoption of Children Bill, Legislative Assembly, Hansard NSW, Dec 7, p. 
3021 
347 Bridges, A. D. (1965). Adoption of Children Bill, Legislative Council, Hansard NSW, Dec 8, p. 
3041. 
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advantages that he should have.  It could happen five, or six or seven years later.  
Perhaps another child has come along, and in many adopting parents a natural 

action builds up against the child who has been adopted.  I hate to think that it 
 

rise and must be 

on. A. D. Bridges  “They undoubted will continue to do so and will be 
ies 
ey 

ferred with them regularly349 

problem with her parents 

ot she gone away for the very purpose of concealing 
er condition fro her parents 

on A. D. Bridges:  She has either been abandoned, has run away, or her parents are 
o longer interested in her…”350 

Interview with a Social Worker who Trained at Crown St Women’s Hospital (2007) 

AMING  OF THE SINGLE MOTHER

re
would happen, but it does happen.  There is the problems that arises when an adopting
mother dies …the adopting father might remarry. Many problems a
dealt with…”348 
 
Hon C.A.F. Cahill: “I would not like to see the bill affect in any way genuine church 
organizations.  These organizations have done much in the past… 
H
encouraged…I think it will be found that church organizations will form the agenc
envisaged by this bill .. I have already informed the church organisations I hope th
will seek registration…They are very happy.  I have con
 
Hon Asher Joel:  With a young mother of 16 to 18 years of age, if practicable the 
views of her parents should be ascertained and the young mother should have the 
opportunity of discussing the 
 
Hon J. M Carter: What if that is the last thing she wants to do? Is she not probably 
under an assumed name and has n
h
 
H
n
 

 
 
THE SH  

ut 

others I had interviewed and there was 

rily uncomfortable”.   

CC:  How did she respond to these questions? 

                                                

Interview with a social worker (April 2007) 
The SW speaks candidly about her placement at the Women’s Hospital Crown Street 

in 1971: 

MC: “One of the worst experiences of my professional life was when I interviewed a 

fair skinned Aboriginal women in her mid twenties.  She became very angry at the 

questions I asked.  We had a formula of questions that we had to ask all mothers.  B

this mother was a little older than the white m

not the same power imbalance between myself and this mother as there was with the 

white mothers.  I could not be as directive.  I felt extraordina

 
348 Mr. Bowen, (1965). Adoption of children Bill, Legislative Assembly, Hansard NSW, Dec 7, pp. 
3020-3021 
349 Cahill, C.A.F. & Bridges , A. D. (1965). Adoption of Children Bill,  Legislative Council, Hansard 
NSW, Dec 8, p. 3060 
350 Joel, A., Carter, J. M. & Bridges, A. D. (1965). Adoption of Children Bill, Legislative Council, 
Hansard NSE, Dec 8, p. 3061. 
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MC:  “She got very angry.  She felt insulted by the questions.  She was aware that I 

estions to make them aware of how hard it was to keep their child 

. 

 trainer] gave us these questions 

little 

was trying to make her feel inadequate and she got angry”. 

CC: Do you remember anything she said? 

MC:  “What I remember about her is how do you deal with a 24 year old who knew 

what she wanted to do. Not like the younger white mothers that you had power over – 

she couldn’t be persuaded– like with that whole power dynamic.  The type of 

questions we were meant to ask were meant to make the mothers feel inadequate and 

ashamed  - we had a list of questions that was a formula - I was meant to ask the 

mothers a set of qu

to make them feel they were inadequate as a mother,  not a fit mother and not able to 

parent her child”

CC: Were these questions written down – how did you know what questions you were 

meant to ask?   

MC: “No, they were not written down.  FB [SW

orally, I wrote them down during our group meetings”.   

CC: Can you tell me more about these questions? 

MC: “Like I said, they were meant to make the mothers feel unfit to parent their 

children.  The emphasis was very much that the children would be better off with a 

two parent family.  That was seen as the ideal.  The unwed mother was considered to 

be promiscuous.  Even if she only had one boyfriend.  Even if she had very 

sexual relations.  What I found was most of the mothers only had one boyfriend.  

They, rather than be promiscuous, were very naive. They had no sex education.   

I did not feel right myself participating in the whole interview process.  I have felt a 

lot of guilt over the years about it.  Particularly, as I said about the Aboriginal mother.  

I felt very uncomfortable with what I had to do. I felt that there was a real feeling 

amongst the senior Social Workers that the mothers were immoral.  I felt like there 

had been a moral judgement made on unwed mothers generally [both Aboriginal and 

white].  And because they were immoral they did not make fit parents.  I found 

making the same moral judgment difficult because I did not see them as promiscuous.  

Like I said all the mothers I had contact with only had sex with their first boyfriend.  

They fell pregnant because they did not have any information about protecting 

themselves … It was in the best interests of the child to be given to a married couple 

… I remember that we were meant to make the mothers feel selfish if they kept their 

child.  We were told that unwed mothers were being selfish if they persisted in 
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wanting to keep their children.  That was the general consensus amongst the senior 

social workers.  We had to get that message very strongly across to the mother.  She 

was being selfish if she wanted to keep her baby.   I remember that as being part of the 

hole question process.  The questions had to be put in a way that made the mother 

in the child’s best interests to go to a married couple.  We were told 

er off with a two parent family.  This was 

s this written down anywhere? 

t stay with their mothers? 

 overseas.  But that was 

e only benefits I knew about, there may have been others available, but I was not 

w

feel that way. 

 

CC: What do you mean? 

MC: “Well that she was being selfish if she kept her baby.  Because they really did 

believe that it was 

clearly that the babies would be bett

impressed on us”. 

CC: Wa

MC: “No that was given to us orally.  It was always framed in the best interests of the 

child”. 

CC: Why was it ‘in the best interests of the child’ for the babies to be given to married 

couples and no

MC: “It was very class based as well.  The family was definitely a very white middle 

class family”. 

CC: Were the mothers provided with any alternatives to adoption, such as financial 

benefits that were available at the time? 

MC: “This seemed very dependant on age.  If the mother was older they seemed to be 

provided with some information …. there was even housing, there were a few things, 

that were available …  but we had to do it in a way that was just terribly discouraging, 

that it wasn't enough, that they wouldn’t be able to support themselves or their baby 

…  But, certainly not with the younger mothers.  Anyway the only benefits I was told 

about at the time were sickness benefits  -  and the amount the mother received was 

very much dependant on the age of the mother.  If the mother was under sixteen they 

did not receive any sickness benefit, unless the parents were

th

given that information, so I could not have passed it on …”  

 

CC: Did you have any knowledge as to why the pillows and sheets were used to block 

the view of the mother of the baby? 
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MC: “I was told by other staff about this practice and I was told it was to stop the 

mother from putting up a fight to keep their child and making it hard for the doctors 

 to get the baby off her.  And the whole process was about getting the babies.  

stressed if they tried to take the baby 

 

.  Certainly not letting the mother see the baby was not for her benefit at 

d that”. 

terests of  

n’t get any bonding that went on.  But the thing is 

 like the LeBoyer 

 and pre-birth life and the relationship 

ther and the psychological development we got from pre-birth which 

ce [in adoption]”. 

ith unwed mothers? 

C:  “No”. 

MC:  “Yes that’s right”. 

and nurses.    They felt that if the mother saw her baby it would make it very difficult 

for them

It certainly was not about the mother”.   

CC: What do you mean by “stop the mother from putting up a fight to keep their 

child”? 

MC: “I remember that they thought if the mother saw the baby bonding would start 

and the mother would become very angry and di

off her.  So it was really about making the job of getting the babies easier for the

medical staff

all. I was definitely tol

CC: So this would be the same thinking in not allowing mothers to feed their infants? 

MC: “Yes”. 

CC:  Please explain?  

MC: “Because they were not allowed to see them and that was part of the bonding 

process then, so there was this complete cut-off as soon as the child was born”. 

CC:  In whose interests do you think that was? 

MC: “Well it certainly wasn't for the mother or the child but it was in the in

making it easier for the hospital and the social work department to carry out the 

adoptions …  Because you did

mothers bond with the baby in the womb, whether they see them or not …”. 

CC: They didn't take bonding in utero into consideration when the agenda was taking 

children for adoption did they? 

MC: “No, no.  They didn't think about that, but that's what I mean about the course 

being full of contradictions because on the one hand, in a placement like that, they 

didn't deal with that but on the other hand they are teaching us things

method and how involved pre-birth dreaming

with the mo

wasn’t really consistently carried through in practi

CC:  Not if it was to do w

M

CC:  So unwed mothers were treated differently? 
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CC: Who were major influences on social work practice of the time? 

MC: “We really had a lot of  information about John Bowlby – we followed his 

theories at the time.  Also Leontine Young was followed … I really felt that what 

happened was because of compulsion to provide babies to couples who were seen as 

e … There was definitely a 

e 

tified by the good homes that the babies would go to.  Yes 

remember that very clearly.  It was not considered to be in the baby’s best interest to 

to one of these good homes. It was 

ertainly made clear that we had to impress on the single mothers of the difficulties 

ideal parents.  This is what I remember feeling at the tim

moralistic tone to the way the mothers were treated”. 

CC: Did you feel like you were a cog in the wheel?   

MC:  “Well I didn’t at the time.  I felt like I had autonomy, but when I look back I do 

not know that I did because I am sure if I had expressed the way I really felt about 

taking babies off mothers to give to married couples I don’t think I would have lasted 

long.  Anyway I was very naive at the time, very inexperienced, if it had not been my 

second placement I don’t think I would have been able to go along with the whole 

process of the questions to shame the mothers and make them feel inadequate.  I felt 

very uncomfortable about that.  Like I said before the experience I had with th

Aboriginal mother has stayed with me and I feel a great lot of guilt about that.  She 

knew exactly what she wanted to do.  She was very determined to keep her baby …  

I remember that the whole process was very much focussed on taking the babies for 

adoption.  And this was jus

I 

remain with the mothers”. 

 

CC: Do you remember what you were told about single mothers? 

MC: “It was alluded to, that there would be lots of problems with them keeping their 

children.  It was really emphasised that there were all these good families out there 

who wanted babies. We were in a group, I mean there was a group of us and FB 

would give us instruction on how we should approach the mothers and what we 

should say, and the type of questions we should ask them.  What was made very clear 

that it was in the child’s best interest to go 

c

there were for them if they kept their babies”.   

 

CC: How would you get across the difficulties of raising their children to the 

mothers? 
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MC: “Well it was with the questions we had to ask.  There was definitely a formula 

we were given.  And this formula had to be followed.  I remember this vividly.  We 

had to ask these questions, but there was also this intent behind these questions.  On 

the one hand we were told that the principle of good case work was that the mother 

was allowed to make up her own mind.  That she had autonomy but, then we were 

given this list of questions that was to get the mothers to respond in a certain way.  

The questions were meant to make the mother feel disentitled to her own child, to 

make her feel inadequate and even guilty if she kept her child.  The focus was 

definitely on getting the baby for these good homes.  I do not remember the exact 

questions we were told to ask, but it certainly involved reminding the mothers of all 

e difficulties that they would have. Certainly the questions would be around how the 

s well as a couple could  -  so of course she would 

sisted on keeping her child and depriving it of what 

C: Was that written anywhere? 

ere told that the mother might experience anger and grief, a lot of grief”. 

 the 

th

mother could not provide for her baby as well as a two parent married couple”. 

 

CC: Why did SW’s refer to the baby as “the” baby when talking with unwed mothers? 

MC: “That was because they wanted the mother to feel that the baby was not hers, 

that she was carrying it for someone else.  Making her feel disentitled to her baby.  A 

mother wanting to keep her child was seen as selfish.  And I think that was all about 

getting the babies.  It was not directly said that you were being selfish, but it was 

meant.  Asking questions like can you provide a child with all the things a two parent 

family could – asking a question like that was meant to make the mother feel that she 

could not provide for her baby a

feel she was being selfish if she in

this middle class couple could”. 

C

MC: “No we were told this by FB in the group meetings that were held”. 

 

CC: What were you told about possible reactions of the mother to relinquishment? 

MC: “We w

CC: So they were aware that the mother might suffer from very strong and distressing 

emotions? 

MC: “Oh yes they were well aware of that, because I was told to expect that

mother might act in that way, we were prepared for that happening”. 

CC: What were you told to do if the mother demonstrated any of these emotions? 
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MC: “We were told basically to handle it the same way we would in the process of 

 

ieve 

at FB and Pamela Roberts thought they were doing the right thing for the babies 

 remember FB 

nderful homes she had for these babies”. 

the baby to be removed 

om the whole family … Mothers were told that you will go on to have children of 

t there were a lot of married couples 

C: “Yes – I felt that there was a pressure to get these babies and that adoption was 

They were persuaded, put it that way”. 

 that.  The pressure 

as on to get the babies.  If the mother had changed her mind we would had to 

dealing with any client we would be conducting case work.  To acknowledge their 

feelings, but that was about all”. 

CC: What about discussing keeping their child because of their distress?

MC: “No this was not an issue, because it was just expected that they would adopt out 

their child? No that was not an option that we were supposed to bring up”. 

CC: But what if they were really distressed about the loss of the baby?  

MC: “No, we had to convince them that they should continue with the adoption.  

Adoption was seen as best for the child I remember that vividly … I really bel

th

taking them off their mothers and giving them to a married couple.  I

mentioning quite a lot about all these wo

 

CC: What about if the parents of the mother wanted to keep the baby? 

MC: “They were advised against that”. 

CC: Why? 

MC: “It was seen as best for the baby to be totally cut off from the family. 

I remember they told their parents if their daughter kept the baby it would ruin their 

lives.  I think it was to do with the fact that having this baby out of marriage was 

considered immoral and it was seen as the best interests of 

fr

your own one day … The more I think about i

that needed these children and it was considered to be best”.  

 

CC: Do you think you were a cog in the wheel? 

M

the best way to go – so yes when I look back I do feel that I was part of a system.  The 

mothers were talked into adoption.  

 

CC: What mechanism was put into place if the mother changed her mind after the 

birth and wanted to keep her baby? 

MC: “I was not aware of any mechanism that was in place to do

w
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persuade her to relinquish.  They just had to come to accept that the baby was going to 

be adopted.  Anyway we had no access to the maternity ward…”. 

 to adopt supposed to be made? 

 come 

om very conservative Christian backgrounds.  Therefore unlike the other workers I 

k they were 

others were coerced.  

he whole interview process was about persuading the mother to adopt and it was 

 two parents could”. 

n 

ehind the questions, separating the mother from the baby psychologically so the 

y – all to make it easier to remove the 

 

CC: When was the decision

MC: It was thought that it was best if the mother decided why she was still pregnant.  

That made it easier then to obtain the baby later”. 

CC: Do you remember getting any instructions at all as to what you should do if the 

mother changed her mind? 

MC: “No I do not remember any ... My values were very different from the other 

workers.  I came from a working class background and I did my studies on a 

scholarship.  The other social workers seemed to be from the North Shore and from 

the Upper Middle Class   I did not like promiscuity, but as I already talked about I did 

not think that the mothers were promiscuous.  Whereas, the other workers just 

assumed, because they were pregnant, they were promiscuous.  They seemed to

fr

could not justify removing their children because I did not thin

promiscuous or immoral.  That’s what seemed to come through the most to me.  That 

it was alright to take their babies because they were promiscuous or immoral”. 

 

CC: What do you remember most about working with unwed mothers? 

MC: “I had single mother friend who actually lived with me and with whose children 

I was very close … Conflicting memories … Definitely the m

T

about making the mother being made to feel guilty or selfish if she kept her baby.  As 

I said the kind of questions that were asked were meant to make the mother feel she 

could not provide the baby with what

 

CC: Do you think looking back that the system that was in place in the hospital – 

would you classify it as systemic  - I mean the whole process was designed to 

facilitate the removal of the babies? 

MC: “Yes.  The focus was definitely on getting the babies, the questions, the intentio

b

mother did not feel that connection to her bab
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babies, stopping the bonding process.  The belief that it was in the best interests of the 

child to be removed – that the unwed mother had to be convinced to accept that …”. 

 

CC:  What if the grandparents were insistent? 

MC: “I remember one very young person of about 14, who was pregnant, I think she 

was from Tasmania and I think her mother wanted her to take her child home and I 

 I do remember, that there was a strong notion [of them] being 

men’s movement had an impact on the change in 

staying with me in 1978, she got pregnant she 

ood birth, and a very good 

 about 

ngle women keeping their children”. 

 National 

C:  What do you think of the government’s stance today that because of lack of 

financial assistance and stigma women willingly gave away their children? 

think that ended up happening ”.  

CC:  What I mean to say is if  the mother had strong support to ensure that she could 

take the baby home then would that happen, but if she didn’t have any support then 

she got caught?  

MC:  “Yes.  Yes … I do remember stuff around the mental competence of the mother, 

and it was often assumed, simply because they were unwed [they were] not 

competent. But

intellectually inferior in some ways, mentally inferior in some way was very 

pervasive as a welfare kind of belief I think and that changed dramatically with the 

rights movement …  I reckon the wo

the hospitals”.  

CC:  Well we had the rise of women’s activism in the forms of groups such as The 

National council for the Single mother and her Child and other groups such as 

CHUMS in the late 60’s early 70’s. 

MC:  “Yes they would have been great advocates for single mothers and would have 

challenged notions of mental incompetence amongst single mothers, and in those days 

that kind of challenging was very strong …  Yes and it had an impact on the 

institution.  I had a girlfriend who was 

was 38, had her baby at Crown St and had a really g

emotional/psychological assessment in the positive.  They had moved from when I 

was there in 1971 from being incredibly judgmental to being incredibly positive

si

CC:  And you put that down to the women’s movement? 

MC:  “Yes I really do.  I think it was the women’s movement and the

Council for the Single Mother.  And Crown St set up a very good birth centre”. 

 

C
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MC:  “No. I can’t say that. I don’t think they were willing at all.  They had no 

choices, and they were pressured into it”.  

 

CC:  Pamela Roberts makes the comments that many grandmothers made statements 

such as “This is my flesh and blood, and I am not going to give my flesh and blood 

away to strangers”  So it seems there was another discourse going on in the broader 

society.  And it was only for a short time in history that so many babies were taken 

away and given to strangers. A phenomenon which seem to increase dramatically, for 

instance in NSW after the implementation of the Adoption of children Act in 1965.  

The Act seems to have intensified the punitive ‘baby taking’ culture that was already 

operating in the institutions, but then just as quickly, as you say because of the 

ovement, the number of babies for adoption dropped –  society may 

C:  It seems that the culture that existed within the hospital and possibly the church 

s been a very extreme and punitive position with respect to unwed pregnancy? 

ou think that that the demand for babies by infertile couples played a part in 

e practices within the institutions? 

s think because they signed the consent to adopt they 

 

d to get mothers to sign the consent? 

C:  “I think it was a bit of double dealing I think it was pretence at doing the right 

ay from that woman and 

women’s rights m

have been judgmental  but do you think society would have gone along with mothers 

being treated the way you have previously described to facilitate adoptions? 

MC:  “No, no”. 

C

a

MC:  “Yes, you’re right”.   

 

 

CC:  Do y

th

MC:  “Yes, I do, at that time.  I think there was an adoption industry that had to be 

served”. 

 

CC:  Just to recap many mother

had a choice, but I don’t really believe they had a choice, what do you say to that?

MC:  “Yes, that is my impression too.  And I still have that impression now, that it 

was a process done by stealth”. 

CC:  So why do you think they even bothere

M

thing legally, but in fact the agenda was to get that child aw

get it to some adoptive parent somewhere”. 
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as if they turned the single mother into some kind of 

lien as if they wouldn’t have similar feelings to a married woman as if a marriage 

it’s really, really crazy thinking isn’t it, 

ally when you think about it”? 

 
                                                

CC:  Did the social workers meet with the adoptive parents? 

MC:  “Pamela Roberts and FT would have met with the adoptive parents and I think I 

remember they would have chosen the parents for a particular child.  They would 

have had heaps of power and control, gosh when I think about it, playing God with 

people’s lives …   It was almost 

a

certificate changes how you feel about a child, 

re
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